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2 Chapter 1

The field of biological research is increasingly trying to understand the 
complex processes that are too small to observe by eye, even when us-

ing a microscope. The mechanisms of life take place at the molecular lev-
el, therefore the only way to investigate their workings is to use molecular 
tools. Since the elucidation of the simple structure of DNA as the carrier 
of genetic information (Watson and Crick, 1953), and the identification of 
genes as physical functional units, it has become possible to get a handle on 
the biological networks within the cell. DNA and RNA sequencing have be-
come indispensable in uncovering many mechanisms, and the techniques to 
sequence these molecules has become extremely powerful over the last dec-
ades, yielding enormous amounts of data. At the same time, it has always 
been clear that proteins ultimately perform most of the work in the cell and 
that studying them directly would give specific insight into how cells work, 
and what may go wrong. Studying all proteins is called proteomics (Wilkins 
et al., 1996), and since this is a high-throughput technique, computational 
analysis is indispensable. This introduction will describe the bioinformatics 
techniques necessary to analyze proteomics experiments, with references to 
the appropriate chapters which go more in-depth into the subject.

Transcriptomics techniques such as microarrays and RNA sequencing cre-
ated the opportunity of reading out the RNA content of biological samples 
(Wang et al., 2009). It became possible to study which genes’ expression 
changes upon external stimuli or mutations, or to find expression differ-
ences between tissue types. Unfortunately, RNA sequences do not nec-
essarily represent expressed proteins because of degradation of spurious 
transcripts. This is because of differential splicing and post-translational 
modifications, for any gene regularly there exist multiple variations at the 
protein level, called proteoforms (Smith and Kelleher, 2013). Additionally, 
when looking at quantification, RNA levels do not fully explain protein 
levels, probably because of differences between RNA and protein turno-
ver rates. Consequently, we need proteomics to investigate quantification 
and protein forms to gain biological insight. Historically, different pro-
teomics techniques were developed, with 2d-gel electrophoresis (2DIGE) 
as an important technique. Nowadays, liquid chromatography coupled 
with mass spectrometry (LC-MS) has taken the main stage in the analysis. 
Understandably, many new computational techniques are necessary and 
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indeed are at the foundation of this field. In the following paragraphs a 
brief overview of LC-MS technology is given, touching upon the subjects 
where bioinformatics play an important role. These bioinformatics ques-
tions are then explained in more detail in further sections of this introduc-
tion, placing the following chapters into perspective.

An overview of bioinformatics in LC-MS technology

LC-MS proteomics

The mass spectrometer has been instrumental in advancing proteomics, 
enabling the high throughput analysis of many proteins within a rela-
tively limited time. A mass spectrometer measures a mass spectrum of 
a mixture of masses. There are several techniques to use the information 
in these mass spectra for the identification of proteins. One of the sim-
plest techniques is Peptide Mass Fingerprinting (PMF, Figure 1) (Henzel 
et al., 1993; James et al., 1993; Mann et al., 1993; Pappin et al., 1993; Yates 
et al., 1993), useful for the analysis of a single protein, typically isolated 
from a 2d-gel. The protein is digested with an endopeptidase to produce 
peptides after which the masses are used as a ‘bar code’ for the protein 
in the sample. This bar code is then compared to the masses calculated 
from the proteins already in a sequence database. For complex mixtures of 
peptides, the sample needs to be separated using one or more separation 
steps with high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC). This separation 
dramatically reduces the complexity of the sample presented to the mass 
spectrometer so that individual peptides can be selected on their mass and 
fragmented inside the mass spectrometer. This allows for the reconstruc-
tion of the peptide amino acid sequence and the identification of the pro-
tein it originated from. There are several different techniques available to 
cause peptide dissociation. Some often-used techniques include Collision 
Induced Dissociation(Wells and McLuckey, 2005) (CID), Higher-energy 
Collision-induced Dissociation (Olsen et al., 2007) (HCD) and Electron 
Transfer Dissociation (Mikesh et al., 2006; Syka et al., 2004) (ETD). Glob-
ally, dissociation preferentially takes place at the peptide backbone, with 
a preferential difference of atomic bond depending on the fragmentation 
mechanism. CID and HCD rely on collision of the peptides with an inert 
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gas such as Helium or Argon, essentially heating the molecule up to a point 
where the vibrational energy causes a bond to break. Unfortunately, sev-
eral modifications such as phosphorylation and glucosylation have a bond 
that is affected by these energies as well, and are lost from the peptide, 
creating ambiguity for the analysis of the localization of the modification. 
This problem is alleviated by ETD, where the transfer of an electron causes 
the backbone to break but will not affect the modification.
When ETD became available on the Orbitrap mass spectrometer, allowing 
for the selection of either the CID or ETD method for each peptide, 
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Figure 1. The principle of Peptide Mass Fingerprinting.

a. Proteins are cleaved by proteolytic enzymes (depicted by scissors) at defined amino acids. 
The masses of the resulting peptides are determined on the mass spectrometer. b. The pep-
tide masses form a pattern which can be predicted using the known sequence databases and 
therefore form a ‘fingerprint’ for each protein, which can be compared to the mass spectra.
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it became feasible to compare the performance of the techniques on the 
same sample. Several studies were performed on the advantages of this 
technology, one of which is presented in chapter 4, describing the global 
overview of peptide properties of these differences. It is shown that for 
identification, ETD and CID are complementary as they target different 
types of peptides. Currently, it is standard practice to select the fragmen-
tation method based on precursor mass and charge (Swaney et al., 2008). 
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Figure 2. The principle of fragmentation based peptide identification.

a. Proteins are cleaved by proteolytic enzymes (depicted by scissors) at defined amino ac-
ids. The mixture of these proteins is subjected to chromatographic separation, such as re-
versed-phase liquid chromatography, to reduce complexity before mass spectrometry anal-
ysis. b. Single masses from the peptide survey scan (MS1) are selected and fragmented in 
the mass spectrometer, whereafter the fragment mass spectrum is analyzed for sequence 
identification.
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Peptide identification algorithms for LC-MS proteomics

A single mass spectrometry run typically yields tens or hundreds of thou-
sands of fragment spectra, for which we want to identify the peptides and 
ultimately, the proteins they belong to. Much data about what proteins may 
be present is available in online databases, which can therefore be used to 
create possible fragmentation spectra to compare to the observed spectra. 
The database search method uses a simplified model of the chemical and 
physical events that occur during the analysis of a protein molecule. First, 
the proteolytic enzyme is simulated, based on the preferred cleavage sites 
on the protein. From the resulting peptide sequences the masses can be 
calculated. These masses can then be used to create a lookup table from 
mass to peptide sequence, extended to take into account (post-translation-
al) modifications. Ignoring the real-world peptide separation, the pipeline 
then continues to simulate the fragmentation method by calculating the 
appropriate ion series masses for each peptide entry (Steen and Mann, 
2004). 
Since the mass spectrometer works by selecting peptide masses for frag-
mentation, the selected peptide mass is used to find matching (modified 
or unmodified) peptide sequences in the lookup table, allowing for mass 
deviations. The observed fragments can be matched to the various theo-
retically derived fragmentation spectra to produce a Peptide to Sequence 
match (PSM). Since several peptides can match the mass of a single precur-
sor (amongst other things, because of inaccuracies in the measurement), 
a score is needed to rank between the matches and to indicate confidence 
for the match. A major difference between different database search en-
gines is the way they calculate the score. Sequest (Eng et al., 1994) was the 
first search algorithm available and is based on the correlation between 
theoretical and observed fragments XCorr. The Mascot (Perkins et al., 
1999) search engine has a probabilistic scoring model known as the ‘ions 
score’ where the score is -10*log10 of a p-value that some match is found 
by chance. Unfortunately, since the scoring algorithm is proprietary it is 
not possible to describe its principle in detail. A scoring method that is 
available is used by MaxQuant (Cox and Mann, 2008), which is based on 
the binomial distribution:
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Where q is the number of peaks retained in a 100 m/z window and chosen 
as the probability to obtain a match by chance, k is the number of matched 
ions and n is the number of theoretical ions. This score represents the 
chance of obtaining the number of matched ions by chance, based on the 
number of ions maximally retained in each 100 m/z window. Interestingly, 
this score does not take peaks into account that do not belong to the theo-
retical spectrum. The formula also clearly conveys the necessity to choose 
the correct theoretical ions to match with. The ion series are readily estab-
lished from the fragmentation type used, but the number of neutral losses 
are mostly dependent on unknown factors, therefore the score algorithm 
chooses whether to include the neutral losses based on the highest score. 
While PSM scores are calculated for each individual match, the problem is 
how to set the threshold for inclusion in a final list, in an experiment. An-
other problem of the PSM scores is that they are hard to compare amongst 
each other, even within the same search engine but for instance between 
different fragmentation methods. In an attempt to unify these scores and 
to have standardized quality thresholds, the proportion of false positives 
amongst the reported hits, called the false discovery rate (FDR) is used. 
The FDR is unknown and therefore needs to be estimated, and different 
methods are available for that. 

FDR estimation

There are different levels of identification for which FDR can be calculated: 
at the PSM level, at the (grouped) peptide level and at the protein level. Since 
it is not known which of the reported identifications is false, the FDR has 
to be estimated (see Table2). For PSMs, different strategies were devised, 
one of the most simple is the target-decoy approach proposed by Gygi and 
coworkers (Elias and Gygi, 2007). In this strategy, all spectra are searched 
against a database with existing ‘target’ sequences, as well as a database 
with shuffled (ideally non-existent) ‘decoy’ sequences. There are two vari-
ations on this strategy: either two separate searches are conducted, or the 
target and decoy databases are combined and used in a single search and 
as such the spectra ‘compete’ for matches. Moreover, there are several ways 
to construct the decoy sequences, although the differences between them 
are not large (Bianco et al., 2009). The decoy PSMs are expected to have 
a distribution of lower scores due to pure chance. The false positive PSMs 
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from the target database are ex-
pected to have the same score 
distribution as random match-
es, i.e. the decoy PSM score dis-
tribution (Figure 3). The ‘true’ 
matches from the target data-
base should have a distribution 
of higher scores. Therefore, for 
all PSMs with the target data-
base, the score distribution will 
be a mixture of the low and high 
score distributions. The propor-
tion of the decoys of the total 
number of identifications above 
some score threshold is the es-
timation of the false discovery 
rate. Similarly, a model-based 
approach is PeptideProphet al-
gorithm (Keller et al., 2002), 
which tries to fit the two mixed 
score distributions. For Mascot, 
PeptideProphet simply uses the 
ions score. For Sequest there are 
several scores available, such as 
XCorr, deltaCN and mass delta, 
for which a weighted ‘summary’ 

score D is calculated. Building 
on the idea that multiple features can be used to discriminate ‘good’ ver-
sus ‘bad’ identifications, the Percolator algorithm uses support vector ma-
chines in a multidimensional feature space (Käll et al., 2008; Spivak et al., 
2009). Percolator trains the SVM on the data itself, using cross-validation 
to estimate the FDR on the selected thresholds. Especially for the Mascot 
search engine, there was no straightforward way to filter the results, there-
fore we developed a suite of utilities that reads the Mascot “.dat” search re-
sult file directly, filters the PSMs based on a target-decoy or the Percolator 
algorithm and writes out a new .dat file that is compatible with Mascot 
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Figure 3. Hypothetical score distributions for 
scores of spectra to a decoy database (a.) and 
scores of spectra to a target database (b.). The 
‘target’ PSMs consists of a mixture of false pos-
itive identifications with a low score distribution, 
similar to the ‘decoy’ distribution, and a true posi-
tive distribution with higher scores
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and other downstream tools. For manual inspection, the utility is able to 
freely plot any relation between numerical features of PSMs. Rockerbox is 
described in Chapter 2.

Quantification

If the identity of the proteins present is considered to be the qualitative 
state of the cell, a complete overview would need to include quantitative 
data. Cell activities are regulated by adjustments in the activity of the pro-
teins. Protein activity on the one hand is regulated by physical changes 
at the molecular level such as conformation, translocation, modification 
or proteolytic cleavage and on the other hand by their levels. The mRNA 
levels are actively regulated by the cell upon stimuli, and can be measured 
with microarrays and quantitative RNA-seq experiments. Unfortunately, 
protein levels are not predicted well by mRNA levels (MacKay et al., 2004), 
even if there are corrections based on sequence that explain the difference 
so some extent (Vogel et al., 2010), so it is advantageous to be able to meas-
ure protein levels directly.
There are several protein quantification techniques, which can be divid-
ed in label-free and isotopically-labeled techniques. Label-free techniques 
read protein levels from one mass spectrometry analysis for each sam-
ple, whereas isotopically labeled peptides allow for simultaneous analy-
sis of different samples in a single analysis at the cost of sensitivity. From 
these measurements, either an estimation of the absolute protein levels are 
made, or the measurements are divided to give a ratio value between two 
conditions.

Label free quantification

The simplest label-free technique is spectral counting. Since the speed of 
modern mass spectrometers is high, a peptide is likely to be fragmented 
several times, depending on its concentration(Griffin et al., 2010). There-
fore, protein abundance can be estimated by counting the number of Pep-
tide to Spectrum Matches (PSMs) or peptides for every protein. The main 
concerns raised against spectral counting are that it is prone to errors from 
instrument-specific parameters such as sequencing speed, ionization effi-

Chapter 1
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ciency and dynamic exclusion. Moreover, a substantial amount of spectral 
counts per protein is necessary to allow for robust statistical analysis (Old 
et al., 2005). Another measurement is the area under the elution profile of 
the peptides, extracted from the combined MS1-spectra, called extract-
ed ion chromatogram (XIC). In general, these approaches are considered 
to provide better precision than spectral-counting (Schulze and Usadel, 
2010).  Moreover, this measure is shown to be approximately linear to the 
protein concentration (Purves et al., 1998). Several quantification tech-
niques use this measurement, the simplest being Top 3 Protein Quantifi-
cation (T3PQ) (Grossmann et al., 2010; Silva et al., 2006), i.e. the average 
of the XIC areas of the “top 3 peptides”.
Since not all peptides are selected for fragmentation in an MS-run, this 
under-sampling can be addressed by combining identifications of anoth-
er run (“match between run”). For that the peaks between different runs 
must be matched. Ideally this would be a trivial task, but variations in 
elution time between experiments are both non-linear and unpredictable 
to an extent, therefore many algorithms have been proposed(Smith et al., 
2015). Some important variations are as Correlation Optimized Warping 
based on COmponent Detection Algorithm (COW-CODA) (Christin et 
al., 2010) or MaxLFQ (Cox et al., 2014). Alternatively, one can make use of 
Accurate Mass-time Tag (AMT) databases (Lipton et al., 2002), where the 
(normalized) elution time of high quality previously identified peptides 
are mapped onto the elution profile of a new sample. For experiments in-
volving more than two conditions or replicated measurements, multiple 
pair-wise alignments may have to be performed to make all chromato-
grams comparable.
To avoid the inter-run matching, and to reduce the amount of mass-spec 
runs, it is also possible to use stable (non-radioactive) isotopes to label 
different samples, and analyze them together in a single mass spec run. 
In practice several methods are used: Stable Isotope Labeling of Cells (SI-
LAC),  is done by supplying amino acids containing heavy isotopes such 
as 13C and 15N in the of the growth medium to cultured cells, or the diet 
for test animals such as mice or rats. After enough cell divisions or gen-
erations, a “reference” strain with most proteins labeled is available. This 
strain can then be used to compare the protein levels to an experimental 
treated sample in a single mass spectrometry experiment. The application 
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Name abbr. Remarks
Count based

Protein Abundance Index (Rappsil-
ber et al., 2002) PAI

Peptide variants counted (charge, 
modifications) / theoretical number of 
observable peptides per protein

Exponentially modified PAI (Ishihama 
et al., 2005) emPAI 10PAI -1

Spectral Abundance Factor (Liu et 
al., 2004) SAF Spectral count / aaprot

Normalized SAF (Zybailov et al., 
2006) NSAF SAF / SAFtotal

Fabb (Aye et al., 2010) Fabb Spectral count / protein mass
Absolute Protein Expression(Braist-
ed et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2006) APEX spectral counts normalized for peptide 

detectability
Precursor intensity based, label free
Top 3 peptides (Grossmann et al., 
2010; Silva et al., 2006) T3PQ Sum of the intensities of the 3 most 

highly expressed peptides
Intensity based absolute quantifica-
tion (Schwanhausser et al., 2009) iBAQ

Label free quantification
Calculate area of XIC, eg. SuperHirn 
(Mueller et al., 2007), ProtQuant (Bridg-
es et al., 2007), MaxLFQ (Cox et al., 
2014).

Precursor intensity based, labeled
Metabolic labeling
15N labeling(Conrads et al., 2001; 
Oda et al., 1999)

Modification mass delta is dependent 
on peptide sequence

Stable isotope labeling by amino 
acids in cell culture (Ong et al., 
2002)

SILAC Currently also available as selected 
completely labeled organisms

Chemical (in vitro) labeling
isotope coded affinity tags(Gygi et 
al., 1999) ICATTM Cysteine binding thiol
18O labeling(Yao et al., 2001) Heavy / Light labeled peptide
Dimethyl labeling Heavy / Medium / Light labeled peptide

Isobaric labeled peptides distinguished at the fragment ion level
Tandem Mass Tags(McAlister et al., 
2012; Thompson et al., 2003) TMT Up to 10-plex

Isobaric Tags for Relative and Abso-
lute Quantification(Ross et al., 2004) iTRAQ®

Targeted approaches, MS2 based elution profiles
Selected Reaction Monitoring / Mul-
tiple Reaction Monitoring(Kondrat et 
al., 1978; Lange et al., 2008)

SRM, 
MRM

Table 1. An overview of different protein quantification methods.
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12 Chapter 1

of SILAC is limited to the existing reference samples or organisms, and 
by the time to create a new reference. To circumvent these problems, al-
ternatively samples can be labeled after protein extraction and cleavage. 
Labeling techniques include dimethyl labeling, where Lysines and the N 
terminus of the peptides are covalently linked to isotopic variants of di-
methyl(Boersema et al., 2009; Hsu et al., 2003; Huang et al., 2006), and 
18O labeling that incorporate the heavy isotope during proteolytic cleavage 
(Yao et al., 2001).
Programs like Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, 
Germany), Peaks,  MSQuant (Gouw and Krijgsveld, 2012; Mortensen et 
al., 2010), MaxQuant (Cox and Mann, 2008) and ASAPRatio (Li et al., 
2003) enable the quantification of peptides and proteins . Another exam-
ple, based on centroided data is the pview algorithm, using space-parti-
tioning algorithms for quick access, combined with methods from graph 
theory to group together peptide to substantially decrease processing 
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Figure 4 Effect of log2-transforming ratio data. a. Example data, ratios of random numbers 
drawn from a uniform distribution, b. Log2 transform of the same ratios, with a secondary axis 
to demonstrate the symmetry of their values around the 1:1 ratio. In both figures a solid white 
line indicates a 2x relative difference, the dashed line is the 1:1 ratio, 
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time (Eastman, 2009; Khan et al., 2009). 
The different channels can then be extracted from the chromatogram when 
looking at a known mass difference, within an elution time window for so 
called peak pairs (or triplets). Most software will try to extract peak pairs 
first, and later assign peptide sequencing events to the peaks. For 15N-la-
beling this is problematic, since the mass difference between two peaks 
depends on the amino acid composition of the peptides. MSQuant (Gouw 
et al., 2010; Mortensen et al., 2010) address this problem by identifying 
peptides before extracting precursor XICs. A problem that is not currently 
addressed in most packages is the possibility that the isotopic clusters of 
two labels may overlap. This effect can be corrected for by in silico decon-
volution (Cappadona et al., 2011).

Normalization of ratio data

An (exaggerated) example of ratio data is shown in Figure 4, where meas-
urements emulated are by dividing random numbers from a uniform dis-
tribution.  Clearly, ratio data is inherently asymmetrical, with half the data 
concentrated between 0 and 1, and the other half occupying the numbers 
between 1 and infinity. Therefore, the first step in the normalization is the 
transformation into log2 values. Values with a log2-ratio of 0 represent 
equal expression, values of -1 and 1 represent 2x down- and 2x upregulat-
ed values respectively (Figure 4b).
In most experiments only a relatively low subset of proteins is expected to 
be regulated, so the majority of the log-ratios are expected to be centered 
on zero. If an experimental bias occurs, e.g. by pipetting error, the mean 
or median of the log-ratios may be different from zero. In that case, simply 
subtracting the mean or median log-ratio from all data will compensate 
for the bias. Moreover, if the log-ratios, M, are plotted against the log of 
the intensity values, A (an “MA plot”, Fig. 5a), often non-linear trends are 
observed. These trends may be removed by performing a moving average 
or locally weighted regression (loess) algorithm along the A axis, and sub-
tracting the fitted line. A graphical software package implementing these 
methods is DanteR (Polpitiya et al., 2008).
A common observation is, that some proteins will not be measured in 
one of the channels. A common solution is to replace the zero intensity 
values with very low numbers, sometimes related to the noise level. Un-
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fortunately, the resulting ratios are usually large, disrupting normalization 
and significance testing. Therefore, it may be preferable to remove these 
measurements before further processing and treat them as special cases.

Significance analysis

An important aspect after measuring and normalizing peptide and protein 
ratios is the determination of regulated proteins. Traditionally, a simple 
fold-cutoff would be performed, reporting all proteins with a fold change 

Figure 5: two representa-
tions of ratio data. a. an A 
(log10 of the intensity) ver-
sus M (log 2 of the ratio) 
plot. Red dots indicate sig-
nificantly regulated plots, 
determined by a t-test. b. 
A volcano plot, with the 
same M values on the hori-
zontal axis as in a., and on 
the vertical axis the -10 log 
transformed p-value. The 
purple star shows an ap-
parent extremely regulated 
data point, that is not sig-
nificantly upregulated.
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higher than a pre-set threshold, of for instance two-fold. Unfortunately, 
this method gives no information about the quality of the results, i.e. the 
number of false positives in the reported protein list. Applying statistical 
analyses enables control over the quality of the results. There are different 
analysis tools available, which can be applied in different situations.
If enough replicate experiments are done, the variability of each protein 
can be estimated from the replicate values and used in a t-test. Increasing 
the number of replicates in an experiment increases the sensitivity. The 
type of replicates that need to be performed depend on the experimen-
tal conditions, while the replicate numbers may be estimated by perform-
ing a power analysis (Karp and Lilley, 2007; Karp et al., 2005) This test 
shows how confidently (or how persistently) the ratio is different from 
“unchanging”, i.e. zero, however low the ratio may be. Therefore, a second 
fold change threshold is often applied to account for biological function. 
This is represented in a volcano plot that shows the relation between ratio 
and p-value, together with the chosen thresholds (Fig. 5b). 
Time and financial constraints often limit the number of replicates that 
can be performed, for a single protein usually only one measurement 
is done. A technique used to estimate the variability is to assume most 
proteins are not influenced by the experimental conditions, so using the 
population variance is used to estimate the null distribution, and outli-
ers are assumed to be differentially regulated. In Perseus, the statistical 
analysis tool accompanying MaxQuant, there are two ways of assigning 
differential expression based on the overall variation, named Significance 
A and Significance B (Cox and Mann, 2008). Significance A will calculate 
the variance over the whole population and perform one-sample t-tests, 
to establish if the log-ratios are significantly different from zero. Because 
standard deviation tends to vary with measured intensities (as in Fig. 5a), 
Significance B performs the analyses in intensity bins. It is important to 
realize that these techniques often yield false positives, since their discrim-
inating power is very low.

Multiple testing correction

When considering a protein for significance based on a statistical test, a 
so-called false positive rate (usually written as α) is chosen: the proportion 
of times the test is expected to indicate a significant difference, when there 
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is no real difference. Traditionally, α is set to 5%, indicating that if a test is 
performed 100 times, it is expected that 5 of the tests indicate significance 
purely by chance. Likewise, if a proteomics experiment quantifies 5000 
protein ratios, we’d expect 250 significant proteins, even if the experimen-
tal condition has no effect. 
The Bonferroni correction tries to remove these false positive findings by 
simply dividing α by the number of tests, so for 5000 proteins that would 
mean α becomes 0.00001. Since this threshold is so conservative, the num-
ber of significant tests decreases dramatically. Instead, controlling the false 
discovery rate (FDR), i.e. allowing a fraction of the significant hits to be 
false, has gained popularity because of its greater sensitivity. The Benja-
mini-Hochberg step-up procedure is applicable for most high throughput 
experiments (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995). Similar to p-values result-
ing from statistical tests, denoting the α value that would just pass a meas-
urement as significant, the q value denotes the FDR in a multiple testing 
corrected context (Storey and Tibshirani, 2003). 
Although many tools give nice results in an automated fashion, sometimes 
it is necessary to go into more detail to investigate outliers or correct ar-
tifacts by hand. For that have developed StatQuant (Chapter 3), an inter-
active tool to load in quantification data and perform t-tests with Benja-
mini-Hochberg correction. By displaying the quantified PSMs for every 
protein and the possibility to disable any of these PSMs in the calculations, 
it is possible to have better confidence in the results.

Application of proteomics and bioinformatics on 
biological problems

The proteomics of the most primitive animal

A key event in the evolution of animals is the invention of true multi-cel-
lularity, where cells differentiate to perform different functions and are 
dependent on each other.  Adaptation have caused speciation to occur for 
some branches, while other branches have stayed in a relative primitive 
state. Based on their DNA sequence, morphology and physiology, some 
species have been hypothesized to represent the most direct lineage to the 
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common ancestor of animals, 
such as sponges (Porifera class 
Demospongiae) (Srivastava et 
al., 2008, 2010), but more likely 
the placozoa Trichoplax adhae-
rens (Schierwater et al., 2009). 
The placozoan genome is by far 
the smallest of these and has 
been regarded as the best living 
surrogate for the hypothetical 
Cnidaria-Bilateria ancestor ge-
nome or even metazoan genome 
in general (Schierwater and 
Kuhn, 1998; Schierwater et al., 
2009). The placozoan Trichop-
lax adhaerens is morphologi-
cally the simplest of all animals, 
lacking a body axis, basal lamina 
and extracellular matrix (ECM), 
and containing only 5 somatic 

cell types(Guidi et al., 2011). It can be found in tropical and subtropical 
sea waters and appears as a flat disc of 2-3mm diameter consisting of two 
epithelial layers with a loose layer of fiber cells in between (Schierwater, 
2005). Trichoplax reproduces in vitro by fission and budding, and although 
in vitro the egg stadium does not develop into an embryonic stage beyond 
64-128 cells, there are clear indications for a bisexual reproduction cycle, 
which left its signature in the DNA (Eitel et al., 2011; Signorovitch et al., 
2005). The Trichoplax genome contains 11,500 genes and interestingly in-
clude important genes characteristic of more complex bilaterian animals 
such as developmental signaling pathways, neuroendocrine processes, 
and extracellular matrix proteins (Srivastava et al., 2008). The available 
genome, however, does not reveal which proteins are expressed, to what 
level and whether proteins are functionally regulated by posttranslation-
al modifications (PTMs). Using high-resolution mass spectrometry based 
proteomics we monitor for the first time which Trichoplax genes are actu-
ally translated and expressed. Moreover, as the functionality of proteins is 

Figure 6 A microscope image of Trichoplax 
adhaerens. The animal consists of a few cell 
layers, here seen from above. There are no 
axes of symmetry. Photograph by Oliver Voigt, 
CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons, https://commons.
wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Trichoplax_mic.jpg#/
media/File:Trichoplax_mic.jpg
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to a large extent determined by posttranslational modifications (PTMs), 
which can only be studied at the protein level, we look into more detail at 
some important PTMs such as phosphorylation and acetylation. In sum-
mary, here we show that studying the proteome of Trichoplax, one of the 
most ancient extant multicellular animals, may provide significant insight 
into the mechanisms underlying the emergence of metazoan multicellu-
larity.

Annotating genomes from proteins: Proteogenomics

Apart from protein identification and quantification, proteomics is also a 
meaningful technique in genome annotation. Newly sequenced genomes 
are subjected to statistical gene models to establish potential gene loca-
tions. This is hard both in prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms for dif-
ferent reasons: Prokaryotic DNA is densely populated to the extent that 
coding sequences may overlap, whereas eukaryotes have RNA splicing, so 
the prediction of intron-exon boundaries is a complicating factor. More-
over, alternative splicing is sometimes used as an adaptive mechanism, 
therefore a statistical model is not going to establish the correct outcomes, 
unless it would be able to know and integrate many elements of the cel-
lular machinery. A common aid in the annotation of ORFs are Expressed 
Sequence Tags (ESTs), short pieces of end-sequenced RNA that are tra-
ditionally used to help with determining expressed transcripts(Adams et 
al., 1991). More recently, RNA-seq data and proteomics data is used to 
improve the gene annotation, in a process called evidence-driven gene an-
notation(Yandell and Ence, 2012). Early work in this field includes the 
mapping of Mycoplasma pneumoniae peptides, where 81% of the predicted 
ORFs were detected, and also several new ORFs or ORF extensions were 
found(Jaffe et al., 2004).  Most search engines support 6-frame translation 
searches, originally introduced in the Sequest engine (Yates et al., 1995). 
These peptides are then mapped to the genome, so gene annotation tools 
such MAKER (Cantarel et al., 2008), PASA (Haas et al., 2003, 2011), EVM 
(Haas et al., 2008) or Gnomon (Thibaud-Nissen et al., 2013) can take them 
into account either during the gene discovery stage, or by validating the 
predicted genes. Interestingly, proteogenomics also has a place in the area 
of meta-analysis where larger numbers of organisms (mostly prokaryotes) 
are analyzed at once to obtain “community-wide” information of gene and 
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protein expression (Delmotte et al., 2009; Rodríguez-Valera, 2004). We 
have applied the proteogenomics approach for the first time on a single 
organ of a higher organism, i.e. rat (Rattus norvegicus) liver samples. We 
compared two well-characterized strains (BN-Lx: Brown Nose and SHR: 
Spontaneous Hypertensive Rat), at an age where the hypertension is not 
observed. First, as expected, we observed that protein expression and RNA 
levels do not correlate very well, but we do observe that the relation be-
tween RNA and protein levels is consistent between different strains, hint-
ing at a gene-specific net translation rate. This was also found in a larger 
data set by the Kuster group, enabling the prediction of protein levels from 
mRNA levels for different human samples (Wilhelm et al., 2014). Com-
bining expression of both RNA and protein level, we observed a strong 
downregulation of Cyp17a1, a cytochrome implicated with human hyper-
tension, which could be related to a SHR-specific mutation in the promot-
er of the gene. The rat study clearly shows that the integration of different 
omics technologies, in this case DNA-sequencing for snp detection, RNA-
seq for splice variants and expression differences, and proteomics for the 
confirmation of the variants and quantification. Overall, with the different 
technologies providing complementary information on biology, the future 
of molecular biology most likely is in the tactical combination of different 
techniques.

My contributions

Several authors contributed to each chapter. I list the work I did for each 
publication here. I wrote and tested the RockerBox software described in 
Chapter 2 and wrote the publication. I optimized and partly wrote the 
StatQuant program described in chapter 3. I performed all data analyses 
for the comparison of CID and ETD in chapter 4 and wrote the publica-
tion. I did most of the work for the phosphorylation database and web 
front end described in chapter 5. I analyzed sequences in the Trichoplax 
data in chapter 6 for the presence of kinase motifs, and helped in creating 
the kinase trees. Lastly, I performed all analysis on the proteomics data, 
and integrated the proteomics and transcriptomics data in chapter 7.
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2.	 RockerBox:	analysis	and	filtering	of	
massive proteomics search results

Reprinted (adapted) with permission from van den Toorn, H.W.P., Muñoz, 
J., Mohammed, S., Raijmakers, R., and Heck, A.J.R. (2011). RockerBox: 
analysis and filtering of massive proteomics search results. J. Proteome Res. 
10, 1420–1424. Copyright (2011) American Chemical Society.
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A major problem in the analysis of mass spectrometry-based proteom-
ics data is the vast growth of data volume, caused by improvements 

in sequencing speed of mass spectrometers. This growth affects analysis 
times and storage requirements so severely that many analysis tools are 
no longer able to cope with the increased file sizes. We present a tool, 
RockerBox, to address size problems for search results obtained from the 
widely used Mascot search engine. RockerBox allows for a fast evalua-
tion of large result files by means of a number of commonly accepted met-
rics which can often be viewed through charts. Moreover, result files can 
be filtered without altering their informative content, based on a number 
of FDR calculation methods. File can be reduced dramatically, often to 
a tenth of their original size, thus relaxing the need for storage and com-
putation power, and boosting analysis of current and future proteomics 
experiments.

Introduction
Mass spectrometry- (MS-) based proteomics has emerged as a powerful 
technique for high-throughput characterization of proteins in biologi-
cal samples. Technical advances in peptide separation, precision, sensi-
tivity and duty cycle (Cox and Mann, 2009; John et al., 2009; Kim et al., 
2010; Olsen et al., 2009) have come at the price of increased data volume 
in terms of spectra and identifications. Consequently, the computation-
al analysis of large data dependent mass spectrometric experiments has 
become increasingly difficult. Although database search engines such as 
Mascot (Perkins et al., 1999), OMSSA (Geer et al., 2004), Sequest (Eng et 
al., 1994) and others are able to handle the increased number of spectra, 
many downstream analysis tools are currently restricted by storage capa-
city and by the amount of available system memory.
A large proportion of MS/MS spectra have a low signal-to-noise ratio or 
correspond to fragmentation of contaminants or peptides not present in 
the protein database utilized by the search engine. Most of the filtering 
methods proposed in the past to circumvent these restrictions, are try to 
remove MS/MS spectra based on data quality assessment by applying pri-
or knowledge on peptide fragmentation (Junqueira et al., 2008; Mujez-
inovic et al., 2010; Salmi et al., 2009). An alternative strategy is to filter 
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peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) based on search engine results.
To discriminate between low quality and high quality PSMs, numerical 
thresholds have to be established for metrics such as score and mass delta 
between the observed precursor mass and the mass of the corresponding 
PSM. Several methods exist to automatically determine these thresholds 
(Brosch et al., 2009; Elias and Gygi, 2007; Elias et al., 2004, 2005; Higgs 
et al., 2007; Huttlin et al., 2007; Joo et al., 2010; Käll et al., 2007, 2008a; 
Keller et al., 2002; Moore et al., 2002).  Score thresholds can be determined 
with the False Discovery Rate (FDR, Supplementary Table ST1), a com-
monly accepted measure for the quality of a MS proteomics results (Elias 
and Gygi, 2007; Moore et al., 2002). A particular FDR directly affects the 
sensitivity and specificity of an experiment: a higher FDR threshold will 
allow for more PSMs to be accepted at the cost of more false positives 
(see supplementary Table ST1).  To estimate the FDR, spectra are matched 
against a database containing known sequences (“target” database) and an 
equivalent number  of randomized or reversed sequences (“decoy” data-
base) (Elias and Gygi, 2007; Moore et al., 2002). The FDR at a certain score 
threshold can be estimated by calculating the ratio of “decoy” PSMs (i.e. 
false positives), divided by the total number of PSMs (Elias et al., 2005). 
There are two common ways to perform a “decoy” search: non-competi-
tive and competitive. In the non-competitive method, a standard option in 
Mascot, all spectra are searched separately against a “target” database and a 
“decoy” database. In the competitive method, spectra are searched against 
a so-called concatenated database, in which the “target” and “decoy” se-
quences are combined. New strategies have been proposed that make use 
of machine learning techniques to classify PSMs based on several features 
(Käll et al., 2007, 2008b). Percolator is an example of such strategy, based 
on the support-vector machine algorithm (Käll et al., 2007).
Here, we present RockerBox, an application designed to process and ana-
lyze .dat files . The toolkit provides charts to quickly assess data and fil-
tering methods to drastically reduce file size. RockerBox allows manual 
entry of cutoff values for Mascot ions score and mass window. Moreover, 
it allows the researcher to select peptide modifications as a filtering criteri-
on, to focus on a particular subset of the search result. FDR values can also 
be used to determine cutoff values. RockerBox will calculate FDR based 
on either the concatenated or separate database decoy search methods, or 
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using the Percolator algorithm (Käll et al., 2007).
All the intricate internal references (Grosse-Coosmann et al., 2005) are 
maintained in the filtered .dat files, so they are fully compatible with 

downstream processing tools, 
including Mascot’s own .html 
formatting script. In this article, 
we present the results of filter-
ing a large data set to illustrate 
how RockerBox removes ‘super-
fluous’ matches, while retaining 
good-quality search results and 
spectra.

Methods
RockerBox can be integrated in 
the Mascot search workflow as 
shown in Figure 1. It is a desk-
top utility written in the Java 
programming language (version 
1.6). Development was carried 
out with the NetBeans Integrat-
ed Development Environment 
(IDE) (version 6.9, Oracle, www.
netbeans.org). All operations 
are highly optimized for memo-
ry usage, using stream-based file 
access throughout. A disk-based 
caching strategy is used for charts 
and statistics to keep memory re-
quirements to a minimum.

Data analysis

To quickly assess the quality of 
the search results from Mascot, 
RockerBox enables the crea-

Figure 1. General workflow outlining the 
mass-spectrometric analysis of a typical exper-
iment with the Mascot search engine. Raw files 
representing separate pre-fractionation sam-
ples are converted to peak lists and combined 
into a single .mgf file. Subsequently, all spectra 
in the mgf file are matched to proteolytic pep-
tides that are predicted from the sequence da-
tabase chosen by the user. The output of this 
process, PSMs, are stored in .dat files on the 
Mascot server and formatted into an html file 
for viewing and further analysis. RockerBox is 
used as an external tool for the Mascot search 
engine to view and filter .dat files. The new .dat 
files can then be used to create HTML files for 
further analyses.

HTML formatter

Search

spectra

sequence
database

.raw
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tion of ROC curves, FDR charts (FDR value as a function of score), score 
as a function of mass delta and mass delta as a function of scan number 
(Supplementary Figure 1b). Charts can be saved in the .png bitmap file 
format and the vector file formats .svg and .pdf. Furthermore, charts can 
be saved as .fcht files that can be opened inside RockerBox for later view-
ing.
For quick reference, when .dat files are opened in RockerBox, a summary 
of the information including search parameters, database size and number 
of queries is displayed for these files. To allow further analysis in spread-
sheets or statistical packages, RockerBox features extensive export capabil-
ities to tab-delimited files with information of all the first-ranking  PSMs 
from a .dat file. Moreover, in-depth feature tables are exported that show 
delta scores and PSM matching statistics. (all features are summarized in 
Supplementary table ST2).
Furthermore, RockerBox can extract .mgf files for matched spectra. This 
allows the researcher to perform a second search with different search pa-
rameters. To further facilitate that, all search parameters used to create a 
.dat file can be exported as a .par file, which can be read and edited in the 
Mascot Daemon tool (Matrix Science) to submit the new search.

Filtering methods

RockerBox features three filtering methods: manual filter, FDR-based fil-
ter and Percolator-based filter (Supplementary Figure 1c and 2).
Manual filtering parameters include a cutoff on Mascot ions score, a range 
for the mass error of the precursor ion and a selection of post-translation-
al modifications (PTMs) allowed for each peptide (Supplementary Figure 
1c-I).
In FDR-based filtering, the FDR for every score cutoff can be estimated 
either using the “automatic decoy” created by Mascot or by counting the 
number of “decoy” hits from a concatenated sequence database. Both FDR 
calculations and filtering can optionally be limited to a mass error window 
(Supplementary Figure 1c-II).
The Percolator-based filtering method provides the means to use multiple 
features for filtering Mascot results. These features (summarized in sup-
plementary Table ST2) are extracted and calculated from the .dat file for 
each PSM (Supplementary Figure 1c-III) and used as input for the Perco-
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lator executable.  Each PSM feature-set is annotated as either “decoy” or “target” 
based on one of the “target-decoy” search methods. When using a con-
catenated decoy strategy, features are calculated as if the PSMs were ob-
tained using a non-competitive decoy strategy, to prevent undersampling 
of decoy PSMs. Percolator assigns a q-value to every PSM, which is then 
used to filter the PSMs at a selected FDR level. During the development 
of RockerBox we have used Percolator version 1.14. Similar to the Mas-
cotPercolator application(Brosch et al., 2009), we included the option to 
substitute the Mascot ions scores in the filtered .dat file with a score 
based on Posterior Error Probabilities (PEP), or a score based on 

Figure 2. A graphical depiction of the meth-
od used to estimate the performance of Per-
colator filtering in RockerBox. The Mascot 
search included the ‘automatic decoy’ meth-
od, where a search against a scrambled de-
coy database (red) alongside the standard 
‘target’ database is performed automatical-
ly by the Mascot search engine.  Here the 
‘target’ also contained ‘false’ or non-existant 
sequences, to keep track of the filtering 
performance. Features from both database 
searches were extracted and used to train 
the Percolator algorithm, which assigned 
q-values to the ‘target’ PSMs. A new .dat 
file was created by filtering the input ‘target’ 
PSMs at a q-value threshold of 0.01. Within 
the ‘target’ PSMs, database hits were found 
from the mixed-in false sequences.  This 
allows for FDR estimation on the resulting 
data.
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q-values as estimated by the Percolator application.
In some cases, e.g. a 2D LC pre-fractionation strategy, the researcher con-
catenates peak lists from several raw files. If the input peak list (.mgf file) 
used for searching contains information about the original raw file then 
both FDR-based and Percolator-based filter modes can be run on the 
data from separate raw files. Several software packages that prepare peak 
list files from raw data files such as MassHunter (Agilent Technologies), 
Quant (MaxQuant), or ProteomeDiscoverer (Thermo Fischer Scientific) 
supply this information and are automatically recognized by RockerBox.

The .datdb file format

To reduce processing times on input/output operations and to minimize 
disk usage, we introduce the .datdb file format, a form of the .dat file based 
on a the sqlite one-file database (Figure 1). It is possible to extract .datdb 

Figure 3. A screenshot of the RockerBox application, showing file information and a ROC 
curve.
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files to obtain the original .dat files that can be used on the Mascot server or 
other downstream tools. Therefore, the .datdb file format is well equipped 
for data archiving and exchange. 

Performance testing of the RockerBox filtering methods

The dataset used for testing the performance of the available have already 
been presented by Gauci et al. (Gauci et al., 2009).  The dataset consists of a 
HEK293 cell lysate, which was digested with trypsin and separated by SCX 
and measured on a nano LC coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrom-
eter (Thermo Fischer Scientific) yielding 354,389 fragmentation spectra. 
Peak list (.mgf) files were prepared with the Quant application from Max-
Quant (version 1.0.13.8). Database searching was performed with Mascot 
(version 2.2.04) with a peptide tolerance of 7 ppm and a fragment toler-
ance of 0.5 Da. The database used was IPI Human (v3.52) concatenated 
with a “decoy” database by the SequenceReverser tool from MaxQuant, 
with enzyme trypsin allowing no missed cleavages.  Variable modifica-
tions were acetylation of the protein N-termini, oxidation of methionines 
and phosphorylation of serine, threonine and tyrosine residues. Carbami-
domethylation of cysteines was set as fixed modification. In addition, we 
enabled the Mascot automatic “decoy” generation method, which allowed 
us to train the Percolator algorithm on a fully randomized database as 
decoy, while the PSMs presented to the algorithm as “target” contained 
reversed sequences from the concatenated “decoy” database (Figure 2).

Availability

Rockerbox executables and source code can be obtained from https:/www.
hecklab.com/software/rockerbox.

Results and discussion
To address file size-related issues in data processing, we implemented a 
strategy to filter .dat files by removing low-quality data. As shown in Fig-
ure 1, the RockerBox application conveniently hooks into a typical pro-
teomic workflow. A screenshot of the application (Figure 3) shows two of 
the available analysis techniques: a quick overview of the .dat file that is 
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opened and a ROC curve generated from the PSM data in the file. Smaller 
Mascot .html files can then be generated by the Mascot .html formatter for 
use in further downstream analyses.
We demonstrate the performance of RockerBox by filtering the Mascot 
search results of a data set of a MudPIT experiment on a HEK293 cell ex-
tract. 
Figure 4 shows an overview of the unfiltered .dat file in the form of a chart 
with the score as a function of the difference between the measured pre-
cursor mass and the mass of the matched peptide (mass delta) of both 
“target” and “decoy” PSMs. The results are based on the data from the 
concatenated search database, disregarding the automatic “decoy” search 
generated by Mascot. “decoy” PSMs display a uniform score distribution 
across the mass delta range (lower scatterplot). The same distribution 

Figure 4. Analytical chart of the data used for analysis of RockerBox performance. The Mas-
cot ions score is plotted against the relative mass difference between the matched peptide 
and the measured precursor mass (mass delta, ppm). The upper chart represent PSMs that 
match a real sequence (target PSMs), the lower part represent PSMs that match a reversed 
sequence (Decoy PSMs). For comparison, the Score axis for the “decoy” PSMs is mirrored 
with respect to the “target” PSMs. While “decoy” PSMs display a uniform distribution, “target” 
PSMs show a clear additional cloud of high scoring PSMs around 0ppm.
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can be found among the “target” PSMs (top scatterplot), although there 
is a marked concentration of higher scoring PSMs clustered around the 
center of the mass delta values. These findings are in accordance with the 
data of earlier work(Everley et al., 2006)26 and indicate that mass delta val-
ues may be used as a discriminator of PSM quality alongside Mascot ions 
score values. The “target” hits show a dip in the center of the distribution, 
indicating some of the fractions that were included in this search displayed 
a shift in the MS calibration during their mass spectrometry analysis.
To compare the accuracy of the different filtering methods, we con-

Figure 5. ROC curves showing the accuracy of the different described filtering methods. The 
black line shows the accuracy of the Mascot ions score alone in separating false and true 
positives in the unfiltered file. The blue curve shows the ROC curve after applying a manual 
filter on Mascot ions score and mass window (FDR 1.4%). The cyan line shows the effect 
of an automatic cut-off score based on a 1% FDR value within the mass window of -3.5 to 
5.0 ppm. The purple line shows the ROC curve for the automatic FDR filter within the mass 
window, where the FDR is calculated for all separate SCX fractions. The yellow line shows 
the result of the calculations performed by the Percolator algorithm over the whole file. The 
red line shows the results of filtering based on the Percolator algorithm with a “target” FDR of 
1% for each fraction separately.
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structed ROC curves for datasets resulting from all filtering meth-
ods. As shown in Table 1, both size and number of spectra are reduced 
considerably after filtering for all methods. A ROC curve for original file 
could be drawn (Figure 5, black line) using the “target” and “decoy” PSMs 
at different score cutoffs, showing the accuracy of Mascot ions scores for 
discrimination between true positives and false positives. Based on the 
plot shown in Figure 4, we estimated cutoff criteria as a mass delta window 
of -3.5 to 5.0 ppm and a Mascot ions score cutoff of 20. We entered these 
values into the ‘manual filter’ dialog of RockerBox, leaving mostly the 
high-scoring “target” PSMs while the uniformly distributed low-scoring 
PSMs are no longer present (supplementary Figure 3b). The ROC curve 
shows a slight increase in accuracy (Figure 5 blue curve), which is caused 
by the promotion of several lower-ranking PSMs to the first rank since 
they fall within the score and mass window criteria, whereas the original 
first-ranking PSM did not. Importantly, filtering caused the result file size 
to be an order of magnitude smaller than the original file (69 Mb vs. 897 
Mb, Table 1). By estimating the FDR of the manually filtered file, using the 
target-decoy method of Elias et al. (Elias et al., 2005), we obtain a value of 
1.4% which is above a desired FDR of 1%.
A further method, which estimates the FDR rate for all score cutoff values 
allowing a “target” FDR to be set as a parameter, leaving the mass window 
as a manual parameter (“FDR based filter”). A “target” FDR of 1% resulted 
in a ions score cutoff of 21.77 (filtering result shown in supplementary Fig-
ure 3c). The cyan ROC curve of the filtered file (Figure 5) follows the man-
ually filtered curve (blue), but ends at lower Accepted and Target PSMs 
because of the more stringent score cutoff to obtain a FDR of 1%.
In certain experimental setups, such as a 2D LC based analysis, the search 
result is obtained from the combination of several raw files. Raw files con-
taining relatively low quality spectra (e.g. SCX fractions containing many 
highly charged peptides (Toorn et al., 2008)) contribute a high number 
of “decoy” PSMs, possibly increasing the score cutoff and reducing the 
amount of accepted PSMs. Calculating FDR values from combined results 
disregards such information. For this reason, RockerBox offers the option 
to calculate the cutoff score separately for each raw file. The purple ROC 
curve in Figure 5 shows the accuracy using this method for an FDR of 1% 
(Table 1, supplementary Figure 3d).
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The two methods outlined so far only rely on the control of score val-
ues as a cutoff, with the addition of a manually chosen mass window to 
increase the discrimination accuracy. There are, however, more features 
of peptide-spectrum matches that may contribute to a better partition-
ing between false positive and true positive PSMs. Examples of features 
that are not automatically taken into account for FDR calculations are the 
mass delta between observed and theoretical peptide and the difference of 
score between the first and second ranking PSM for a given spectrum. The 
Percolator application (Käll et al., 2007), although originally written to re-
rank Sequest search engine results, may also be used to discriminate on a 
generic list of features. Percolator uses a Support-Vector Machine (SVM) 
based algorithm to classify the data based on the features from “decoy” and 
“target” PSMs. RockerBox can utilize the output of Percolator to filter and 
optionally re-score Mascot search results. Using Percolator-based filter-
ing results in a higher accuracy compared to the other methods presented 
here (Figure 5, purple line) and a high number of accepted PSMs (Table 
1, supplementary Figure 3e) at an FDR level of 1%. This filtering method 
yielded a slightly lower number of remaining spectra than the method cal-
culating 1% FDR for each raw input file, indicating that FDR calculation 
methods greatly benefit from restriction to input raw files. Therefore, we 
included the possibility to apply the Percolator algorithm on separate raw 
files as well. This method yielded the highest number of accepted PSMs of 
all filtering methods tested here (Table 1, supplementary Figure 3f) along-
side with the highest accuracy (Figure 5, red line). 

Conclusions
RockerBox greatly benefits the analysis of large data sets by offering glob-
al charts, file conversion, export and filtering methods. Moreover, result 
file sizes can be reduced considerably using any of the available filtering 
methods, the choice of which should be made by the researcher based on 
the experiment and personal preference. Therefore, a significant reduction 
in storage requirements and processing time enables analysis of complex 
samples even with modest computer hardware requirements. 
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Supplementary figures
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Supplementary figure S1a. RockerBox main window. (1) The menu area which gives ac-
cess to all functionality, see below. (2) The file list, showing the files that are loaded to be pro-
cessed. Multiple files can be listed here, enabling batch processing of files. (3) Message area, 
showing progress on the current operation. (4) Information area, showing search parameters 
for the currently selected file. (5) Button to export a parameter (.par) file for Mascot Daemon 
(6) Area for progress bar(s). If multiple processes run simultaneously, more than one progress 
bar may be visible. (7) Memory meter, indicating memory usage of the application. Clicking on 
it will force the release of unused memory.
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Supplementary figure S1b. Charts dialog. (1) A list of files is shown in the ‘queued files’ 
list for which charts will be created. (2) In the chart type list, a chart type is selected. (3) 
All charts can be made from either ‘concatenated’ database searches or from a ‘automatic 
decoy’ search as performed by Mascot. For the ‘concatenated’ option, the ‘advanced’ button 
becomes active, which gives the option to enter a string for recognition of decoy proteins 
(e.g. “REV_”) if this string is not present in the current implementation of RockerBox. (4) 
Furthermore, the mode of operation for whether to label a peptide as ‘decoy’ when any of the 
matching proteins come from the decoy database (STRICT) or label the peptide as ‘target’ if 
any of the matching proteins come from the target database (LOOSE).
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S1c. The three different filtering strategies present in RockerBox, which can be found in the 
“filter” menu in the main window.

I. Manual filter dialog. There are four criteria to filter PSMs from a .dat file: (1) The mascot 
score cutoff is the minimum mascot ions score that a PSM should have to pass filter-
ing.  (2) The modifications chooser allow for the choice of one or more modifications and 
whether to include or exclude the chosen modifications. (3) Precursor masses are filtered 
according the mass window entered here. Optionally, the Mascot automatic decoy search 
results can be kept in the output file. Decoy PSMs are filtered from the output .dat file as 
well.

II. FDR based filter dialog. (5) A target FDR value is entered here (in percentage). (6) Us-
ing the Split option, mass spectrometry runs inside the .dat file can be filtered separately, 
or all together. The result of the filtering is always a single file. (7) The algorithm needs in-
put about the type of decoy used for the experiment. The function of the ‘advanced’ button 
is described in b): “charts dialog”. (8) An additional filter can be added to the FDR based 
filter to restrict FDR calculations and filtering to a mass window. Clicking this option box 
will reveal a mass delta input field similar to the one in the manual filter dialog (3).

III. Percolator based filter dialog. (9), (10) and (11) correspond to (5), (6) and (7) of the 
FDR based filter dialog. (12) In the score output pull-down menu, the output score can be 
chosen. Choosing Mascot Score retains the Mascot ions score found from the input file. 
Choosing -10 log(q-value) or -10 log(PEP) replaces the scores in the output file with out-
put values from the Percolator algorithm. (13) The location of the percolator executable, 
which can be downloaded from http://per-colator.com/ should be set here before this filter 
will work.
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Supplementary figure S2. A (simplified) flow chart showing the filtering operations imple-
mented in RockerBox.
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Supplementary figure S4a. An overview of Mascot score distribution related to mass delta 
values for the unfiltered file used in this article, also depicted in figure 2. Here, the decoy 
PSMs are shown on the same score scale as the target PSMs using blue dots.

S4b. The result of a manual filtering operation with score cutoff is 20 and mass window of 
-3.5 to 5.0 ppm on the file described in Supplementary figure 1a. The uniformly distributed 
PSMs at the lower score range is deleted, as well as data points outside of the selected mass 
window. The estimated FDR after this operation is 4.3%.
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S4c. The result of a filtering operation where the score cutoff was determined automatically 
to obtain an FDR of 1%, within the mass window of -3.5 to 5.0 ppm.

S4d. The result of a filtering operation where the score cutoff was determined automatically to 
obtain an FDR of 1% for every SCX fraction within the file, in the mass window of -3.5 to 5.0 
ppm. Compared to c. and d. the lower limit for the Mascot ions score is less defined because 
of different calculated score cutoff values for every fraction.
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S4e. The result of filtering using the percolator algorithm, to achieve a FDR of 1%. The per-
colator algorithm allowed for many PSMs outside the mass window as determined by eye in 
the manual or FDR based filters.

S4f. The result of filtering using the percolator algorithm, to achieve a FDR of 1% calculated 
for every SCX fraction in the input file. Here, more PSMs are accepted with a lower mascot 
score and higher mass delta values.
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Supplementary table ST1a. Definition of terms. TP: true positives, FP: false positives, TN: 
true negatives, FN: false negatives. In terms of peptide identifications, true positives are ac-
cepted and true PSMs. Likewise, true negatives are rejected and false PSMs. On the other 
hand are false negatives that are true PSMs that are rejected and false positives are false 
PSMs that are accepted. In practice the numbers of FP, FN, FP and TN cannot be established 
directly and have to be inferred from other quantities.

Accepted Rejected
True

False
TP
FP

FN
TN

 

Formulas for metrics of mul�ple sta�s�cal tes�ng 

Precision 
+

 

FDR 
+

= 1 −  

Sensi�vity 
+

 

Specificity 
+

 

Accuracy 
+

+ + +
 

ST1b. Formal list of terms as determined by their formulas.
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Feature Description
id Identifier. RockerBox uses the form *db*_querynumber_rank, in 

which *db* may be ‘target’ for Mascot automatic decoy real database, 
‘decoy’ for Mascot automatic decoy scrambled database or ‘combined’ 
for a concatenated decoy strategy

label -1 if decoy, 1 if target PSM
charge Precursor charge
score Mascot score
deltaScore Difference between current rank score and ‘next’ rank score
mr Measured precursor mass
deltaM Delta mass between precursor mass and matched peptide mass
deltaMPpm deltaM relative to matched peptide mass
absDeltaM Absolute value of deltaM
absDeltaMPpm Absolute value of deltaMPpm
isoDeltaM Delta mass allowing for 1, 2, 3 or 4 Dalton difference
isoDeltaMPpm isoDeltaM relative to matched peptide mass
missedCleavages Number of missed cleavages
fragMassError* RMS error of the MS2 spectrum to the theoretical spectrum
totalIntensity* Total intensity of the MS2 spectrum
intMatchedTot* Total intensity of matched MS2 peaks
relIntMatchedTot* intMatchedTot divided by totalIntensity
fracIonsMatched* Fraction of all MS2 peaks matched
peptide Peptide sequence
proteins The list of proteins from the search database that contain the peptide

sequence

Supplementary table ST2 An overview of all features exported from the RockerBox applica-
tion in order to train the Percolator algorithm.

*Features marked with an asterisk are based on an internal peptide to spectrum matching 
algorithm, based on the ion series that Mascot has used for identification.
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3.	 StatQuant:	A	post	quantification	
analysis toolbox for quantitative mass 
spectrometry in proteomics

van Breukelen, B., van den Toorn, H.W.P., Drugan, M., and Heck, A.J.R. 
(2009). StatQuant: a post-quantification analysis toolbox for improving 
quantitative mass spectrometry. Bioinformatics 25, 1472–1473.
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Motivation: Mass spectrometric protein quantitation has emerged as 
a high-throughput tool to yield large amounts of data on peptide 

and protein abundances. Currently, differential abundance data can be 
calculated from peptide intensity ratios by several automated quanti-
tation software packages available. There is, however, still a great need 
for additional processing to validate and refine the quantitation results. 
Here, we present a software tool, termed StatQuant, that offers a set of 
statistical tools to process, filter, compare and represent data from several 
quantitative proteomics software packages such as MSQuant. StatQuant 
offers the researcher post-processing methods to achieve improved confi-
dence on the obtained protein ratios.

Availability: StatQuant can be downloaded from: https://www.hecklab.
com/software/statquant/ (binary and source code). Contact: b.vanbreu-
kelen@uu.nl

Introduction
Mass spectrometric protein quantification has become a powerful tool to 
determine differences in protein abundances between proteomes. Such 
data allows the identification of those proteins that play a role in, for ex-
ample, cancer development, responses to stimuli and cell signaling cas-
cades. Typically, samples containing proteins or digested proteins are la-
beled with stable isotopes and subsequently mixed with an equal amount 
of unlabeled or differentially labeled (control) sample(s). In case of intact 
proteins the samples are first digested before mass spectrometric analysis. 
The mixture is then separated by nanoliter flow liquid chromatography and 
tandem mass spectrometric analysis (LC-MS/MS). Typically, isotopomers 
of peptides will co-elute from the LC column and thus simultaneously ap-
pear in the mass spectra. Based on their differences in mass they can be 
differentiated and quantified on their relative intensities. Peptides can sub-
sequently be identified using mass spectrometric peptide sequencing and 
assigned to their corresponding proteins. Following mass spectrometric 
analysis, a variety of dedicated software tools can be used to calculate pro-
tein abundances. Usually, such software reads the raw mass spectrometer 
data which it combines with peptide identifications to calculate the abun-
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dance for each peptide. Proteins are commonly identified with confidence 
by two or more peptides. Therefore, a protein ratio will be the average of 
its peptide ratios. As a consequence, variation in peptide ratios results in a 
protein ratio with a particular SD. Typically, the software outputs a table of 
protein identifications; its associated peptides; and the relative abundance 
ratios. In successive rounds of analysis this data is used for quality con-
trol and in-depth analysis. Often this part is performed manually using a 
spreadsheet. In general, protein ratio values as derived from these tools are 
verified in follow-up experiments before the conclusions about the signif-
icantly up- or downregulated proteins are drawn.

In order to address the lack of proper post-analysis tools and to provide 
the user with an easy to use graphical user interface, we developed a soft-
ware tool in the Java programming language (using JAVA version 1.6 or 
higher) named StatQuant. StatQuant provides methods for data normali-
zation, cross-experiment comparison, outlier detection, data visualization 
and significance testing (P-values). P-values are calculated using the pro-
tein abundance ratios and their SD of its associated peptide ratios using 
one sample t-tests. This provides the user with an additional tool to assess 
the reliability or confidence on the obtained protein ratios.

Features
StatQuant reads data from protein quantitation software. In generic mode, 
StatQuant requires simple TAB delimited data with only few required col-
umns, including protein ID, peptide sequence, signal (or intensity) 1 and 
signal 2. Furthermore a dedicated importer for MSQuant (Andersen et al., 
2003; Schulze and Mann, 2004) results has been implemented.
Upon importing quantitation data several options are provided, for ex-
ample, to combine multiple data files that are part of the same experi-
ment (Figure 1). The user can choose to present the data in a peptide or 
protein-centric view. Imported data are represented in two tables in the 
main view (Figure 2). The top table presents an overview of all features, 
which are, depending on the selected view; either proteins or peptides; the 
amount of peptides associated to that feature; ratios both in normal and 
2Log scale; SD of the feature ratio; the corresponding P-value; and a Q-val-
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ue. The bottom table presents detailed information on the feature includ-
ing: the peptides and their modifications (PTMs); search engine scores; 
signal or intensity values and their ratios. The bottom panel also allows the 
user to select peptides and disqualify them for further analysis.

StatQuant offers the possibility for normalization based on the median 
intensity, a selected group of features or on a user-defined value. The effect 
on the distribution of the ratios is visualized through graphs, that on the 
X-axis present the 2Log ratio (M) and on the Y-axis show the average (A) 
2Log intensity of both signals (MA plots, Figure 1 right, Figure 4).

Stable isotope labeling with amino acids in cell culture (SILAC) is a com-
mon method to generate samples for quantitative proteomics (Ong et al., 
2002, 2003a). SILAC experiments may be hampered by the in-cell conver-
sion of Arg to Pro impeding accurate quantitation (Hwang et al., 2006). To 
accommodate this problem StatQuant can modify the experimental-

Figure 1: Loading options screen. The user is presented with several option for loading (im-
porting) the data into StatQuant. In the top table the selected columns are shown. Here the 
user can select different columns if desired. Additionally the user can choose to add peptide 
areas, import XIC’s or Signal intensities, create a peptide report, swap labels (in case of a 
reverse label experiments) and use the MSQuant specific PTM information.
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Figure 2: Data is presented in a table. The top table shows the proteins, their ratios and sta-
tistics. In the bottom table a per protein peptide overview is shown with the peptide ratio and 
additional peptide information. Moreover, peptides can be excluded from quantification here.

ly derived, Pro containing, peptide ratios based on a precalculated conver-
sion rate which can be experimentally determined (Ong et al., 2003b; Van 
Hoof et al., 2007). A binomial distribution is then used to calculate the 
conversion rate for all other peptides containing one or more Pro residues, 
which improves quantitation significantly (Gruhler et al., 2005; Figure 5).

On top of the data processing tools StatQuant contains a series of filter 
steps to refine the data and to increase the confidence of the obtained ra-
tios. Outlier detection is performed by applying the Z-score algorithm, 
which automatically unselects all peptides that have a ratio outside the 2 
SDs interval of the feature ratio. Outliers are not always that obvious and 
do not always originate from experimental error. For example, proteins 
can be expressed in multiple isoforms or variants. As a result it is pos-
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sible that multiple proteins share identical peptide sequences. To address 
that problem, StatQuant has a method to check for ‘peptide uniqueness’, 
which searches all peptides against a sequence database to determine if 
this peptide is unique to a single entry. StatQuant offers multiple export 
functions. It can export all visible tables in tabular format, but can also 
produce a comparison of multiple experiments, where only the overlap-
ping proteins are presented (Figure 3).

Discussion
Most protein quantitation software packages provide the user with ratio 
data only, which often needs manual post-processing to ascertain the data 
and obtain values for its reliability and/or significance. Here, we present 
a versatile tool that can be generally used for post-processing of quantita-
tive proteomics data, termed StatQuant. The graphical user interface offers 
options for data normalization, filtering, comparison and representation. 

Figure 3: Experimental comparison report. In this table StatQuant shows all protein and 
their ratio’s as obtained from the different experiments. This view can be exported as a TAB 
delimited text file, and can be loaded into ms-excel or other analysis tools such as SpotFire 
to create heatmaps.
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StatQuant was written such that it can accommodate data from different 
protein quantitation software packages. Processed data from multiple ex-
periments can be compared, processed and exported.

StatQuant has already been successfully implemented to process and filter 
large datasets, aiding the refinement of data such that only reliable protein 

Figure 4: Visualization of protein/peptide ratios using a MA plot. On the x-axis the sum of the 
peptide intensities (per protein) A=   is plotted against the log2-Ratio 
on the y-axis (M). Protein ratios with a significance (p-value) above 0.05 are shown as blue 
squares whereas the protein ratios with a p-value below 0.05 are shown in red. 

Figure 5: Proline conversion shifts ratios in SILAC experiments, which can be compensated 
for in StatQuant
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ratios were reported (Boersema et al., 2008; Raijmakers et al., 2008).
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4.	 Targeted	SCX	based	peptide	
fractionation	for	optimal	sequencing	by	
collision induced, and electron transfer 
dissociation

Toorn, H.W.P. van den, Mohammed, S., Gouw, J.W., Breukelen, B. van, and 
Heck, A.J.R. (2008). Targeted SCX Based Peptide Fractionation for Optimal 
Sequencing by Collision Induced, and Electron Transfer Dissociation. J. 
Proteomics Bioinform. 1, 379. © 2008 The Authors.
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Electron transfer dissociation (ETD) of peptide ions has been intro-
duced as a tool for mass spectrometry based peptide sequencing, com-

plementary to the commonly used collision induced dissociation (CID). It 
has been proposed that ETD may have better performance than CID for 
more highly charged and/or larger peptides. Here, we compare the perfor-
mance of ETD and CID on data generated in a large-scale proteomics ex-
periment.  First, tryptic proteolytic peptides of Drosophila melanogaster 
oocytes were off-line separated based on their in-solution net charge state 
using strong cation exchange chromatography (SCX), followed by an on-
line reverse-phase (RP) liquid chromatography separation coupled to an 
ion trap mass spectrometer with ETD capabilities. The mass spectrome-
ter selected MS peaks were subjected to both ETD and CID thus allowing 
a fair comparison.. Around 2300 peptides were exclusivelyidentified by 
CID and similiarly more than 3000 by ETD with approximately 1400 by 
both ETD and CID.  In total nearly 7,000 peptides were identified with a 
very conservative Mascot peptide cut-off score of 60 clearly verifying that 
ETD and CID are complementary techniques. In the early SCX fractions, 
which contain peptides with a ‘low’ net charge, more than 90% of the 
peptides could be successfully identified by CID whereas in the later SCX 
fractions more than 90% of the identified peptides could be successfully 
identified by using ETD only. The chosen strategy, with a combination 
of SCX and RP-LC-MS/MS, allows the user to make targeted decisions 
on whether to optimally use CID and/or ETD. Analysis of the sequence 
and amino acid contents of all identified peptides clearly revealed that 
the impressive performance of ETD for peptides possessing charge states 
above three do not require CID based sequencing which, at best, would 
be solely confirmatory. 

Introduction
Several strategies are available for performing large-scale analyses of com-
plex protein mixtures(Aebersold and Mann, 2003; Brunner et al., 2007; 
Chen et al., 2006; Kolkman, 2005; Krijgsveld et al., 2006; Witze et al., 
2007). The ‘shotgun’ peptide-centric approach is popular for such analy-
ses, involving the generation of in-solution tryptic digests of whole lysates. 
The complexity of the sample introduced into the mass spectrometer is re-
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duced by using multidimensional separation techniques where, typically, 
the first dimension consists of strong cation exchange (SCX) chromatog-
raphy (Wu et al., 2003), hydrophilic interaction chromatography (HILIC) 
(Boersema et al., 2007) or peptide iso-electric focusing (IEF)(Cargile et al.; 
Krijgsveld et al., 2006). In particular, the combination of SCX as a first di-
mension for separation of the peptides with nanoflow reversed phase (RP) 
chromatography has been shown to be extremely powerful (MacCoss et 
al., 2002). Unfortunately, when using such an approach there will be an 
undersampling of the total peptide population. This is partly caused by 
the fact that the separation power of multidimensional chromatography 
is still insufficient and consequently too many peptides will co-elute and 
compete with each other for ionization and mass spectrometric sequenc-
ing. This drawback can be partly overcome by a repeating the analysis for 
each sample several times since peptide sampling by the mass spectrom-
eter is partly random(de Groot et al., 2007; Lipton et al., 2002; Liu et al., 
2004; Shen et al., 2005). Another reason why not all peptides are success-
fully sequenced lies in the fact that most current electrospray based mass 
spectrometers have an optimal m/z range for analysis which lies between 
300-1500 Th. In-solution digestion using trypsin may not allow a com-
plete analysis due to certain proteolytic peptides falling outside this opti-
mal window (MacCoss et al., 2002; Mohammed et al., 2008). Larger and 
highly charged tryptic peptides are often sequenced poorly by CID based 
tandem MS, partly due to insufficient mass resolution to assign the cor-
rect charge state for the precursor and product ions as well as poor frag-
mentation(Paizs and Suhai, 2005). All in all, new methods that will enable 
improved proteome coverage by using techniques complemantary to CID, 
would be welcome.
Recently electron transfer dissociation (ETD) has been introduced as a 
new peptide sequencing method(Good et al., 2007; Syka et al., 2004), and 
through its mode of operation exhibits properties that are complementary 
to collision induced dissociation (CID). In ETD, an electron is transferred 
from a radical anion, usually fluoranthene, to the protonated peptide, in-
ducing fragmentation and formation of c and z type ions. The exact mech-
anism of how ETD promotes fragmentation is however still under debate(-
Leymarie et al., 2003; Syka et al., 2004; Zubarev et al., 1998). It has been 
shown that ETD can be effective at fragmenting peptides with the higher 
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charge state peptides that CID would often struggle to identify. However, 
earlier studies have shown that doubly charged peptides do not efficiently 
fragment in ETD experiments due to the fact that dissociation efficiency 
by ETD is related to the number of charges present on the precursor ion. 
To circumvent the difficulties of analyzing doubly protonated peptides by 
ETD techniques a limited amount of collisional activation is applied to 
precursor cations after electron transfer for more efficient fragmentation, 
so-called ETcaD (Pitteri et al., 2005; Swaney et al., 2007).
To obtain a more in-depth sense for the performance of ETD as com-
pared to CID, we performed a medium-scale proteome analysis of early 
Drosophila melanogaster embryos in which all peptides were subjected to 
CID and ETD. We generated a dataset of approximately 7000 peptides that 
were sequenced by CID and ETD when applying a conservative Mascot 
cut-off score of 60. Annotated spectra were extracted from Mascot result 
files (.dat) that fulfill the score requirements using an in-house developed 
software tool, while systematic statistical analysis on the dataset were per-
formed with simple Perl scripts. Strikingly, the result was the discovery 
for the overlap between the the ETD and CID data-sets being less than 
25%. Looking into the specifics on each peptide we conclude from the 
data that CID favors smaller and less basic peptides, whereas ETD favors 

Figure 1: Scheme of the experimental setup. Tryptic peptide digests of Drosophila melano-
gaster embryo lysates were first separated by off-line strong cation exchange (SCX), where 
each fraction was analysed by reversed-phase liquid chromatography on-line coupled to a 
mass spectrometer. Individual peptide ions were selected by the mass spectrometer and 
fragmented using sequentially both collision induced dissociation (CID) and electron transfer 
dissociation (ETD).

Strong Cation Exchange Reversed-phase LC-MS, 23 runs
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longer and more highly charged and therefore more basic peptides. As 
SCX largely separate peptides on charge(Beausoleil et al., 2004), which is 
also clearly revealed by the current data-set, an optimal strategy can be 
proposed whereby the early fractions are predominantly analyzed by CID-
MS, whereas the late fractions would solely require ETD. 

Experimental

Fly stock and embryo collection and sample preparation

Wild-type OregonR flies were maintained by standard methods at 25 °C. 
Wild-type embryos were collected on agarose-agar plates, washed in water 
and dechorionated by incubation in 2.5% sodium hypochlorite for 90 s 
followed by another wash and kept at -20 °C. About 5 mg of embryos were 
lysed in 8 M urea and 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Cellular debris was 
pelleted by centrifugation at 20,000 g for 20 minutes. Prior to digestion, 
proteins were reduced with 1 mM DTT and alkylated with 2 mM iodo-
acetamide. The mixture was diluted 4-fold to 2 M urea using 250 µL of 50 
mM ammonium bicarbonate and 50 µL of trypsin solution, 0.1 mg/mL, 
and incubated overnight at 37 °C.

Strong Cation Exchange.

Strong cation exchange was performed using a Zorbax BioSCX-Series II 
column (0.8 mm i.d. × 50 mm length, 3.5 µm), a FAMOS autosampler 
(LC-packing, Amsterdam, The Netherlands), a Shimadzu LC-9A binary 
pump and a SPD-6A UV-detector (Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan). Prior to SCX 
chromatography, protein digests were desalted using a small plug of C18 
material (3 M Empore C18 extraction disk) packed into a GELoader tip 
(Eppendorf) similar to what has been previously described(Rappsilber et 
al., 2003), onto which ~10 µL of Aqua C18 (5 µm, 200 Å) material was 
placed. The eluate was dried completely and subsequently reconstituted in 
20% acetonitrile and 0.05% formic acid. After injection, a linear gradient 
of 1% min−1 solvent B (500 mM KCl in 20% acetonitrile and 0.05% for-
mic acid, pH 3.0) was performed. A total of 45 SCX fractions (1 min each, 
i.e., 50 µL elution volume) were manually collected and dried in a vacuum 
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centrifuge, of which 23, that contained most peptides, were subjected to 
our mass spectrometric analysis by RP-LC MS/MS.

Nanoflow-HPLC-MS.

Dried residues were reconstituted in 50 µL of 0.1 M acetic acid and were 
analyzed by nanoflow liquid chromatography using an Agilent 1100 
HPLC system (Agilent Technologies) coupled on-line to a LTQ-XL mass 
spectrometer (Thermo-Fisher Scientific). The liquid chromatography part 
of the system was operated in a setup essentially as described previously 
(Licklider et al., 2002; Meiring et al., 2002). Aqua C18 (Phenomenex), 5 
µm resin was used for the trap column, and ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ, 3 µm, 
(Dr. Maisch GmbH) resin was used for the analytical column. Peptides 
were trapped at 5 µL/min in 100% solvent A (0.1 M acetic acid in water) 
on a 2 cm trap column (100 µm i.d., packed in-house) and eluted to a 20 
cm analytical column (50 µm i.d., packed in-house) at ~100 nL/min in a 
150-min gradient from 10 to 40% solvent B (0.1 M acetic acid in 8/2 (v/v) 
acetonitrile/water). The eluent was sprayed via standard coated emitter 
tips (New Objective), butt-connected to the analytical column. The mass 
spectrometer was operated in the data dependent mode to automatically 
switch between MS and MS/MS ETD and MS/MS CID. Survey MS spectra 
were acquired from m/z 350 to m/z 1500 in the LTQ after accumulation 
to a target value of 30,000 in the linear ion trap. The two most intense 
ions were fragmented in the linear ion trap at a target value of 10,000. To 
prevent repetitive analysis of the same ion, dynamic exclusion technology 
(Thermo Fischer Scientific) was used.

Data extraction and analysis

The MS2-data was extracted from the raw data file with a beta-release of 
Bioworks 3.4 (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) into separate spectrum (.dta) files 
using the Sequest preprocessor, without additional filtering. The standard 
method of charge state assignment is to use the Charger program (Ther-
mo-Fisher Scientific) (Sadygov et al., 2008) on every ETD tandem mass 
spectrum. We let the Charger program analyze our experimental data to 
assess its performance. All other analyses were performed without the de-
pendency on the Charger program via concatenating the spectra in Mas-
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cot Generic Files (.mgf), where the CHARGE field for each peak list corre-
sponding to an individual spectrum would contain values from 2+ to 7+. 
Tandem MS ion searches were performed with Mascot 2.2 (Matrix Science 
inc.) on a concatenated database of Drosophila melanogaster sequences in 
the Swissprot and the TREMBL databases, with a peptide tolerance of 3.0 
Da and a MS/MS tolerance of 0.9 Da. Subsequently, the Mascot result files 
(.dats) were retrieved from the server and each underwent an extraction 
procedure. For all SCX fractions, the highest scoring peptide hit for each 
spectrum was retrieved. Sequence, ion score, charge state and precursor 
mass were stored in a text file. Similarly, for protein identifications the best 
protein hit for each peptide identification was retrieved. Protein identifi-
cation required a minimum of two peptides to be identified. All algebraic 
operations regarding peptides and protein identifications were performed 
with Perl (Activestate Perl 5.8.8) scripts and visualized with Microsoft Ex-
cel 2007. All the Perl scripts, the original input text files and the Excel 
workbook (in Excel 2007 format) are made available in the supplementary 
material (http://bioinformatics.chem.uu.nl/vdtoorn_etdcid). All raw data 
with identifications has been submitted to the PRIDE repository at the EBI 
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pride, in a project with the name “Targeted SCX 
based peptide fractionation for optimal sequencing by collision induced, 
and electron transfer dissociation”, accession numbers 8697-8742  inclu-
sive) 

Results and Discussion

Drosophila melanogaster embryos were lysed and the peptide mixture gen-
erated by trypsin proteolysis was subjected to SCX fractionation (Figure 
1). Twenty three 1 minute fractions were subjected to analysis by RP-LC-
MS/MS. The linear ion trap mass spectrometer was operated in the data 
dependent mode and switched automatically between MS, ETD and CID. 

Precursor ion charge state determination

The linear ion trap mass spectrometer has limited mass resolution when 
performing a standard scan and therefore correct determination of the 
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Figure 2: Correct determination of precursor ion charge states are vital for optimal peptide 
sequencing. In (A) the charge states were determined by the Bioworks ‘charger’ preproces-
sor program.. For each SCX fraction the relative contribution of ions of each charge state is 
shown.  The charge assigned in (B) and (C) were determined by the charge of the highest 
scoring peptide (minimum peptide score of 60) in a Mascot database search. Mascot was 
instructed to search with the  charge state being between 2+ and 7+ for each MS-spectrum. 
The charge state contributions for both CID data (B) and ETD data (C) are shown. The color 
legend at the top provides correlation with theassigned charges. The absolute number of 
identified peptides in each SCX fraction is listed in supplementary Figure 4.
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precursor ion charge state requires additional time-consuming scans.  A 
specific method of charge state determination is available for ETD MS 
spectra, which exploits the knowledge that the transferred electron(s) 
might not necessarily induce dissociation, but lead to intact peptides ions 
with a reduced charge state. The Charger program, which is part of the Bi-
oworks package (Thermo-Fisher Scientific) (Sadygov et al., 2008) tries to 
determine charge states using these charge-reduced species that are pres-
ent within the ETD spectra. An overview of Charger program output for 
the mass spectrometric data acquired is shown in Figure 2A. We started 
our comparison at fraction 11 which was the first to contain a reasonable 
number of peptides, and stopped at fraction 33. As expected, there is a 
trend of increasing peptide charge states with increasing fraction number 
for the SCX run. Notably, in every SCX fraction analysis many spectra are, 
quite unrealistically, assigned as 6+ charge states, especially compared to 
the number of peptides with 4+ and 5+ charges,  suggesting there is a weak-
ness in identifying 3+ peptides confidently possibly caused by poor peak 
detection. In order to check the confidence in charge state assignment we 
instructed the Mascot search engine to consider all charge states between 
2+ and 7+ for each submitted ETD spectrum. The peptide sequence that 
was assigned with the highest Mascot score was assumed to indicate the 
correct charge state.  For the identifications, we set an ion score cut-off of 
60 to solidify our assumption, which allowed a False Discovery Rate (FDR) 
of below 0.3 % for all peptide rich fractions as determined by the use of a 
decoy database search (Supplementary figure 1). Figure 2B and C summa-
rize charge state trends detected by Mascot based discrimination.  Figure 
2B indicates the charge states for all peptides sequenced by CID, whereas 
figure 2C contains the analogous data obtained from the ETD analysis. 
From the data presented in figure 2C it is apparent that, indeed, the higher 
number of 6+ charge states assigned by the Bioworks Charger program 
were erroneous. When the 6+ and 7+ charged peptides are removed from 
the Charger results (supplementary figure 2), the results show improved, 
though not perfect, agreement with the data presented in Figure 2C. 
Our analysis reveals that for all peptides successfully identified charges 
of up to 4+ are detected frequently but higher charge states are much less 
common. The higher number of identified peptides in lower fractions for 
CID as compared to the higher number of identified peptides in higher 
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Figure 3: ETD and CID are complementary. (A) Number of unique peptide identifications per 
SCX fraction. The number of peptides exclusively identified with CID are in blue, the number 
of peptides exclusively identified with ETD are in red, and the number of peptides identified 
with both activation methods are in green.  (B) The cumulative number of unique peptides 
identified based on all SCX fractions.  On the right the accumulated peptide numbers are 
shown. The absolute number of identified peptides in each individual SCX fraction is listed in 
supplementary Figure 4. (C) The cumulative number of unique proteins over all SCX factions.
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scx fractions (Figure 2B and 2C) indicate that CID has a preference for 
2+ peptide precursor ions, whereas ETD is relatively more successful in 
sequencing higher charge state precursor peptide ions.

Comparison of performance between ETD and CID

In order to compare the performance between the ETD and CID methods 
we calculated the number of unique peptides identified in each SCX frac-
tion. We separated the identified peptides (Mascot peptide score > 60) into 
three categories (figure 3); peptides exclusively identified by CID (blue), 
peptides exclusively identified by ETD (red), and peptides mutually iden-
tified by both CID and ETD (green). We also analyzed data using a cut-off 
of 40, which is presented in Supplementary Figure 1B. From figure 3A it 
can be observed there are approximately three broad maxima in the total 
peptide numbers observed over the full SCX run: around fractions 13/14, 
around fractions 18/19, and around fractions 25 to 29. These maxima cor-
respond most likely to the elution profiles of differentially charged pep-
tides in the SCX separation i.e. the 2+, 3+ and >4+ peptides, conforming 
to the results shown in Figures 2B and 2C. Around the first maximum 
(i.e. 2+ net charge) many more unique peptides are found with CID com-
pared to ETD. Moreover, ETD adds little to the overall number of peptide 
identifications for these SCX fractions (note: supplemental activation was 
applied for the 2+ peptides analyzed by ETD). SCX fractions, containing 
3+ peptides, 17 onwards, show a significant increase in peptides identified 
with ETD and from fraction 25 ETD outperforms CID where by using 
only ETD data, 90% of the total number of peptides identifications can be 
attained. It should be noted that ETD peptide fragment ions originating 
from 3+ peptides will have a maximum charge of 2+ while CID fragments 
from a similar precursor will have a maximum charge of 3+ thus making 
CID spectra potentially more difficult to interpret using an LTQ which has 
a limited resolving power. Figure 3B shows the cumulative identification 
of peptides over all SCX fractions revealing that the total number of pep-
tides identified is dominated by CID in the early fractions and by ETD in 
the later SCX fractions. 
The overall result is 6710 spectral annotations (peptide identifications), 
with a MASCOT score cut-off of 60. CID uniquely idenfied 2309, while 
ETD obtained 3040 unique identifications and 1361 were identified by 
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both CID and ETD (see also supplementary Figure 4). Interestingly, in 
a recent comparative study of CID and ETD Molina et al.(Molina et al., 
2008) reported that the use of ETD hardly added to the number of peptide 
identifications already made through CID, i.e. CID outperformed ETD as 
far as number of peptide identification were concerned. This apparent dis-
crepancy between these results and ours, wherein ETD identifies more pep-
tides than CID, can be largely explained by the differences in experimental 
design. In the present work, by using SCX as peptide pre-fractionation 
technique, a more targeted analysis was performed towards sequencing 
of highly charged, larger peptides, which we show are more successfully 
sequenced by ETD. However, observed differences in the outcome of these 
two experiments may also originate from the different search engines used 
for peptide identifications (i.e. Spectrum Mill versus Mascot) and different 
mass spectrometers. Our findings are actually more consistent with the 
results reported earlier by Good et al. (2007).
When switching to the context of unique protein identification which we 
based upon the identification of a minimum of two unique peptides, the 
numbers for ETD, CID and the overlapping group are 327, 277 and 247 
respectively (Figure 3C). It is clear that the trend observed for peptides 
identifications is reflected in protein identifications. 
We delved further into the data and determined the basic residue (Argi-
nine, Lysine and Histidine) occurrence in the sequenced peptides with 
respect to SCX fraction with the expectation to find an increasing number 
of basic residues in the later SCX fractions. In Figure 4A and 4B the results 
of this analysis is provided for the peptides identified by CID and ETD, re-
spectively.  Although the data for the CID and ETD sets show some resem-
blance, there are also some significant differences observed. For instance, 
as expected, ETD fails to identify peptides with no basic residues, contrary 
to CID which is able to identify a few in SCX fraction 11. Moreover, in 
agreement with our charge state analysis (see Figure 2), the contribution 
of peptides with an increasing number of basic residues gradually increas-
es over the SCX run. We observed a marked increase in the appearance 
of a basic histidine in the identified peptide sequences from SCX fraction 
16/17 onwards (see figure 4C), which we believe is responsible, alongside 
Arginine and Lysine, for the distinctive shift in the peptide net charge and 
the observed peptide charge within the mass spectrometer found for these 
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Figure 4: Abundance of basic residues in identified peptides. (A) Relative appearance of ba-
sic residues in peptides identified in each SCX fraction by CID. The colors code denotes the 
number of basic residues per peptide. (B) Relative appearance of basic residues in peptides 
identified in each SCX fraction by ETD. (C) Relative appearance of histidine basic residues 
as % of all basic residues in peptides identified in each SCX fraction by CID (blue) and ETD 
(red). The absolute number of identified peptides in each individual SCX fraction is listed in 
the supplementary Figure 4.
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SCX fractions. The CID data (figure 4A) indicates initially a decrease in 
the number of peptides with 1 and 2 basic residues and then a steady in-
crease in the number of peptides with 1 and 2 basic residues which is in 
contrast with the apparent clear separation and observed increase of pep-
tide net charge for the SCX chromatography. These identifications might 
be false positives or artifacts of the SCX method. It should be noted that 
in these fractions the total number of identified peptides is rather low, 
making conclusive remarks about these fractions statistically less valid. In-
cidentally, results obtained with a lower Mascot score cutoff indicate such 
peptides are still present in the later fractions however, it can be seen that 
the clear patterns as found in figure 2A and 2B are gradually lost (Supple-
mentary data figure 3) with decreasing score threshold, indicating that the 
number of false positives likely increases. 

Conclusion
Although suggested previously, it is very apparent, from our data, that 
CID and ETD identify largely complementary peptide data sets. Whereas 
smaller, less basic tryptic peptides are ideally sequenced by CID, larger 
and more basic peptides with higher charges are more readily sequenced 
by ETD. As shown here, these general characteristics make SCX an ide-
al pre-fractionation method for the peptides, as this peptide separation 
is largely based on charge. Our data indicate that the most efficient and 
simple use of sequencing time can be achieved when a switch is made 
between CID and ETD from the SCX fractions wherein peptides with 3 
or more charges become dominant. The complimentarity of the two tech-
niques in conjunction with SCX is also reflected when observed in the 
context of protein identifications.  When instruments with an inherent 
higher MS resolution with both CID and ETD capabilities become more 
readily available(Meiring et al., 2002) decision making on the charge state 
should be made “on-the-fly”, making it easier to decide on the activation 
method to be used.  However, when the peptide separation power in SCX 
is further improved, so that fractions of different charge states could be 
baseline resolved, such an on-the-fly assessment of the charge is not really 
required. 
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Supplementary Figure 1: (A) False discovery rates (FDR) as determined by a decoy da-
tabase search, for every SCX fraction.  CID results in blue and ETD  in red. (B) Number of 
unique peptide identifications per SCX fraction. The number of peptides exclusively identified 
with CID are in blue, the number of peptides exclusively identified with ETD are in red, and 
the number of peptides identified with both activation methods are in green.  Mascot cut-off 
placed at 40.  (C) Same as B but with a Mascot cut-off of 60.
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Supplementary Figure 2: Charge state peptide populations for each SCX fraction as deter-
mined by the Bioworks ‘charger’ preprocessor program when the 6+ and 7+ charge states 
are omitted. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Charge state peptide populations for each SCX fraction as de-
termined by utilising Mascot results for both CID and ETD.   Each histogram represents the 
results using a different Mascot cutoff  i.e score cut offs of 0, 20, 40, 60 and 80.
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Supplementary Figure 4: Absolute number of peptide identifications for each individual SCX 
fraction with a Mascot cutoff score of 60.  Adjacent to the table are the sane results are repre-
sented graphically (also figure 3B). 

fraction CID ETD OVERLAP CID ETD OVERLAP

11 47 5 4 47 5 4
12 202 15 90 249 20 94
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14 380 66 113 1031 178 339
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18 150 201 135 1720 513 587
19 112 253 119 1832 766 706
20 47 270 66 1879 1036 772
21 59 164 53 1938 1200 825
22 51 138 50 1989 1338 875
23 68 144 65 2057 1482 940
24 21 32 2 2078 1514 942
25 45 190 77 2123 1704 1019
26 33 200 70 2156 1904 1089
27 43 196 54 2199 2100 1143
28 32 196 58 2231 2296 1201
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31 17 173 32 2285 2821 1326
32 18 111 22 2303 2932 1348
33 6 108 13 2309 3040 1361
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5.	 An	Augmented	Multiple-Protease-
Based	Human	Phosphopeptide	Atlas

Giansanti, P., Aye, T.T., van den Toorn, H., Peng, M., van Breukelen, B., 
and Heck, A.J.R. (2015). An Augmented Multiple-Protease-Based Human 
hosphopeptide Atlas. Cell Rep. 11, 1834–1843. © 2015 The Authors.
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Although mass-spectrometry-based screens enable thousands of pro-
tein phosphorylation sites to be monitored simultaneously, they of-

ten do not cover important regulatory sites. Here, we hypothesized that 
this is due to the fact that nearly all large-scale phosphoproteome studies 
are initiated by trypsin digestion. We tested this hypothesis using multi-
ple proteases for protein digestion prior to Ti4+-IMACbased enrichment. 
This approach increases the size of the detectable phosphoproteome sub-
stantially and confirms the considerable tryptic bias in public reposito-
ries. We define and make available a less biased human phosphopeptide 
atlas of 37,771 unique phosphopeptides, correlating to 18,430 unique 
phosphosites, of which fewer than 1/3 were identified in more than one 
protease data set. We demonstrate that each protein phosphorylation site 
can be linked to a preferred protease, enhancing its detection by mass 
spectrometry (MS). For specific sites, this approach increases their de-
tectability by more than 1,000-fold. 

Introduction
Cellular signaling proceeds largely via cascades of post-translation-
al modifications, in which reversible protein phosphorylation provides 
a key mechanism (Huang and White, 2008; Rigbolt and Blagoev, 2012). 
Site-specific protein phosphorylation can be monitored by site-specif-
ic phospho-antibodies, such as those raised against, for instance, pERK 
T202/Y204 and pSRC Y419. Although powerful, there are only a limit-
ed number of these antibodies available, hardly sufficient to monitor the 
more than 100,000 unique phosphosites present in a human cell. Other 
caveats in using these antibodies are their limited specificity, recognizing 
multiple sites in a single protein, or similar phospho-sequences in oth-
er proteins. Moreover, these approaches are difficult to multiplex for use 
in high-throughput assays. Mass spectrometry (MS)-based phosphop-
roteomics has recently surfaced as the method of choice for global and 
highthroughput protein analysis. Immense progress in both mass spectro-
metric instrumentation (Hebert et al., 2014; Michalski et al., 2011, 2012) 
and sample preparation and analysis (Di Palma et al., 2012; Ruprecht and 
Lemeer, 2014; Wisniewski et al., 2009; Yates et al., 2014) have allowed this 
technology to confidently identify as many as thousands of proteins and 
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phosphorylation sites in a single experiment and to accurately quantify 
changes in protein expression or post-translational modifications (PTMs). 
Recently, we demonstrated the high potential of a new material for phos-
phopeptide enrichment (Zhou et al., 2013). This affinity matrix termed 
titanium (IV)-IMAC (Ti4+-IMAC) was shown to possess high selectivity, 
sensitivity, and quantification reproducibility, allowing in-depth monitor-
ing of more than 10,000 phosphorylation events by a single-step phos-
phopeptide enrichment (de Graaf et al., 2014). Predominantly, large-scale 
phosphoproteomics analyses are based on peptides derived from the tryp-
tic digestion of proteins in a lysate (Mallick et al., 2007; Sharma et al., 
2014). Trypsin represents a valid choice because it is highly specific, very 
effective and, compared to the other available proteases, generates a higher 
number of peptides in the preferred mass range suitable for identification 
by MS (Guo et al., 2014; Swaney et al., 2010). As a result, the vast majority 
of the reported workflows in proteomics are dominated by using exclu-
sively trypsin (Tsiatsiani and Heck, 2015; Wilhelm et al., 2014). Howev-
er, potentially interesting sequences, and thus particular relevant phos-
phosites, will remain occluded by this approach, as the tryptic peptides 
generated do not always possess appropriate physicochemical properties 
that make them suitable for detection by LC-MS/MS. Although it has been 
shown that proteome coverage can be increased by using multiple alterna-
tive proteases (Bian et al., 2012; Gauci et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2014; Peng 
et al., 2012; Swaney et al., 2010), this approach has not systematically been 
investigated for the analysis of PTMs. Here, we report a systematic study 
using five commercially available proteases to extend the coverage of the 
phosphoproteome. We targeted the phosphoproteome of human Jurkat T 
cells stimulated by PGE2 and used Ti4+-IMAC for the enrichment of the 
phosphopeptides from lysates digested in parallel by AspN, chymotrypsin, 
GluC, LysC, and trypsin, starting with just 600 mg for each digest. Us-
ing a stringently filtered cumulative data set of 37,771 unique phospho-
peptides, linked to 18,430 unique phosphosites, we were able to answer 
the following questions: is it beneficial to do phosphoproteomics using 
multiple enzymes rather than extending the number of trypsin replicates? 
Do different proteases possess unique phosphopeptides features? Is the 
enzymatic efficiency affected by the presence of a phosphorylated site? Is 
label-free quantitative phosphoproteomics possible when using other en-
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zymes than trypsin? Is there at present a detectable bias toward ‘‘tryptic’’ 
phosphosites in the very large public depositories? The final result of our 
work is a human phosphopeptide resource, made publicly available, that 
can be queried by using a simple and intuitive web interface to facilitate 
the identification of the most-suitable protease for both shotgun as well as 
targeted MRM/PRM/SWATH-based phosphoproteomics studies.

A

B

AspN
(3998)

Chymotrypsin
(3555)

GluC
(4344)

LysC
(4126)

Trypsin
(9199)

Figure 1. Generation of the Human Phosphopeptide Atlas (A) Jurkat T lymphocyte cells were 
stimulated for 10 min with PGE2, lysed, and digested in parallel with one of the five proteases: 
AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC, LysC, and trypsin. Each digest was divided over three Ti4+-IMAC 
phosphopeptide enrichment columns, loading 200 mg per enrichment, resulting in 15 sam-
ples that were analyzed by nLC-MS/MS. The color scheme representing the data on each 
individual protease is kept consistent throughout the manuscript. These colors are AspN, or-
ange; chymotrypsin, gray; GluC, vermillion; LysC, sky blue; and trypsin, blue. (B) Enrichment 
efficiency and total number of unique phosphosites detected. The bar chart represents the 
median enrichment efficiency calculated as the percentage of phosphopeptides in the six MS 
runs, demonstrating the high selectivity (typically above 90%) of the Ti4+-IMAC enrichment 
for all used proteases. For each population, the whiskers represent the minimum and max-
imum selectivity. The number of unique phosphosites identified in the data sets originating 
from each protease is reported underneath the bars.
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Results and Discussion
Generation of the Data for an Augmented Human Phosphopeptide Atlas 
All phosphoproteomics data presented here were obtained from human 
Jurkat T cells that were harvested following 10 min of PGE2 stimulation. 
PGE2 increases the levels of cAMP, thereby activating among other the 
cAMP-dependent kinase PKA. We did choose PGE2-activated T cells, 
as recently a rather large trypsin-based phosphoproteomics data set was 
made available for this system using a similar experimental approach (de 
Graaf et al., 2014). The activated T cells were lysed and extracted proteins 
were digested with each of the five enzymes, i.e., AspN, chymotrypsin, 
GluC, LysC, and trypsin, using identical protocols as described in detail 
earlier (Low et al., 2013). Three independent Ti4+-IMAC enrichments were 
used for each of the five digests to specifically enrich for phosphopeptides, 
and only 200 mg of digest material were used as input per enrichment 
(Figure 1A). All 15 samples were analyzed in replicate by nLCMS/ MS 
using 150-min gradients and a decision-tree-driven peptide fragmenta-
tion scheme, selecting the appropriate activation technique being either 
CID or ETD, depending on the precursor charge state and m/z (Frese et 
al., 2011; Swaney et al., 2008). In total, more than 1.1 3 106 MS/MS spec-
tra were acquired (Table 1), resulting in 37,771 unique phosphopeptides 
originating from 5,326 phosphoproteins. A complete list of all the identi-
fied peptide to spectrum matches (PSMs), (phospho)peptides, including 
confidence scores for identification and site localization for each enzyme, 
can be found in Table S1 and on the web-based resource page (http://
phosphodb.hecklab.com). Among the five data sets, trypsin comprised 
the largest number of unique phosphopeptide identifications (13,476), 
followed by GluC (7,502), LysC (6,595), AspN (6,407), and chymotrypsin 

Table 1. Unique Phosphopeptide and Phosphoprotein Identifications in Each of the Protease Data Sets

No. MS/MS 248,753 224,227 204,657 208,559 225,911 1,112,107
No. PSMs 87,650 59,104 45,095 67,808 40,064 299,721
Success rate (%) 35.2 26.4 22.0 32.5 17.7 26.9

519,951072,22417,82834,91325,42079,46sDIC.oN
608,931497,71490,93756,52185,43086,22sDTE.oN

CID/ETD ratio 2.86 0.71 0.76 0.73 1.25 1.14
No. phosphopeptides 13,476 6,595 6,407 7,502 5,376 37,771
No. phosphoproteins 3,519 1,868 2,021 2,225 1,936 5,326
Although the number of MS/MS events and phosphopeptide enrichment efficiency are alike in all digests, the number of unique phosphopeptides 
detected is twice as high for trypsin as for the other proteases. ETD is highly beneficial and complementary in the identification of phosphopeptides, 
especially in the digest of LysC, AspN, and GluC.

Protease Trypsin LysC AspN GluC Chemotrypsin Cumulative
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(5,376).  Comparison of Data Sets Originating from Different Proteolytic Di-
gests As Ti4+-IMAC has been so far only used for the enrichment of phos-
phopeptides from tryptic digests, we first assessed the feasibility and va-
lidity of using this material for the enrichment of non-tryptic digests. The 
data from three independent Ti4+- IMAC enrichments clearly indicate a 
high selectivity (Figure 1B), ranging from on average 86% for LysC up to 
98% for GluC, similar to the enrichment efficiency obtained for trypsin 
(90%). Thus, the selectivity for enrichment by Ti4+-IMAC seems protease 
independent. We next examined the number of phosphorylation sites 
identified by each protease (Table 1; Figure 1B). Using the same amount of 
sample (600 mg), we recovered 9,199 unique phosphorylation sites (from 
13,476 unique phosphopeptides) in the tryptic digest; whereas, around 
4,000 unique phosphosites sites could be recovered from each of the other 
digests. All these numbers are quite favorable (considering the low amount 
of sample used) but also clearly show that trypsin seemingly outperforms 
the other enzymes in number of identified sites. Such a lower efficiency 
for GluC, AspN, LysC, and chymotrypsin is in agreement with what has 
been reported at the unmodified peptide level (Low et al., 2013; Swaney et 
al., 2010). However, we hypothesize that there may be multiple origins for 
this observation. At least part of the higher number of identifications for 
trypsin can be attributed to the higher identification rates (PSMs), likely 
due to a positive bias of search engines toward trypsin (Granholm et al., 
2014). In addition, superior fragmentation of tryptic peptides, especially 
in CID/HCD, attributes further to the higher number of identification for 
trypsin (Meyer et al., 2014; Swaney et al., 2010). In line with this notion, 
our data show that the use of ETD fragmentation complementary to CID/
HCD fragmentation is substantially more beneficial for digests of LysC, 
AspN, and GluC and not so much for trypsin (see Table 1). Next, we eval-
uated the unique phosphorylation sites per protease data set and between 
the five data sets. To compare the data sets, we applied stringent site as-
signments criteria by using the phosphoRS algorithm (Taus et al., 2011), 
which allowed to confidentially localize the phosphorylation event with 
amino acid resolution. The resulting data set reveals that, by using differ-
ent proteases, we can significantly enhance our phosphopeptide atlas, as 
the five data sets turned out to be extremely complementary. As illustrated 
in A, we cumulatively identify 18,430 unique phosphosites, albeit that just 
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about 27% of these were identified in more than one protease data set and 
only a marginal fraction of 0.3% (i.e., 61) could be identified in all five data 
sets.

Characterization of the Identified Phosphopeptides Reveals 
that Phosphorylation Induces Widespread Protease Missed 
Cleavages

To gain more insight into the complementarity observed among the five 
data sets, we first evaluated the global physico-chemical characteristics of 
the phosphopeptides. First, we examined the length distribution of the 
identified phosphopeptides (Figure S1A), which revealed that they pos-
sess on average similar length distributions, with most of them having a 
length in between 14 and 25 amino acids. Not surprisingly, identified 
phosphopeptides generated by trypsin digestion are on average relatively 
shorter (7–20 amino acids long) compared to phosphopeptides identified 
after GluC digestion, which generates longer sequences (14–30 amino ac-
ids long). Although the results generally correlated with data reported in 
other studies for unmodified peptides (Biringer et al., 2006; Kalli andHa° 
kansson, 2010;Swaney et al., 2010),we noticed that there was a substantial 
shift in the observed average peptide length for trypsin, from_10 forun-
modified peptides to_18 amino acids for phosphopeptides. This behavior 
has been attributed by the presence of a phosphorylation site in close prox-
imity to the sites of proteolytic cleavage, which prevent trypsin and LysC 
cleavage and neighboring sites (Molina et al., 2007). To explore whether a 
similar phenomenon exists in the other protease data sets, we investigated 
the frequency of missed cleavage events in all five data sets. As depicted by 
the violin plots in Figure S1B, relative high number of missed cleavages is 
present in the phosphopeptide data sets from each proteolytic digest. If the 
enzymatic digestions were inefficient, one would expect unmodified pep-
tides to show the same distribution.On the contrary, the analysis on the 
unmodified peptides, co-purified by the Ti4+-IMAC material, reveal a 
more efficient digestion, similar to the one commonly observed for the 
same enzymes in large-scale proteome studies (Low et al., 2013). Thus, the 
here-generated data set reiterates that the number of missed cleavages is 
significantly higher for phosphorylated peptides, not only in digest gener-
ated by trypsin and LysC but also in AspN, GluC, and chymotrypsin digests. To 
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gain closer insights into the influence of phosphorylation on digestion, we 
probed the composition of the amino acid sequence surrounding the 
missed cleavage site for the phosphopeptides detected in each data set 
(Figure S1C). For each data set, the residue corresponding to an uncleaved 
site was centered and the distance to the nearest localized phosphoresidue, 
within ±5 positions, was calculated. If phosphorylation has no influence 
on the cleavage, an even distribution of the phosphoresidue should be ob-
served around the missed cleaved bond. In accordance with previous stud-
ies (Dickhut et al., 2014; Gershon, 2014), this analysis shows for trypsin 
and LysC a phosphoresidue in the positions +1, +2, and +3 selectively 
hampers cleavage. For AspN and GluC, phosphorylation impedes cleav-
age mostly when located at position_2, whereas for chymotrypsin, a phos-
phorylation at the +1 position hampers protease activity. The negative cor-
relation between cleavage efficiencyand nearby phosphorylation events is 
thus generally protease independent, albeit that specific protease-depend-
ent rules govern the most-affecting sites. We also determined the charge 
distribution of the phosphopeptides in each data set. As illustrated in Fig-
ure S1D, trypsin digestion generates, predominantly, doubly and triply 
protonated peptides. In contrast, LysC, AspN and GluC generated 

Figure 2 (facing page). Qualitative and Quantitative Benefit of Using Multiple Proteases 
in Phosphoproteomics (A) Venn diagrams displaying the overlap in detected unique phos-
phosites between the data sets generated by Trypsin, LysC, AspN, GluC, and Chymotrypsin. 
Nearly 3/4 of the phosphosites (i.e., 13,500) were not detected by more than one protease, in-
dicative of the high orthogonality of the multi-protease strategy. (B) Benchmarking the unique 
and distinct phosphorylation sites detected in each digest to the human phosphorylation sites 
reported in the comprehensive PhosphoSitePlus database depository (153,900 entries) and 
the related large Jurkat (phospho)proteome data set reported earlier by de Graaf et al. (2014; 
16,200 entries). The here-identified phosphopeptide sites in the AspN, GluC, and chymot-
rypsin digests are clearly underrepresented both in the public depository as well as in the 
largest reported Jurkat cell (tryptic) phosphoproteome. These comparisons clearly reveal a 
substantial tryptic bias in public depositories. (C) Heatmap, based on spectral count scores, 
illustrating the contribution of each protease in the detection of a particular phosphosite. Black 
color means not detected. Phosphosites were further grouped using hierarchical clustering 
(distance metric was Euclidean correlation and linkage method was average). (D) Domain 
structures for three representative phosphoproteins (RB1, STMN1, and NPM1), bearing mul-
tiple phosphosites, whereby by using bars is presented how well they are detectable in the 
different digests. Black color means not detected. Residue numbers of the identified phos-
phorylation sites are indicated.
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substantially more triply and higher charge state phosphopeptides. Nota-
bly, even though the charge and length properties of the chymotryptic 
peptides are very similar to the ones generated by trypsin, the success rate 
in identification for chymotrypsin was a factor 2 lower (Table 1). This can 
be partly explained by the low specificity of chymotrypsin, which may 
cleave at fivedifferent amino acids, posing a bigger challenge to current 
search engines. Despite this lower efficiency, the added value of using chy-
motrypsin is illustrated by the 1,795 uniquely identified phosphosites 
(Figure 1A). We think this can be explained by the rather unique capabil-
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ity of chymotrypsin to cleave peptide bonds consisting of amino ac-
ids with hydrophobic (L and M) and aromatic large side chains (F, W, and 
Y). Therefore, we hypothesize that, by using chymotrypsin, more peptides 
from hydrophobic protein regions can be retrieved, often missed in tryptic 
digests. Tryptic Bias in Public Phosphopeptide Depositories We evaluated 
the here-identified 18,430 phosphorylation sites against two very large 
public data depositories (Figure 2B). First, we matched the phosphosites 
identified in the data sets of each protease against one of the largest man-
ually curated database repositories: PhosphoSitePlus (Hornbeck et al., 
2012; ~153,900 human phosphorylation sites), which includes results 
from large-scale phosphoproteomics experiments but also from low-
er-throughput assays based on immune purification using phospho-spe-
cific antibodies, cumulating data from different cellular and/or tissue ori-
gins. We observed that our multiple-protease- based data sets confidently 
identified 6,032 phosphorylation sites not yet reported in PhosphoSitePlus. 
Although our trypsin data set yielded also a number of not yet reported 
sites, more than 70% of the novel sites came from the data sets using the 
other proteases. Based on the fact that they have similar sizes, a more-fair 
benchmark we hypothesized would be to compare the current data sets to 
the recently (by us) reported exhaustive trypsinbased phosphoproteomics 
data set acquired from the same Jurkat T lymphocyte cells by using the 
same enrichment strategy, albeit by using 54 distinctive Ti4+-IMAC-based 
enrichments (~16,200 phosphorylation sites; de Graaf et al., 2014). In that 
earlier experiment, we likely approached the maximum in detection of 
tryptic phosphosites by doing 54 replicates across six time points, instead 
of the three used here. Strikingly, this analysis (Figure 2B) revealed that 
many phosphosites found by using the alternative proteases were not de-
tected earlier in the exhaustive trypsin-based experiments. In some of 
these data sets, this accumulated to close to 2/3 of the data set, i.e., AspN 
(59%), chymotrypsin (57%), and GluC (62%). From these data, we con-
clude that, although trypsin performs very well, it provides a biased rep-
resentation of the phosphoproteome. This bias can be substantially re-
duced, making use of the orthogonality of the alternative proteases applied 
here. Quantitative Assessment of Protease Bias for Individual Phosphop-
roteins: Impact on Studying Cellular Signaling In absence of any protease 
bias, the five proteases should equally contribute to the detection of a par-
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ticular phosphosite on a given protein, especially for the _3,300 phos-
phosites for which high numbers of spectra (R10) were successfully and 
unambiguously matched to a peptide sequence. However, when we evalu-
ated each protease contribution by using a spectral count score (see Data 
Analysis section), we observed massive differences (Figures 2C and S2). 
Many phosphosites were either highly overrepresented or underrepresent-
ed in particular protease data sets. Consequently, certain protein phos-
phorylation events are considerably better detectable by using one or two 
proteases over the others. To further illustrate this phenomenon, we fo-
cused on a group of key signaling phosphoproteins, e.g., a list of reported 
well-known oncogenes (Table S2). In signal transduction, reversible pro-
tein phosphorylation often represents an activating or deactivating switch 
for protein activity, which can play an important role in the pathogenesis 
of human cancers (Chong et al., 2008). Therefore, the identification and 
characterization of the phosphorylation events associated to oncogenic 
signaling are particularly important. Our data clearly show that, even 
though trypsin is an efficient and robust protease that generates the high-
est number of (phospho) peptides detectable by MS experiments, it may 
not always be the optimal choice for specific important regulatory sites. 
We further zoom in on three illustrative examples from the full list of pro-
teins given in Figure S2, namely, the retinoblastoma protein (RB1), stath-
min (STMN1), and nucleophosmin (NPM1) (Figures 2D and S3). Com-
plementary, the web-based database set up to make our data publicly 
available (http://phosphodb.hecklab.com) provides similar analysis on all 
the here-reported phosphoproteins. The retinoblastoma protein is an im-
portant tumor suppressor protein that is dysfunctional in several major 
cancers (Murphree and Benedict, 1984). The hypo-phosphorylated form 
interacts with and sequesters the E2F1 transcription factor, leading to cell 
cycle arrest. On the contrary, the hyper-phosphorylated form is unable to 
interact with E2F1 and, therefore, unable to restrict progression from the 
G1 to the S phase of the cell cycle. The main regulators of RB1 activity are 
several members of the cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) family, which 
can phosphorylate RB1 at several different sites, such as S249, S252, S807, 
S811, T821, and T826 (Knudsen and Wang, 1997). Evidently, in ideal 
phosphoproteomics experiments, all these sites should be monitored. For 
three of these sites, our data clearly reveal that chymotrypsin is the pro-
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tease that would substantially facilitate their detection by MS (Figures 2D 
and S3). Another example is provided by STMN1, a protein involved in the 
biogenesis and remodeling of the cellular microtubule cytoskeleton. 
STMN1 activity depends on phosphorylation of at least four key serine 
residues (S16, S25, S38, and S63) by different kinases (Santamarı´a et al., 
2009). Our data show that, whereas S16, S25, and S38 could be detected by 
each protease, S63 clearly possesses a strong preference in detection by 
using AspN. This suggests that S63 would be underrepresented in conven-
tional tryptic-based phosphoproteomics approaches. Indeed, when we 
evaluated these four sites in the PhosphoSite-Plus database, we discovered 
that S16, S25, and S38 were detected by over 100 large-scale mass-spec-
trometry-based experiments, whereas S63 has been reported in just 50 
data sets. Moreover, in the latter case, these observations originated main-
ly from experiments in which a targeted low-throughput approach had 
been used, i.e., by using motif-specific antibodies directed against kinase 
motifs (e.g., PKA, PKC, and PKD). Also, STMN1 S31 phosphorylation 
was readily detected with over hundreds of PSMs in the chymotrypsin and 
AspN data sets, but only six PSMs were detected in the much-larger tryp-
tic data set. Validating our trypsin bias hypothesis, this site turned out to 
be also underrepresented in PhosphoSitePlus. As third example, we high-
light nucleophosmin. NPM1 is overexpressed, mutated, and chromosom-
ally translocated in many tumor types (Falini et al., 2007). During the dif-
ferent phases of the cell cycle NPM1 can be phosphorylated at multiple 
sites by PLK or CDK kinases, modifications that have been proposed to 
trigger or abolish NMP1 functions. In our data, we detect a high number 
of PSMs for S4, S10, S70, S125, T234, T237, and S242 and lower levels of 
PSMs for S260, S227, S293, S243, and S254 (Table S2). However, of these 
S10, T234, T237, and S242 are hardly detectable in the tryptic data set, 
whereas these sites have high numbers of PSMs in the AspN and chymot-
rypsin data sets (Figures 2D and S3). GluC digestion seems to be really 
beneficial for T234 and T237, whereas S70 is only detected with high PSMs 
in the data from the tryptic and chymotryptic digests. In summary, our 
data on nucleophosmin reveal that each site in this protein has a prefer-
ence in detectability correlated with different proteases (Figure S3). More-
over, only by using all five proteases, we are able to map all known impor-
tant regulatory phosphosites in this protein. These three proteins illustrate 
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the protease complementarity, which holds true for all the other phos-
phoproteins detected and listed in Table S2. Clearly, when the phosphoryl-
ation status of a given protein needs to be monitored, the use of comple-
mentary proteases is highly beneficial. Therefore, targeted proteomics 
studies should be expanded to include non-tryptic peptides, as intensities 
likely increase by factors between 10 and 10,000. Presently, a number of 
factors limit the usefulness of these non-tryptic phosphopeptides for sys-
tems biology studies. First, the public available repositories are nearly ex-
clusively based on tryptic peptides, underrepresenting many potential in-
teresting sites. Second, spectra are not always accessible to assess the 
quality of phosphopeptide identification and the accuracy of the phospho-
rylation site assignment. Moreover, the data are mostly presented as lists 
of phosphosites, whereas information at the phosphopeptide level might 
provide more useful information for further analysis such as targeted 
MRM/PRM/SWATH. To enhance the utility of our augmented phospho-
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peptide atlas, we provide our data as a searchable resource for target-
ed phosphoproteomics experiments (http://phosphodb.hecklab.com). The 
users can browse through thephosphorylation sites on their proteins of 
interest, applycustom filters, visually identify which protease would be the 

Figure 4. Label-free and Targeted Phosphoproteomics Using Complementary Proteas-
es (A) Pearson correlation matrix of all performed experiments reveal a high correlation in 
phosphosite intensity when data sets are obtained following digestion by the same protease 
(dashed squares; r > 0.8) but a low correlation between data sets originating from different 
proteases (r 0.25–0.55). (B) Illustrative scatter plots depicting phosphositebearing peptide in-
tensities (log base 2) in digests obtained by different proteases. The plots are extracted from 
Figure S5. Two phosphosites are highlighted in red, showing a clear bias in intensity toward 
detection by trypsin (RB1-S37) or chymotrypsin (NPM1-S10) in this label-free intensity based 
analysis. (C) Also, a targeted phosphoproteomics experiments on specific phosphorylation 
sites shows a clear bias in average precursor intensity (error bars, ±SD) toward detection by 
chymotrypsin (RB1-S608) and AspN (PRKCA-T638).
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most suitable for the detection of the sites of interest, and export the 
necessary parameters to setting up the MRM/PRM-like assays. Our re-
source provides a first draft of a less-biased human phosphopeptide atlas 
that may be further expanded by importing data from other proteases, 
other cell lines, and tissue. Moreover, we believe that this resource, which 
also includes all raw data and MS/MS spectra interpretations, may help 
bioinformaticians in their efforts to develop and improve computational 
prediction and analysis tools for non-tryptic peptides in phosphopro-
teomics analysis, which we here identified as being one of the current like-
ly bottlenecks. Computational Analysis on the Identified Phosphorylation 
Sites. To assess a potential preference for certain kinase motifs in the five 
phosphopeptides data sets, we subjected the hereidentified phosphoryla-
tion sites first to the motif-x algorithm (Schwartz and Gygi, 2005). A total 
of 132 distinct motifs could be defined among all the five proteases data 
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sets (Table S3). By convention, we could classify these kinase motifs 
into four well-defined groups: acidic, basophilic, proline-directed, and 
‘‘other’’ motifs (Figure 3). This analysis revealed that the sequences bear-
ing the [pS/pT]P motif, target of the very large family of proline-directed 
kinases including, among others, CDKs and MAPKs (Lu et al., 2002), were 
almost evenly spread across all the five proteases data sets, with just AspN 
and chymotrypsin possibly displaying a slight overrepresentation. Con-
sidering next the substrates of basophilic and acidophilic kinases, a clear 
bias is observed in between the data sets, with especially LysC and GluC 
being specific outliers (Figure 3). Motifs in the basophilic group convolute 
around the PKA/Akt/PKC [R/K]X[R/K]XX[pS/pT] consensus motif 
(Pearce et al., 2010). Many of the arginine-containing sequences were re-
trieved from the tryptic digests, whereas lysine-rich motifs were mainly 
present in the LysC data set, making these two proteases the most suitable 
when the interest lays in the analysis of basophilic kinases substrates. Like-
wise, we hypothesized that AspN and GluC would be the protease of choice 
in detecting substrates of acidophilic kinases (e.g., CK1, CK2, and PLKs), 
which mostly target serine and threonine residues flanked by acidic resi-
dues (Amanchy et al., 2007). Our analysis revealed that only GluC showed 
a clear bias toward detecting peptides bearing an acidophilic motif. All the 
identified phosphorylation sites were further subjected to the NetworKIN 
algorithm (Horn et al., 2014) to predict the kinases involved (Table S3). 
This analysis predicted that phosphorylation of the acidophilic motifs was 
mostly associated to the kinases CK1, CK2, and SGK1. These three kinas-
es were mainly overrepresented in the trypsin data set. In agreement with 
above basophilic kinases, members of the AGC and CAMK groups were 
predominantly enriched in the trypsin and LysC data sets. Interestingly, 
the NetworKIN analysis also revealed a bias toward LysC for almost all 
members of the GRK family (Figure S4). GRKs are activated downstream 
of GPCRs, which we here activated by PGE2, and function to phosphoryl-
ate and control the activity of these receptors. Unlike most AGC kinases, 
for GRKs phosphorylation, the consensus motifs are not clearly defined 
yet. It has been reported that some members prefer acidic residues flank-
ing the phospho-acceptor sites whereas other members favor basic resi-
dues (Pitcher et al., 1998). Indeed, a closer inspection of the phosphosites 
detected in our data sets confirmed this binary characteristic, with lysine, 
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glutamic acid, or both residues in close proximity to the phosphorylated 
serine/threonine. A Protease Bias in Label-free Quantification of Phos-
phorylation Sites Due to their highly dynamic spatial regulation, it is cru-
cial to perform quantitative studies on protein phosphorylation to fully 
understand the signaling networks controlling cellular fate. Many differ-
ent strategies have been developed to accomplish this task (Macek et al., 
2009). Recently, others and we demonstrated the possibility of performing 
in-depth and highthroughput reproducible label-free phosphoproteome 
quantification (Courcelles et al., 2013; de Graaf et al., 2014; Montoya et al., 
2011; Soderblom et al., 2011). Here, we assessed the feasibility of obtaining 
similar quantitative data when proteases other than trypsin are used, mak-
ing it possible to profile phosphosites that would be easily missed in a 
conventional trypsinbased workflow. Such an analysis would provide in-
sight into the reproducibility of the enrichment protocol but also the re-
producibility in digestion by the different proteases. To minimize any po-
tential bias of the different algorithms used to perform identification and 
quantification, we processed the here-obtained data through the same 
computational pipeline as previously described (de Graaf et al., 2014). The 
data from three independent enrichments within each of the distinct pro-
tease data sets show a high quantitative reproducibility across all phos-
phosites, with a correlation typically around 0.85 (Figures 4A and S5). 
Therefore, we conclude that quantitative phosphoproteomics, including 
label-free quantification, is possible, not only by using trypsin, as shown 
before (de Graaf et al., 2014; Montoya et al., 2011), but also by using any of 
the other four alternative proteases used here. However, when we compare 
data generated by using more than one protease, the correlation is low (r 
~0.25–0.55). These lower correlations further endorse the previously 
demonstrated substantial protease bias in data sets generated in yeast on 
non-modified peptides (Peng et al., 2012). In Figure 4B, a zoom in of some 
of these correlation plots is given, highlighting a few illustrative phos-
phosites in which one protease clearly outperforms the other, resulting 
sometimes in a more than 1,000-fold higher phospho-site bearing peptide 
intensity. As an example, S37 on RB1 is easily detected as a high abundant 
peptide following trypsin digestion. In the GluC digest, its intensity is 
much lower, affecting the accuracy of the peak detection. Similarly, the 
tryptic peptide bearing S10 on NPM1 is low abundant, whereas the AspN 
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peptide bearing this S10 site is about 4-fold more intense. We believe that 
these results support the observation that the best peptides are not necessar-
ily tryptic (Peng et al., 2012), highlighting the valuable contribution of 
non-tryptic peptides also in quantitative phosphoproteomics analysis. To 
further demonstrate that some phosphorylation sites can be hardly ob-
servable in tryptic digests, we conducted a targeted proteomics experi-
ment making use of a well-defined inclusion list (Jaffe et al., 2008; Schmidt 
et al., 2008). With this approach, the mass spectrometer is specifically in-
structed to sequence only pre-selected ion species, overcoming the sto-
chastic undersampling that may occur during LC-MS/MS analysis. As a 
proof of principle, we selected two phosphorylation sites with a well-
known biological significance, S780 on RB1, which is one of the residues 
modulating the activity of RB1 during the cell cycle, and T638 on PRKCA, 
one of three residues needed to be phosphorylated for full activation of 
this kinase. We hypothesized that the two phosphosites would be easier to 
assay using chymotrypsin and AspN, respectively, rather than trypsin be-
cause of the observed differences in spectral count values for the candidate 
phosphopeptides. Equal starting amounts of Jurkat cells lysate were di-
gested using AspN (five replicates), chymotrypsin (five replicates), or 
trypsin (seven replicates). Each digest was subjected to phosphopeptide 
enrichment as described above, and resulting phosphopeptides were then 
analyzed by using the inclusion-list-based approach. As depicted in Figure 
4C, a difference in peak area of ~200-fold was observed for S780 on RB1. 
Alike for T638 on PRKCA, the use of AspN led to an _20-fold more-in-
tense phosphosite-bearing peptide when compared to its tryptic counter-
part. To demonstrate that this difference is not caused by different amount 
of sample loaded on the column during the nLC-MS/MS analysis, we 
compared the total ion current (TIC) of all the inclusion-list-based acqui-
sitions (Figure S6). This analysis revealed that similar intensity of the TICs 
was measured across the different digests, demonstrating that equal 
amounts were loaded of the phosphopeptides. We conclude thus that the 
biases revealed by our spectral-counting-based methods are also detecta-
ble and present when adopting a targeted proteomics approach.
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Conclusions
Although high-throughput phosphoproteomics approaches can nowadays 
identify several thousands of unique phosphosites, it has become appar-
ent that a large portion of regulatory important phosphorylation events 
remain elusive. These issues are partly due to the fact that many sites are 
simply inaccessible or very hard to detect following digestion with trypsin, 
hampering MS-based studies. In this work, we demonstrated that the use 
of multiple proteases is beneficial for large-scale phosphoproteomics anal-
ysis, exposing many regulatory relevant phosphosites on key signaling 
proteins, which would be occluded when only using trypsin. Notably, we 
also substantially increased the phosphoproteome coverage, ultimately 
showing that this workflow enables reproducible, quantitative, and com-
plementary phosphoproteomic analysis. As a result, we make publicly 
available a human phosphopeptide atlas of more than 37,771 unique phos-
phopeptides, correlating to over 18,000 unique phosphosites. Researchers 
interested in particular phosphorylation events on targeted proteins may 
use the here-described web tool to pick the appropriate protease that will 
lead to successful detection of their sites of interest and extract the neces-
sary parameters to construct targeted assays for phosphoproteomics stud-
ies. Our extensive resource also allows us to conclude several important 
technical issues, notably, (1) Ti4+-IMAC phosphopeptide enrichment is 
equally efficient and selective independent of the protease used; (2) cumu-
lative evidence from all protease data sets demonstrates unambiguously 
that protein phosphorylation reduces the cleavage efficiency near those 
sites for each protease used; (3) label-free quantitative phosphoproteomics 
is possible, however, only when comparing data generated by one pro-
tease; and (4) there is a clear bias toward trypsin in the currently available 
and widely used phosphopeptide and phosphosite databases. We expect 
our data will be a valuable resource for researcher in the signaling and 
proteomics field and may assist in encouraging people to perform, next 
to trypsin-based experiments, additional experiments with one or more 
complementary proteases. 
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Experimental Procedures

Sample Preparation and MS Analysis

Jurkat T lymphoma cells were resuspended at a final concentration of 1 
or 2 3 106 cells/ml with 10 mM PGE2 in RPMI and incubated for 10 min. 
After treatment, Jurkat cells were lysed in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 
(pH 8.0), 8 M urea, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate, complete EDTA-free 
protease inhibitor mixture, and phosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor mixture 
(both Roche) lysis buffer. Digested proteins were subjected to phosphopep-
tide enrichment using Ti4+-IMAC beads (Zhou et al., 2013), and enriched 
phosphopeptides were identified on a LTQ-Orbitrap Elite (Thermo Scien-
tific) or Orbitrap Fusion (Thermo Scientific) using a decision-tree-based 
ion trap CID or ETD fragmentation. Further details are given in the Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures.

Data Analysis

The MS data were processed using Proteome Discoverer 1.4 (Thermo Sci-
entific) and searched with the MS-GF+ search tool (Kim and Pevzner, 
2014; Kim et al., 2010) against a Swissprot Homo sapiens database. The 
phosphorylation site localization of the identified phosphopeptides was 
performed using the phosphoRS algorithm 3.1 (Taus et al., 2011). For la-
bel-free analysis, raw data were processed with MaxQuant version 1.3.0.5 
(Cox and Mann, 2008). For inclusion-list-based experiments, the data 
analysis was done manually. Extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) for a 
given parent mass were extracted with Xcalibur 3.0.63 (Thermo Scientific) 
with a mass tolerance of ±20 ppm. To evaluate the detectability of a given 
phosphopeptide, we made use of a spectral counting score (SCS) (Old et 
al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006). The SCS for a given phosphorylation site was 
calculated as follows: (1) the amount of PSMs of that phosphosite in a giv-
en protease data set was divided by the total spectral counts obtained by 
that protease and then (2) the obtained value was normalized to 100% on 
the sum of the five values obtained from each protease. Further details are 
given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
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Accession Numbers
The MS proteomics data have been deposited in the ProteomeXchange 
Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository (Vizcaíno et al., 2013) with 
the data set identifier PXD001428.
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Figure S1, Related to Figure 1. Global physico-chemical properties of the phosphopeptides. 
(A) Length distribution of the phosphopeptides detected in the digests of the five different pro-
teases. For 4 out of 5 proteases most of the identified phosphopeptides are about 14–25 ami-
no acids long, whereas GluC tends to generate somewhat longer phosphopeptides. (B) Violin 
plot illustrating a different distribution in the number of missed proteolytic events between 
peptides and phosphopeptides as detected in the digests of the 5 different proteases, reveal-
ing that phosphorylation leads to an enhanced number of miss-cleavages for all proteases. 
(C) Missed cleavage analysis in the context of the close-proximity of a phosphorylated site in 
the five different data sets. For each protease, the composition of the sequence surrounding 
the missed cleavage site was evaluated and displayed as a residue frequency logo over the 
distance range -5/+5 residues. The phosphorylated residue is annotated as B (pS, pT, or 
pY). A specific prevalence of the site of B is clear in each dataset, with for trypsin, LysC and 
chymotrypsin this being +1 and +2, adjacent to the missed cleavage, and for GluC and AspN 
a phosphorylation at the -2 site mostly hampers cleavage. (D) Distribution of the doubly (red), 
triply (black), quadruply and higher charge state (light blue) phosphopeptide ions identified 
in the data sets of each of the 5 digests. Data bars are normalized to the total numbers of 
phosphopeptides within each digest.
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Figure S2, Related to Figure 2. Spectral count score heat map illustrating the contribution of 
each protease in the detection of a particular phosphosite. (A) Heat maps of all the phospho-
rylation sites identified with a least 10 PSMs by at least one protease, (B) two proteases, (C) 
three proteases, (D) four proteases, and (E) five proteases. The numbers of sites in each heat 
map is reported in brackets.
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Figure S3, Related to Figure 2. Protease dependent detectability of various sites in phos-
phoproteins. The x-axis indicates the detected sites, at the top the total number of PSMs is 
indicated. The stack bars indicate how these PSMs are distributed over all protease data sets.
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Figure S4, Related to Figure 3. Upstream kinases predictions by NetworKIN. NetworKIN pre-
dicted in total 89 kinases to be responsible for the phosphorylation of the here identified phos-
phosites. The plots show how these predictions are distributed over all the five protease-linked 
data sets. Dash lines represent the average distribution within each data set. Predictions 
belonging to different catalytic subunits of the same kinase are averaged. Annotated are ki-
nases that lead to substantially more predicted sites in specific protease-linked datasets, with 
for example the family of GRK-kinases being specifically enriched in the LysC dataset. This 
NetworKIN analysis further confirms that there is a bias in the datasets.
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Figure S5, Related to Figure 4A and 4B. Intensity Pearson correlations for all the phosphosite 
quantifications in the five digests. The phosphosite intensities (log base 2) are plotted for all 
the enrichment replicas.
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Figure S6, Related to Figure 4C. Total ion chromatograms (TIC) in the inclusion-list based 
experiments. The chromatograms (18-90 min) show a similar level of TIC, indicating that 
equal amounts of phosphopeptide samples had been loaded on the column. Intensity was 
normalized to the highest TIC, corresponding to 1e10. From 50 to 90 min the TIC intensities 
have been enhanced by a factor 4 for a better visualization.
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Extended experimental procedures

Cell Culture and Digest Preparation

Jurkat T lymphoma cells were grown in RPMI 1640 medium supplement-
ed with 10% fetal bovine serum and penicillin/streptomycin (Lonza). Be-
fore PGE2 stimulation, cells were centrifuged for 1 min at 1500 · g, growth 
medium was removed and the cells were resuspended at a final concen-
tration of 1-2 · 106 cells/mL with 10 μM PGE2 in RMPI and incubated 
for 10 min. After treatment Jurkat cells were washed twice with PBS and 
harvested. Cell lysis was performed on ice by sonication in buffer con-
taining 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate (pH 8.0), 8 M urea, 1 mM sodi-
um orthovanadate, complete EDTA-free protease inhibitor mixture and 
phosSTOP phosphatase inhibitor mixture (both Roche). Cell debris were 
then removed by centrifugation at 20,000 · g for 15 min at 4 °C. The total 
protein concentration was measured using a Bradford Assay (BioRad) and 
then split into 1 mg aliquots for enzymatic digestion.
Proteins were reduced with DTT at a final concentration of 4 mM at 56°C 
for 25 min; subsequently samples were alkylated with iodoacetamide at a 
final concentration of 8 mM at RT for 30 min in the dark. For proteolyt-
ic digestion, the urea concentration was diluted to 1 M before addition 
of proteases (AspN, chymotrypsin, GluC, trypsin (Promega) and LysC 
(Wako)). An enzyme:substrate ratio of 1:100 was used. The digestion was 
quenched by acidification to 5% of formic acid (FA).The digests were de-
salted using Sep-Pak C18 cartridges (Waters), dried in vacuo and stored at 
-80 °C for further use.

Phosphopeptides enrichment by Ti4+-IMAC

Phosphopeptides enrichment was performed essentially as previously 
described (Zhou et al., 2013). Briefly, the Ti4+-IMAC beads (500 μg of 
beads/200 μL pipet tip) were loaded onto GELoader tips (Eppendorf) us-
ing a C8 plug and in parallel spin tip enrichment was used. The Ti4+-IM-
AC columns were conditioned using 50 μL of loading buffer consisting of 
6% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) in 80% acetonitrile (ACN) and centrifuga-
tion at 200 · g for 10 min. The protein digests were dissolved in the loading
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buffer and split in aliquots corresponding to 200 μg of cell lysates. The 
aliquots were transferred to the spin tips and centrifuged at 100 · g for 30 
min. The columns were sequentially washed with 50 μL of washing buffer 
1 (50% ACN, 0.5% TFA containing 200 mM NaCl) followed by additional 
washing with 50 μL of 0.1% TFA in 50% ACN, each centrifuged at 170 · g 
for 15 min. The bound peptides were eluted into a new tube (already con-
taining 35 μL of 10% formic acid) with 20 μL of 10% ammonia by centrif-
ugation at 100 · g for 20 min. A final elution was performed with 5 μL of 
2% FA in 80% ACN at 100 · g for 10 min. The collected eluate was further 
acidified by adding 3 μL of 100% FA prior to nLC-MS analysis.

Reverse phase chromatography and mass spectrometry

Peptides were subjected to reversed phase nLC-MS/MS analysis using a 
Proxeon EASY-nLC 1000 (Thermo Scientific) with an analytical column 
heater (40°C) and a LTQ-Orbitrap Elite (Thermo Scientific). Peptides were 
first trapped (Dr Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μm, 2 cm x 100 μm) at a maxi-
mum pressure of 800 bar with 100% solvent A (0.1% FA in water) before 
being separated on the analytical column (Agilent Poroshell 120 EC-C18, 
2.7 μm, 40 cm x 50 μm). Peptides were chromatographically separated by
a 150 min gradient from 7% to 30% solvent B (0.1% FA in ACN) at a flow 
rate of 100 nL/min. The total measurement time for each sample was 180 
min. The eluent was sprayed via a distal coated fused silica emitter (360 
μm o.d., 20 μm i.d., 10 μm tip i.d.; constructed in-house) butt-connected 
to the analytical column. The electrospray voltage was set to 1.7 kV. The 
mass spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode to automati-
cally switch between MS and MS/MS. Briefly, survey full-scan MS spectra 
were acquired in the Orbitrap analyzer, scanning from m/z 350 to m/z 
1500 at a resolution of 60,000 at m/z 400 using an AGC setting of 1e6 ions. 
Charge state screening was enabled and precursors with either unknown 
or 1+ charge states were excluded. After the survey scan the 20 most in-
tense precursors were selected for subsequent decision tree-based ion trap 
CID or ETD fragmentation (Frese et al., 2011; Swaney et al., 2008).
The normalized collision energy for CID was set to 35% and supplemental 
activation for ETD and dynamic exclusion were enabled (exclusion size 
list 500, exclusion duration 60 s).
Samples for the targeted experiments were subjected to reversed phase 
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nLC-MS/MS analysis using Agilent 1290 Infinity System (Agilent Technol-
ogies) and an Orbitrap Fusion (Thermo Scientific) as described previously 
(Cristobal et al., 2012). Peptides were first trapped (Dr Maisch Reprosil 
C18, 3 μm, 2 cm x 100 μm) at 5 μl/min with 100% solvent A (0.1% FA in 
water) before being separated on the analytical column (Agilent Poroshell 
120 EC-C18, 2.7 μm, 50 cm x 75 μm). Peptides were chromatographically 
separated by a 100 min gradient from 13% to 44% solvent B (0.1% FA in 
80% ACN) at a flow rate of 350 nL/min. The total measurement time for 
each sample was 120 min. The electrospray voltage was set to 2.0 kV. The 
mass spectrometer was operated in a data-dependent mode to automati-
cally switch between MS and MS/MS as described above.
After the survey scan, only precursors from the inclusion list were tar-
geted for MS/MS spectrum acquisition over the course of the experiment 
via a decision tree-based ion trap CID or ETD fragmentation. Inclusion 
lists were generated by querying in our phosphoDB database the m/z and 
charge state of the precursor ion of all the phosphopeptides carrying the 
phosphorylation site. Phosphopeptides ASTRPPTLpSPIPHIPRSPY (chy-
motrypsin) and TNILQYASTRPPTLpSPIPHIPR (trypsin) for S780 on 
RB and, DKFFTRGQPVLpTPP (AspN) and GQPVLpTPPDQLVIANID-
QSDFEGFSYVNPQFVHPILQSAV (trypsin) for T638 on PRKCA were 
selected. Charge state screening was enabled for selection of precursors, 
and the m/z tolerance around targeted precursors was ±20 ppm. The nor-
malized collision energy for CID was set to 35% and supplemental activa-
tion for ETD and dynamic exclusion were enabled (exclusion duration 60 
s).

Data analysis

Raw data were converted from their native raw file format to the mgf or 
mzML file format using Proteome Discoverer version 1.4 (Thermo Scien-
tific). Subsequently the data was searched against a Swissprot Homo sapi-
ens database version 2012_09 (40,992 sequences) and, separately, against 
the corresponding reversed decoy database using the MS-GF+ search tool, 
version 9881 (Kim and Pevzner, 2014; Kim et al., 2010). The database search 
was performed with the following parameters: mass tolerance of ±20 ppm 
for precursor masses and appropriate settings for activation technique and 
fragmentation spectrum mass accuracy. The enzymatic parameters were set 
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to allow fully enzymatic termini for each peptide, for the respective enzyme. 
Cysteine carbamidomethylation was used as a fixed modification and me-
thionine oxidation,
protein N-terminal acetylation and serine, threonine and tyrosine phos-
phorylation were set as variable modifications. The false discovery rate was 
set to 1% at the PSMs level. The minimum and maximum peptide lengths 
allowed were 6 and 45 amino acids, respectively. The phosphorylation site 
localization of the identified phosphopeptides was performed using the 
phosphoRS algorithm 3.1 (Taus et al., 2011). A site localization probability 
(pRS) of at least 0.75 was used as threshold for the phosphoresidue local-
ization. Finally, the mzIdentML output files were converted to plain text 
files by the mzidLibrary tool 1.6 (Ghali et al., 2013).
For inclusion list-based experiments the data analysis was done manually. 
Extracted ion chromatograms (XICs) for a given parent mass were ex-
tracted with Xcalibur 3.0.63 (Thermo Scientific) with a mass tolerance of 
±20 ppm. Gaussian smoothing was applied with a numbers of points set to 
5, and Genesis was use as peak detection algorithm. Confirmation of the 
presence of a phosphopeptide was based on the successful identification 
by database search. When no phosphopeptides were identified, the peak
with highest area belonging to the extracted mass was selected for com-
parison. To evaluate the detectability of a given phosphopeptide we made 
use of a spectral counting score (SCS) (Old et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2006). 
The SCS for a given phosphorylation site was calculated as follows: (1) 
the amount of PSMs of that phosphosite in a given protease data set was 
divided by the total spectral counts obtained by that protease, then (2) the 
obtained value was normalized to 100% on the sum of the five values ob-
tained from each protease. To identify significant phosphorylation motifs 
in each of the five data sets, the high confident localized phosphorylation 
sites were further analyzed using motif-x (Schwartz and Gygi, 2005). As 
parameters we used a minimum occurrence of 20, a significance thresh-
old of 1e-6 taking the entire human proteome (IPI Human Proteome) as 
background reference set. Upstream kinases responsible for the observed
phosphorylation sites were also evaluated by using the NetworKIN 3.0 ki-
nase prediction algorithm (Horn et al., 2014). A score threshold of 2 was 
applied, and only the top 10 predictions were used. Kinases with less than 
10 predictions were discharged.
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Label-free quantification

For label-free analysis, raw data were processed with MaxQuant version 
1.3.0.5 (Cox and Mann, 2008). The database search was performed in 
Andromeda search engine with the following parameters: an initial mass 
tolerance of ±20 ppm and a final mass tolerance of ±6 ppm for precur-
sor masses, ±0.6 Da for CID and ETD ion trap fragment ions, allowing 
two missed cleavages for trypsin, three for LysC and chymotrypsin, five 
for GluC and AspN. Cysteine carbamidomethylation was used as a fixed 
modification and methionine oxidation, protein N‐terminal acetylation 
and serine, threonine and tyrosine phosphorylation as variable modifi-
cations. The false discovery rate was set to 1% for peptides, proteins and 
phosphosites, the minimum peptide length allowed was six amino acids 
and a minimum Andromeda peptide score of 60 was required. The match 
between runs feature was enabled. A site localization probability of at least 
0.75 and a score difference of at least 5 were used as threshold for the lo-
calization of phosphorylated residues.
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6.	 Deep	proteome	profiling	of	Trichoplax	
adhaerens reveals remarkable features 
at	the	origin	of	metazoan	multicellularity
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Genome sequencing of arguably the simplest known animal, Trichop-
lax adhaerens, uncovered a rich array of transcription factor and 

signalling pathway genes. While the existence of such genes allows spec-
ulation about the presence of complex regulatory events, it does not re-
veal the level of actual protein expression and functionalization through 
posttranslational modifications. Using high-resolution mass spectrome-
try, we semi-quantified 6,516 predicted proteins, revealing evidence of 
horizontal gene transfer and the presence at the protein level of nodes im-
portant in animal signalling pathways. Moreover, our data demonstrate 
a remarkably high activity of tyrosine phosphorylation, in line with the 
hypothesized burst of tyrosine regulated signalling at the instance of ani-
mal multicellularity. Combined, this Trichoplax proteomics dataset offers 
significant new insight into the mechanisms underlying the emergence 
of metazoan multicellularity and provides a resource for interested re-
searchers. 

Introduction
Recently the genomes of several phyla located near the base of the metazo-
an phylogenetic tree have been sequenced, including Porifera, Ctenopho-
ra, Cnidaria and Placozoa (Srivastava et al., 2008). The placozoan genome 
is by far the smallest of these and has been regarded as the best living 
surrogate for the hypothetical Cnidaria-Bilateria ancestor genome or even 
metazoan genome in general (Schierwater and Kuhn, 1998; Schierwater 
et al., 2009). The placozoan Trichoplax adhaerens is morphologically the 
simplest of all animals, lacking a body axis, basal lamina and extracellular 
matrix (ECM), and containing only 5 somatic cell types (Guidi et al., 2011). 
It can be found in tropical and subtropical sea waters and appears as a flat 
disc of 2-3mm diameter consisting of two epithelial layers with a loose 
layer of fiber cells in between (Schierwater, 2005). Trichoplax reproduces 
in vitro by fission and budding, and although in vitro the egg stadium 
does not develop into an embryonic stage beyond 64-128 cells, there are 
clear indications for a bisexual reproduction cycle, which left its signature 
in the DNA (Eitel et al., 2011; Signorovitch et al., 2005). The Trichoplax 
genome contains 11,500 genes and interestingly include important genes 
characteristic of more complex bilaterian animals such as developmental 
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signalling pathways, neuroendocrine processes, and extracellular matrix 
proteins (Srivastava et al., 2008). The available genome, however, does not 
reveal which proteins are expressed, to what level and whether proteins are 
functionally regulated by posttranslational modifications (PTMs). Using 
high-resolution mass spectrometry based proteomics we monitor for the 
first time which Trichoplax genes are actually translated and expressed. 
Moreover, as the functionality of proteins is to a large extent determined 
by posttranslational modifications (PTMs), which can only be studied at 
the protein level, we look into more detail at some important PTMs such as 
phosphorylation and acetylation. In summary, here we show that studying 
the proteome of Trichoplax, one of the most ancient extant multicellular 
animals, may provide significant insight into the mechanisms underlying 
the emergence of metazoan multicellularity.

Results
We used 2,800 hand-picked animals of Trichoplax adhaerens, and com-
bined two independent enzymatic digestions, using trypsin and Lys-N, 
with strong cation exchange (SCX) peptide fractionation, nano- re-
versed-phase liquid chromatography, and high resolution mass spectrom-
etry (LC-MS) to confidently identify 6,516 proteins at a false discovery 
rate of less than 1% (Supplemen tary Table S1). This first extensive cata-
logue of proteins expressed by Trichoplax constitutes 57% of all predicted 
proteins, and reveals similar qualitative features as the published in-depth 
proteome of C. elegans (Supplemen tary Fig. S1). The high quality data-
set allows determination of individual protein expression abundance as 
described previously (Aye et al., 2010), which covers over four orders of 
magnitude (Fig. 1). Conformation of the expression abundance was ob-
tained via a bio-duplicate experiment, performed 6 months later using a 
new batch of hand-picked animals (supplementary Fig. S2). Detailed in-
spection of the expression abundance of Trichoplax proteins proves a real 
treasure trove, strengthening evolutionary insights through the addition 
of an extra layer of information including the occurrence of posttrans-
lational events and confirmation of hypothesized gene expression. For 
instance, our data contain clear evidence for the abundant expression of 
“apicortin”, a unique protein with a putative cytoskeletal role shared only 
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by apicomplexan parasites and Trichoplax (Orosz, 2009). And although 
there has been indirect evidence for a sexual lifecycle in Trichoplax, five 
conserved sperm markers characteristic for different stages in spermato-
genesis have only recently been identified (Eitel et al., 2011), four of which 
we can now confirm as being expressed abundantly on the protein level. 
Our data also provide evidence for the expression of proteins annotated 
by the KEGG database as part of signalling pathways important for animal 
development and patterning, including Delta and Notch proteins from 
the Notch pathway and some downstream proteins from the Notch, 

Figure 1 An in-depth quantitative view of the Trichoplax proteome. Protein copy numbers per 
animal of all identified proteins were estimated based on spectral counts as described in the 
methods section. Selected proteins are highlighted and colored by functional grouping as an-
notated in the KEGG (Kanehisa 2012) reference pathway maps: yellow for proteins belonging 
to the notch signaling pathway, blue for ECM and adhesion related proteins, green for male 
germ line markers, and pink and purple for alkyl sulfatase and apicortin. Inset photograph: 
Trichoplax animal in culture.
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Wnt and TGF-β pathways (Fig. 1 and Supplemen tary Fig. S3). The placoz-
oan genome encodes orthologs for many typical bilaterian ECM proteins. 
However, a peculiarity among the Metazoa is that an ECM of any kind, 
including a basal lamina, has eluded detection in adult Trichoplax, raising 
the possibility for expression of the ECM in other hitherto unknown de-
velopmental or life cycle stages. In contrast, the proteomics data confirm 
the presence of proteins involved in ECM and ECM receptor interactions 
including integrin-β, laminins, collagen IV, perlecan, agrin, and dystro-
glycan, although there is a possibility that these proteins have alternative 
functions and/ or organization. Recently, it was argued that a classical type 
cadherin in complex with two armadillo-type catenins is a key element 
in the origin of metazoan multicellularity (Hulpiau and van Roy, 2011). 
Here, we only found proof for expression of the flamingo type cadherin 
and not of the suggested classical cadherin. The expression of the two ar-
madillo type catenins p120ctn and β-catenin could not be confirmed by 
our proteomics data. 
Although not specifically targeted, in depth sequencing the Trichoplax 
proteome additionally allowed us to detect numerous protein post-trans-
lational modifications, including widespread N-acetylation, Lysine-acetyl-
ation and phosphorylation. To focus on the latter, we detected, using an 
FDR < 1%, 2177 unique phosphosites by SCX. This number is similar to 
what we expect if an identical amount of mammalian sample is analysed us-
ing similar SCX-based proteomic strategies(Zhai et al., 2008). At the same 
time our quantitative proteomics data allowed us to define a semi-quan-
titative kinome tree for Trichoplax, depicted in Fig. 2, in which detection 
and abundance in our proteome dataset are shown for each kinase pres-
ent in the Trichoplax genome (Supplemen tary Table S2). Many Trichop-
lax kinases show high homology with human kinases (Supplemen tary Fig. 
S4 and S5), and abundant kinases in our dataset are homologues to, for 
instance, PKC, MAPK, CamK, AKT, CK2, and Src. Not surprisingly, mo-
tifs of abundant kinases such as CK2, MAPK and Src family kinases were 
also abundantly recognized in the Trichoplax phosphopeptide dataset. 
Strikingly, combining the data of three independent SCX phospho-data-
sets (Fig. 3 and Supplemen tary Table S3) serine accounted for 1432 (66%) 
of the phosphosites, threonine for 555 (25%), and tyrosine for 190 (9%). 
The latter number of ~9% (respectively, 8.9, 7.3 and 9.8 % in the three 
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independent experiments) is extremely high and consisted of 166 unique 
proteins for which 95 human orthologs could be found, almost all of 
which (95%) have been reported to be phosphorylated on tyrosine 

Figure 2 A quantitative view of the Trichoplax kinome. All identified kinases were ordered by 
phylogenetic distances of the kinase sequences. FASTA sequences of all proteins designated 
by the KEGG (Kanehisa 2012) database as protein kinase (http://www.genome.jp/kegg-bin/
get_htext?tad01001) were aligned using ClustalX2.1 (Larkin et al., 2007) using default pa-
rameters for multiple alignment and bootstrapping. For visualization a phylogenetic tree was 
calculated with the neighbour-joining algorithm, exported and loaded into the Interactive Tree 
of Life tool (Letunic and Bork, 2007). Kinase families are coloured as defined by the KEGG 
(Kanehisa 2012) database. On the outer rim the colour red indicates that the kinase is detect-
ed, blue bars indicate the relative abundances in protein copy number per animal. Kinases 
are named according to their respective group, followed by family and finally their Uniprot 
accession number.
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residues as well (Supplemen tary Table S4)(Hornbeck et al., 2011). Using 
similar experimental approaches, ~2% tyrosine phosphorylation is gen-
erally reported in dozens of phosphoproteomics studies on higher organ-
isms ranging from C. elegans to humans (Huttlin et al., 2010; Zhai et al., 
2008; Zhou et al., 2011; Zielinska et al., 2009). 

Discussion
The study of such a simple and probably most ancient extant multicellular 
animal as Trichoplax is highly significant to gain insight into the emer-
gence of metazoan multi cellularity, early animal evolution and subsequent 
metazoan diversity. Additionally, it can be used as a simple multicellular 
model system to shed light on the origins and functioning of many biolog-
ical processes essential in higher metazoa, like cellular differentiation, cell-
cell communication, development and basic animal patterning. Therefore, 
it was particularly interesting to observe expression of proteins important 
in processes thought to be characteristic of more complex bilaterian an-
imals such as genes involved in developmental signalling pathways, i.e. 
Notch, Wnt and TGF-β pathways (Supplemen tary Fig. S3).  Also, although 
nerve cells and ECM seemed to be absent in Trichoplax, proteins involved 
with neuro-endocrine processes as well as putative ECM proteins and oth-
er ECM components were observed.
Ranking all proteins based on number of spectral counts we detected a pro-
tein that is homologous to the Saccharomyces cerevisiae BSD1 alkyl-sul-
fatase among the top 10 proteins in all SCX experiments (Supplemen tary 
Table S1 and Fig. 1 and S2). Interestingly, this yeast protein has been iden-
tified as being acquired by horizontal gene transfer from proteobacteria 
(Hall et al., 2005). The very abundant Trichoplax BSD1 enzyme belongs to 
a group of less well-characterized alkylsulfatases known from yeast, bac-
teria, and very few higher animals (e.g. pea aphid and vase tunicate) that 
feed on chloroplast rich diets(Remm et al., 2001). We hypothesize that 
the presence of this enzyme in Trichoplax is linked to its unique feeding 
mode and its food-source. It has been suggested that the first animals that 
appeared were “grazers” feeding on the cyanobacterial and algal mats of 
the oceans (Gehling, 1999). In this context Trichoplax has been associat-
ed with fossils of Dickinsonia, whose motile feeding mode most closely 
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resembled that of Trichoplax (Garrett, 1970). It moves over and on top 
of its food, which is then digested externally by uptake of the released 
nutrients. Trichoplax still uses this very ancient feeding mode(Sperling 
and Vinther, 2010). The food of the first animals consisted of phototro-
phic organisms containing chloroplasts, forming a source of sulfolipids 
and other long chain alkyl-sulfates (Dembitsky and Srebnik, 2002; Haines, 
1973). The high abundance of the BSD1 enzyme, that is able to scavenge 
sulfate from organically-bound sources, is an important advantage for an 
extremely primitive animal without a gut and its associated flora.
Most unanticipated was the observation of the relatively high number of 
tyrosine phosphorylation sites (i.e. 8.9, 7.3 and 9.8% of the observed phos-
phopeptides in the three individual SCX datasets, Fig 3a), especially when 
taking into account that no common tyrosine phosphorylation enrichment 
procedures (Boersema et al., 2010) were used. To further independent-
ly confirm these high levels of tyrosine phosphorylation, we performed 
phosphopeptide enrichment experiments using Ti-IMAC affinity beads 
(Zhou et al., 2011). We performed these experiment, in duplo, on similar 
protein amounts of Trichoplax and human HeLa cell lysates. Although, the 
sample amount was limited we identified around 1,000 phosphopeptides 
in each of the four experiments (Supplemen tary Fig. S6). Using the Hela 

Figure 3 A burst of Tyrosine phosphorylation in Trichoplax. (a) Replicate measurements of 
tyrosine phosphorylation by SCX, with in the first bar the combined result of three independ-
ent SCX experiments, second bar the first trypsin experiment, third bar the LysN experiment 
and in the fourth bar an additional trypsin repeat experiment (n=total number of unique phos-
phosites (S, T, Y)). (b) Compared to other organisms Trichoplax exhibits a high percentage 
(3.9%) of tyrosine amino acids in its genome (red bars). The percentage of detected tyrosine 
phosphosites in Trichoplax phosphoproteomics datasets is 4-5 fold higher than detected in 
large-scale phosphoproteomics datasets in for other organisms, including H. sapiens (Rigbolt 
et al., 2011; Zhou et al., 2011), M. musculus (Huttlin et al., 2010), D. melanogaster (Zhai et 
al., 2008) and S. cerevisiae (Zielinska et al., 2009) (blue bars, supplementary table S4). Only 
species for which comprehensive protein phosphorylation data is also available, obtained 
using alike protocols, are shown. (c) Trichoplax contains a relative high number of readers 
(SH2 phosphotyrosine recognition domains) and erasers (tyrosine phosphatases), compared 
to writers (tyrosine kinases) involved in tyrosine signalling. Tyrosine-kinase domains, SH2 
domains and protein tyrosine phosphatase domains were detected using HMM models from 
SMART (Letunic et al., 2009) using the online SMART tool (http://smart.embl-heidelberg.
de/). Inset shows phosphotyrosine signalling as a tripartite system comprising tyrosine kinase 
(writer), tyrosine phosphatase (eraser) and SH2 domain (reader).
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cells as a control revealed that the percentage of tyrosine phosphorylated 
peptides observed, using Ti4+-IMAC, is reduced by two-fold when com-
pared to the SCX experiment (i.e. from ~3 to 1.5 % pTyr, see Fig. 3b). It is 
well-known that by applying certain PTM enrichment strategies one may 
introduce potential biases towards certain physicochemical properties of 
the targeted modification. In this specific case, our prior experience with 
Ti4+-IMAC elucidated that it favours serine and also threonine phospho-
rylation over tyrosine phosphorylation, as further evidenced here. 
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Notwithstanding, the relative ratio of tyrosine phosphorylated peptides 
detected in the Trichoplax Ti4+-IMAC phosphoproteomics experiments 
is still >two-fold higher than detected in the human HeLa cell datasets, 
confirming independently that pTyr is relatively more present in Trichop-
lax. 
Why then does Trichoplax have such a high relative frequency of phos-
phorylation on tyrosine residues? Tyrosine phosphorylation provides a 
molecular system for transmitting cellular regulatory information that ap-
peared ~ 600 million years ago, close to the appearance of Trichoplax, and 
has been associated with the advent of multicellularity (Lim and Pawson, 
2010; Pincus et al., 2008; Tan et al., 2009). The basic repertoire of metazo-
an tyrosine kinases already existed before the advent of metazoan multi-
cellularity, before the divergence of filasterians from metazoa and choano-
flagellates. However, at the onset of metazoan multicellularity probably 
recruitment of receptor tyrosine kinases as a communication tool between 
cells led to huge diversifications of these kinases between pre-metazoan 
and metazoan lineages (Suga et al., 2012). The current view is that tyrosine 
phosphatases and Src Homology 2 (SH2) domains had already evolved in 
earlier organisms, prior to the appearance of dedicated protein tyrosine 
kinases. With that view in mind, we performed genome-wide analysis of 
the tyrosine content and the number of tyrosine kinases (“writers”), SH2 
domains (“readers”), and phosphatase domain (“erasers”) as predicted by 
SMART (Letunic et al., 2009), including genomes of 16 different species 
(Fig. 3c and Supplemen tary Table S5). Of all species analysed, Trichoplax 
contains the highest percentage of tyrosine amino acids in the predicted 
proteins (i.e. 3.9%) whereas these numbers drop to ~2.6% in mammals 
(Fig. 3b). As predicted by SMART Trichoplax contains 11 tyrosine kinas-
es, 24 SH2 domain containing proteins and 14 phosphatases. Most strik-
ingly, the ratio of reader to writer is exceptionally high for Trichoplax, 
(Fig. 3c) indicating that the substrate-to-enzyme ratio is very favourable, 
possibly forming the basis for the relatively high phosphotyrosine count 
in our data. Together these data provide strong experimental support of 
the concept of a sudden burst in tyrosine phosphorylation signalling at the 
beginning of metazoan multicellularity, followed by a gradual streamlin-
ing of phosphotyrosine signalling after the appearance of tyrosine kinases 
by reducing the number of possible deleterious phosphorylation sites as 
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tyrosine kinase numbers increase (Lim and Pawson, 2010; Pincus et al., 
2008; Tan et al., 2009, 2011).
 Our in-depth proteomics data also allows improvements to be 
made to the Trichoplax genome annotation and gene models by match-
ing mass spectra directly onto the genome sequences (Supplemen tary Fig. 
S7). Furthermore, besides the discussed highly remarkable features of the 
Trichoplax proteome, the presented dataset also contains information on 
N-acetylation, Lys-acetylation, and the abundance of proteins involved in 
many different pathways, making the dataset a resource for researchers 
interested in the mechanisms of the origin and diversification of metazoan 
multi-cellularity. 
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Methods: 
Animal culture and harvesting. 
Animals of the so-called “Grell” (Schierwater, 2005) clone were cultured 
in artificial seawater (ASW) at 23 °C and at an LD regime of 16:8h. Ani-
mals were fed ad libitum on the green alga Pyrenomonas helgolandii, but 
starved for 24h prior to protein extraction in order to avoid contamination 
with the food(Eitel et al., 2011; Schierwater, 2005). Approximately 2,800 
individual animals were transferred to sterile 6-well plates and washed 
three times each on two successive days with sterile ASW. Afterwards an-
imals were transferred to a sterile 1.5 ml eppendorf tube (approximately 
400 animals per tube), pelleted using a table centrifuge and washed with 
cold ASW (4°C). For the replicate experiment approximately 1,000 ani-
mals were harvested under the same conditions, delivering approximately 
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160 mg of protein. 

Sample preparation. 

After the washing procedure, animal pellets were lysed in 8 M Urea, 50 
mM ammonium bicarbonate and EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail 
(Sigma). After homogenization, lysates were cleared by centrifugation at 
13.000g for 20 mins at 4 °C and supernatant was snap-frozen until diges-
tion. After reductive alkylation of cysteine residues using 2 mM DTT and 
5mM iodoacetamide, 180 µg protein from approximately 1400 animals was 
digested with 2 µg Lys-C (Roche Diagnostics, Ingelheim, Germany) in 500 
µl 8M Urea 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate for 4 hrs at 37 °C, followed by 
digestion with 4 µg trypsin (Roche Diagnostics, Ingelheim, Germany) in 2 
M Urea and 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate at 37 °C for 16 hrs. Consecu-
tively,  225 µg protein was digested with 2.5 µg Lys-N (U-Protein Express, 
Utrecht, The Netherlands) in 8 M Urea, 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 
for 4 hrs at 37 °C followed by digestion with 3.5 µg Lys-N for 16 hrs at 37 
°C in 4 M Urea, 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate. Peptides were desalt-
ed using 1 ml Sep Pack C18 columns (Waters), and separated by strong 
cation exchange chromatography (SCX) using a Zorbax BioSCX-Series II 
column (0.8-mm inner diameter, 50 mm length, 3.5 µm). SCX solvent A 
consists of 0.05 % formic acid in 20 % ACN, while solvent B was 0.05 % 
formic acid, 0.5 M NaCl in 20 % ACN. The SCX salt gradient was as fol-
lows: 0–0.06 min (0–2 % B); 0.06–10.06 min (2–3 % B); 10.06–20.06 min 
(3–8 % B); 20.06–30 min (8–20 % B); 30–40 min (20–40 % B); 40–46 min 
(40–90 % B); 46–50 min (90 % B). Fractionated peptides were dried and 
resuspended in 10% formic acid. Thirty-seven fractions from both digests 
were then each analyzed twice by reversed-phase LC–MS/MS.

Phosphopeptide Enrichment

Ti4+-IMAC material was prepared and used essentially as previously de-
scribed by us (21, 48). Affinity material was loaded onto Gel-loader tip 
microcolumns using a C8 plug and ~1–2cm length of material. The col-
umns were pre-equilibrated with 2 × 30 mL of Ti-IMAC loading buffer 
(80% ACN, 6% TFA). Next, samples were, resuspended in 60 mL loading 
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buffer and loaded onto the equilibrated gel-loader tip microcolumns. Col-
umns were sequentially washed with 60 mL of loading buffer, followed by 
washing with 60 mL of 50% ACN/0.5% TFA containing 200 mM NaCl and 
additional washing by 60 mL of 50% ACN/0.1% TFA. The bound peptides 
were eluted by 20 mL of 5%ammonia, followed by a second elution with 
80% ACN/6%FA,  into 20 mL of 10% formic acid and then stored at -20 °C 
for LC-MS analysis. 

LC-MS/MS.

Peptide fractions were analyzed using an Agilent 1100-Series LC system 
coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap mass spectrometer (Thermo Scientific, Bre-
men, Germany). The LC system was equipped with a 20 mm Aqua C18 
(Phenomenex, Torrance, CA) trapping column (packed inhouse, i.d., 50 
μm; resin 5 μm) and a 400 mm ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ (Dr. Maisch GmbH, 
Ammerbuch, Germany) analytical column (packed in-house, i.d. 50 μm; 
resin 3 μm). Trapping was performed at 5 μL min-1 for 10 min, and elu-
tion was achieved with a gradient of 0–13% B in 0.1 min, 13–28% B in 107 
min, 28–50% B in 35 min, 50-100% B for 2 min. The flow rate was pas-
sively split from 0.35 mL min-1 to 50 nL min-1. Nanospray was achieved 
using a coated fused silica emitter (New Objective, Cambridge, MA) (o.d., 
360 μm; i.d., 20 μm, tip i.d. 10 μm) biased to 1.7 kV. The mass spectrometer 
was operated in data dependent mode to switch between MS and MS/MS. 
The five most intense ions were selected for fragmentation in the linear 
ion trap using collisionally induced dissociation at a target value of 30,000. 

Database search and validation. 

Spectra were processed with Maxquant software to generate peak lists 
which were then analyzed with Mascot search engine version 2.3.02 (Ma-
trix Science, London, UK) using a concatenated forward/reverse database 
of the Trichoplax Triad1-best-proteins-fasta sequences, setting carbami-
domethyl (C) as fixed and oxidation (M) and acetylation (protein N-term) 
as variable modifications. Maximum 2 missed cleavages were allowed, 
peptide tolerance was set to 50 ppm and MS/MS tolerance to 0.6 Da. For 
phosphorylation analysis, carbamidomethyl (C) was set as fixed, and 
phospho (STY) and oxidation (M) were set as variable modifications with 
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maximum 1 missed cleavage allowed. For lysine acetylation analysis, car-
bamidomethyl (C) was set as fixed, and acetyl (K) and oxidation (M) were 
set as variable modifications with maximum 2 missed cleavages allowed. 
Search results were filtered with Rockerbox (van den Toorn et al., 2011) to 
an FDR of 1% using the concatenated database decoy method.

Protein abundance calculations.

Numbers of identified spectra were used to calculate protein abundances 
(Aye et al., 2010). Briefly, abundance factors were calculated from the num-
ber of identified spectra of a particular protein, divided by its molecular 
weight, multiplied by 106 for clarity. The abundance factor of a particular 
protein as a fraction of the total sum of all abundance factors was multi-
plied by the total amount of protein material used in each experiment and 
from this the numbers of protein copy numbers were calculated by divid-
ing by the protein molecular weights. This was divided by the number of 
animals used to get the number of protein copies per animal.
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Supplemen tary Figure S1 Bias analysis of all identified Trichoplax proteins. Properties for 
all proteins in SwissProt were calculated with BioPython 1.58 module ProtParam and plotted 
as a histogram (grey bars, corresponding to the left vertical axis). The analysis was repeated 
for all significantly detected proteins (white bars overlapping the grey bars). The proportion 
of the known and detected proteins for each histogram bar was calculated and depicted as 
red dots (rightmost axis), connected with lines for clarity. (A) There is a clear preference for 
longer proteins for detection by bottom-up mass spectrometry which is in accordance with 
the notion that longer proteins yield more peptides, hence are more likely to be detected. (B) 
The Isoelectric point does not have a clear influence on mass spectrometry coverage which 
is around 50%. (C) A clear preference for hydrophilic proteins exists in our analysis.

Supplementary figures
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Supplemen tary Figure S3 KEGG Pathways. Our protein identifications are mapped onto 
KEGG (van den Toorn et al., 2011) reference pathway maps at http://www.genome.jp/kegg/
kegg2.html. Color green indicates the annotation of a Trichoplax ortholog in KEGG, red in-
dicates identification of the Trichoplax ortholog in our dataset. (A) Notch signaling pathway 
map-04330, (B) Wnt signaling pathway map-04310, and (C) TGF-β signaling pathway map-
04350.

Supplemen tary Figure S2 Correlation between two LC-MS experiments of trypsin digested 
Trichoplax. The plot shows the correlation between number of spectral counts between the 
two experiments of 3839 proteins that are in common between the two replicate experiments. 
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Supplemen tary Figure S4 Expression of Trichoplax kinases with Human orthologs. Human 
protein kinase orthologs for all Trichoplax protein kinases were determined by Inparanoid 
(Ostlund et al., 2009). FASTA sequences of the kinase domains of the human orthologs were 
retrieved from the KinBase resource (http://kinase.com/kinbase/) and aligned using Clus-
talX2.1 (Larkin et al., 2007) using default parameters for multiple alignment and bootstrap-
ping. A phylogenetic tree was calculated with the neighbor-joining algorithm, exported and 
loaded into the Interactive Tree of Life tool (Letunic and Bork, 2007). Kinase families are 
colored by grouping into kinase families as defined in the KinBase resource (http://kinase.
com/kinbase/). On the outer rim the color red indicates that the Trichoplax kinase is detected, 
blue bars indicate the relative abundances as copies / animal. Human ortholog names are 
listed by their grouping into kinase groups and families.
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Supplemen tary Figure S6 Percentage of tyrosine phosphorylation in Ti-IMAC enriched phos-
phopeptide datasets. First two bars represent Ti-IMAC enrichment experiments on Trichoplax 
and the second two bars represent Ti-IMAC enrichment on human HeLa cells. Although, 
the fold difference is smaller the percentage of detected tyrosine phosphosites in Trichoplax 
is still substantially higher than in human HeLa cells. (n=total # of unique phosphopeptides 
identified per Ti-IMAC experiment).
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Supplemen tary Figure S5 Trichoplax adhaerens SMART predicted kinase and phosphatase 
structures An overview of the kinase and phosphatase domains in the Trichoplax genome, as 
predicted by the SMART algorithm (Letunic et al., 2009). Since the “best genes” gene predic-
tion included in the SMART database mostly reflects only the catalytic domain of the kinases, 
longer predicted protein sequences surrounding the SMART annotated genes were obtained 
from the JGI genome browser (http://genome.jgi-psf.org), mostly based on the fgenesh al-
gorithm. In one instance of a kinase domain (B3RT13), the fgenesh algorithm predicted two 
separate open reading frames very close together. Assuming the algorithm incorrectly omit-
ted a splice site, a complete protein structure encompassing fibronectin type 3 domains, a 
transmembrane domain and a kinase domain is likely to be encoded, similar to two other 
predicted genes highly homologous to insulin receptor-related proteins. SMART annotates 
several predicted protease domains as inactive. We have reported them here since no as-
says have been performed to confirm this. The protein “B3S1F1” contains two equal scoring 
Immunoglobin C2-type domains of different sizes, which were both collapsed into the same 
cartoon for legibility.
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Supplemen tary Figure S7 Discovery of a putative CCDC40 homologue. (A) Graphical rep-
resentation of the analysis of peptides mapped to Trichoplax scaffold 2. We searched both 
the LysN and Trypsin datasets against all 1415 scaffolds with estimated false discovery rate 
of 1% using the Pepsplice (Roos et al., 2007) search engine, allowing for the presence of 
introns. In the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV (Robinson et al., 2011)) version 2.0.3 a 
cluster of both tryptic (yellow) and lys-N (red) digested peptides were found in a region where 
no gene model (blue) was mapped. The nucleotide sequence of the unmapped DNA was ex-
tracted using the IGV viewer (“region of interest”) and used in a BLASTX search against the 
Swissprot database (www.uniprot.org). A gene prediction for this fragment was made using 
GeneMark.hmm, based on Caenorhabditis elegans ES-3.0 hidden markov model. (B) The 
predicted protein was aligned with Mus musculus, Homo sapiens, Danio Rerio and Anolis 
carolinensis sequences, obtained from the GeneCards database using ClustalX. An overview 
of the alignment is shown in, showing a high sequence similarity over most of the predicted 
protein sequence.
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7. Quantitative and qualitative 
proteome characteristics extracted 
from	in-depth	integrated	genomics	and	
proteomics analysis

Low, T.Y., Van Heesch, S., Van den Toorn, H., Giansanti, P., Cristobal, 
A., Toonen, P., Schafer, S., Hübner, N., Van Breukelen, B., Mohammed, 
S., et al. (2013). Quantitative and qualitative proteome characteristics 
extracted from in-depth integrated genomics and proteomics analysis. 
Cell Rep. 5, 1469–1478. © 2013 The Authors.
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Quantitative and qualitative protein characteristics are regulated at 
the genomic, transcriptomic and post-transcriptional levels. Here, 

we comprehensively interrogate their interplay by performing an in-
depth transcriptome analysis and ultra-deep proteomics analysis of liv-
er tissues from two rat strains. First, de novo transcriptome assemblies 
based on RNA-Seq were created for the BN-Lx (Brown Norway) and SHR 
(Spontaneously Hypertensive Rat) strains. This data was combined with 
strain-specific whole genome sequencing data and used to extend the 
publicly available rat protein reference database (32,791 entries) with 
novel protein predictions (44,993 GENSCANs), strain-specific protein 
variants (10,493 missense variants in 6,189 proteins), predicted tran-
script isoforms (2,545), and RNA-editing events (196). Synergistically, 
we performed ultra-deep proteomics analysis using two-dimensional 
ultrahigh performance chromatography with five proteases to obtain a 
bias-free coverage of the entire proteome. A total of 12,989 rat liver pro-
teins were identified (FDR of 0%)- the deepest and most stringent rat 
proteome ever reported. Our data provides evidence for 792 GENSCAN 
predictions and allele-specific isoforms for 112 genes at the protein lev-
el. Furthermore, we detected 54 and 337 peptides confirming novel RNA 
editing and RNA splicing events, respectively, with some of these being 
strain-specific. Quantitative analysis revealed a very strong correlation 
between either transcriptome or proteome data from both strains (r > 
0.94) indicating limited control by genetic variation. In contrast, a much 
weaker correlation was observed between quantitative RNA and protein 
data within a strain (r ~ 0.44). Finally, through integrative data analysis 
we were able to link a genomic variant in the promoter of the most differ-
entially expressed gene at both the RNA and protein level to the hyper-
tension phenotype of the SHR rat strain. This gene, Cyp17a1 is a member 
of the cytochrome P450 (CYP450) superfamily and has previously been 
identified as a top hit in GWAS studies for human hypertension. These 
results demonstrate both the power of and need for integrative genom-
ic, transcriptomic and proteomic data analysis to start understanding 
(genetic) control of molecular dynamics and phenotypic diversity in a 
system wide manner. 
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Introduction
Mass spectrometry-based proteomics (MS) and next generation sequenc-
ing (NGS) are rapidly maturing techniques, each independently enabling 
comprehensive measurements of gene-products at a system level (Altelaar 
et al., 2013; Cox and Mann, 2011; Soon et al., 2013)). Although MS and 
NGS are highly complementary, they are rarely applied integratively in 
large-scale studies (Ning et al., 2012). State-of-the-art MS approaches can 
currently identify over ten thousand proteins in a single experiment (Mu-
noz et al., 2011; Nagaraj et al., 2011), which brings the analysis of complete 
proteomes within reach (Ahrens et al., 2010; Cox and Mann, 2011). How-
ever, as long as non-customary protein databases that are derived from 
(typically incomplete) reference genome assemblies and annotations re-
main the sole source used for MS spectra matching (Perkins et al., 1999; 
Yates et al., 1995) true completeness will not be reached. For example, pro-
tein isoforms arising from genetic polymorphisms, post-transcriptional 
events such as RNA-editing and post-translational modifications are rou-
tinely missed (Jensen, 2004; Uhlen and Ponten, 2005). 
Recent advances in NGS techniques, including whole genome sequenc-
ing and total RNA-sequencing allow for the generation of near-complete 
inventories of genetic variation in a system and its transcribed repertoire 
(Ozsolak and Milos, 2011). However, from such analysis, the effects on 
the proteins cannot be predicted with high confidence. For example, the 
consequence of a single nucleotide variant (SNV) on the coding capacity 
of a transcript can be predicted accurately, but not the potential effects on 
the stability of the corresponding protein. Systematic comparison of RNA-
Seq data with genomic data reveals another layer of complexity – it has 
now been convincingly demonstrated that certain transcripts are modified 
by post-transcriptional editing, primarily by targeted A to I deamination 
(Farajollahi and Maas, 2010). It is expected that all these types of variation 
will not only affect the composition and function of a protein, but may 
also influence expression levels. However, the additional layers of trans-
lation control may dampen or completely abolish such effects (Kleinman 
and Majewski, 2012; Lin et al., 2012; Pickrell et al., 2012).
An integrative analysis of different data modalities, ideally from samples 
from a single source, is required for correctly deciphering the effects of 
genomic and transcriptomic variation on molecular processes and cellular 
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functioning. An example of such data integration is the use of proteomic 
data derived from MS in combination with complete genome data to im-
prove gene annotation (Jaffe et al., 2004; Renuse et al., 2011). This approach 
has so far been sparsely performed and mainly in organisms with smaller 
genomes (Merrihew et al., 2008; Payne et al., 2010; Venter et al., 2011). On 
the other hand, integrative investigations of messenger RNA levels and the 
proteins they encode reveal only modest correlations, implying an unre-
solved level of complexity in regulation of expression (Nesvizhskii et al., 
2006; Ning et al., 2012; Schwanhäusser et al., 2011; de Sousa Abreu et al., 
2009; Vogel and Marcotte, 2012). 
For this study, we selected two rat inbred strains BN-Lx/Cub (BN-Lx) and 
SHR/OlaIpcv (SHR) (Printz et al., 2003), representing widely studied, re-
newable and genetically homogeneous resources. Both strains have previ-
ously been extensively characterized at the genomic (Atanur et al., 2010; 
Gibbs et al., 2004) and phenotypic level (Hubner et al., 2005; Johnson et al., 
2009; Pravenec and Kurtz, 2010; Pravenec et al., 2004; Printz et al., 2003; 
Simonis et al., 2012a). The BN-Lx strain is derived from, and thus very 
closely related to, the Brown Norway (BN) strain. The latter strain was used 
for creating the rat reference genome assembly (Gibbs et al., 2004), and is 
commonly used as the protein reference dataset in rat proteomics stud-
ies. The spontaneously hypertensive rat (SHR) is more diverged from the 
BN reference and is a widely used disease model for hypertension studies. 
Whereas several blood pressure quantitative trait loci (QTLs) have been 
mapped to the SHR genome, no functional variants driving elevated blood 
pressure have been identified to date. Here, we combine in-depth genomic, 
transcriptomic and proteomic analyses from inbred rats of two different 
genetic backgrounds using the same sets of rat liver tissues (Figure 1A). 
We determine quantitative and qualitative molecular dynamics at differ-
ent functional levels and achieve a new level of proteome completeness by 
adding variation information derived from the whole genome sequencing 
and RNA sequencing data. These data allow us to apply a genome-wide 
genetical-genomics approach (Jansen and Nap, 2001) to start understand-
ing multi-level systems regulation and to identify candidate genes that are 
potentially involved in the hypertension phenotype of the SHR rat.
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Results & Discussion

Extension of the rat protein database

In proteomics, tandem mass spectra (of peptides) are typically annotated 
by searching against in sillico generated spectra based on a publicly avail-
able genome database. For rat, a genebuild based on reference genome 
assembly (Gibbs et al., 2004) is commonly used as the protein reference 
dataset. To create a sample-specific reference database for MS peptide 
searching, we extended the existing RefSeq-based peptide database by in-
corporating strain-specific peptides and predicted peptides. We first ob-
tained all strain-specific genetic variation of the BN-Lx and SHR strains 
including single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and in-frame indels. 
Most genomic SNVs are located in the non-coding sequences and only 
the less frequent non-synonymous variants in coding regions give rise to 
altered amino acid sequences (Hurst et al., 2009; Su et al., 2011; Valentine 
et al., 2006). We collected 10,493 non-synonymous variants from recent-
ly generated high-coverage whole genome sequencing data of the BN-Lx 
and SHR genomes (Atanur et al., 2010; Simonis et al., 2012b), which are 
predicted to affect 6,187 protein isoforms derived from 4,566 genes. Fur-
thermore, to be able to detect in silico gene predictions using the proteom-
ics data as evidence (Volkening et al., 2012), we added 44,993 GENSCAN 
gene predictions to our rat database (Burge and Karlin, 1997) .  
Next, we generated RNA-seq data (Table S1) from liver tissue extracted 
from both rat strains (two males and two females per strain). This data 
was used to catalog post-transcriptional modifications such as alternative 
splicing and RNA editing. To this end, paired-end sequencing data was 
used to generate de novo transcriptome assemblies for each strain. 
In total, we identified 2,545 novel transcript splicing events affect-
ing 1,015 genes. While the majority of them (1,687) were detected 
in both strains, the other 220 and 638 events were specific to BN-Lx 
and SHR rats, respectively (Table S2). Independent RT-PCR-based 
Sanger sequencing confirmed 62.3% (43 / 69) of a randomly sampled 
subset as new transcript isoforms (Table S3A). In addition, the same 
transcriptome data provided evidence for expression of 2,903 GEN-
SCAN predictions (Table S4). 
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The de novo assembled transcriptome data also allows for charac-
terization of transcriptome at nucleotide resolution. As the two rat 
strains used in these experiments are fully inbred, observed changes at the 
transcript level are unlikely to be allele-specific variation and can thus be 
attributed to RNA-Seq errors, mapping errors or, most interestingly, as a 
result of RNA editing (Farajollahi and Maas, 2010). We find a total of 799 
canonical (A to I or C to T) RNA editing variants (Table S5) of which 176 
and 354 were specifically observed in BN-Lx and SHR, respectively. As 
expected, a large proportion of edits reside in the non-coding UTR parts 
of transcripts or do not change coding capacity of a transcript, yet might 
be affecting RNA secondary structure, stability or miRNA binding. Only 
196 edits were non-synonymous and therefore included in our protein da-
tabase as potentially detectable by mass spectrometry. Of a subset of 169 
candidates editing events tested by independent RT-PCR based amplicon 
resequencing of amplicons, most (104) showed reads corresponding to ex-
pected edited transcripts and another 12 likely represent germline variants 
that missed detection during genomes re-sequencing. (Table S3B). 
All peptide variants and isoforms derived from genome and transcrip-
tome variation and all novel predicted peptides based on GENSCAN and 
de novo transcriptome assembly data were appended to the ENSEMBL rat 
database to create our customized RAT_COMBINED database, that was 
used for all subsequent proteomic analyses. 

Figure 1 (facing page). Integrated proteomics, genomics and transcriptomics to improve 
sample-specific protein identification. (A) Schematic representation of the integrated genome 
and proteome analysis of BN-Lx and SHR rat liver (B) Bar plot showing the percentage of 
the current reference database that is covered by the experimentally derived proteomes, in 
respect to recent other proteomics efforts. For BN-Lx and SHR, 39.4% of the ENSEMBL da-
tabase is covered (12,989 out of 32,971 entries; release 3.4.63). The human liver proteome 
generated by the Chinese Human Liver Proteome Profiling Consortium cover only 13.5% of 
the IPI human database (version 3.07; 7,050 out of 50,225 entries). (C) Diagram that displays 
identified proteins specific to BN-Lx (red), SHR specific proteins (blue) and proteins shared 
between both strains (green). (D) Relative contribution (%) of each additional layer of genom-
ics- and transcriptomics-derived protein variants, based on identification by unique peptides 
only.
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Ultra-deep proteomics analysis 

To obtain direct experimental evidence for predicted peptide variants and 
isoforms, we generated ultra-deep MSMS data for each liver sample. We 
used the same tissue samples as used for generating the RNA-seq data. We proteolyzed 
equal amounts of each liver sample using five orthogonal proteases separately 
(trypsin, LysC, GluC, AspN and chymotrypsin) and analyzed 36 SCX fractions 
per digest, cumulating in 180 LC-MSMS runs for each strain. By using multiple 
proteases, not only does the identification and sequence coverage of each protein 
increase but also the chance of capturing evidence for new predicted peptides/
proteins and consequences of RNA editing (Mohammed et al., 2008; Peng et al., 
2012; Swaney et al., 2010). To further ensure comprehensive coverage, we per-
formed a two-stage analysis with two different but complementary algorithms 
for spectra-to-peptide assignment. First, Mascot (Perkins et al., 1999) was used 
for database searching. Next, remaining unassigned peak lists were processed 
further with PEAKS (Ma et al., 2003), which incorporates a proprietary de 
novo sequencing algorithm. We obtained ~12 million tandem MS spec-
tra. This enormous volume of data allowed us to apply a FDR filter of 0% 
(q=0), and still identify approximately 2 million peptide-spectral-matches 
(PSMs), corresponding to ~200,000 non-redundant peptides (Table S6). 
By benchmarking BN-Lx and SHR livers proteome against the human liv-
er proteome reference dataset (Sun et al., 2010), the most extensive liver 
proteome so far generated by the Chinese Human Liver Proteome Profil-
ing Consortium, we found that our dataset covers 39.6% of the rat data-
base (12,989 out of 32,971 entries in ENSEMBL release 3.4.63) while the 
human liver proteome generated by the Chinese Human Liver Proteome 
Profiling Consortium covers 13.5% of the IPI human database (version 
3.07; 50,225 entries), illustrating the comprehensiveness of our data (Fig-
ure 1B). Combining both BN-Lx and SHR datasets against genome- and 
transcriptome-informed protein database, we obtained peptide evidence 
for 27,038 database entries (RAT_COMBINED) of which 18,769 are shared 
between BN-Lx and SHR (Figure 1C, Table S7). As expected, identified 
peptides are evenly distributed over the rat chromosomes, concordant to 
the distribution of genes and transcripts Figure S1). The median coverage 
of all proteins is 15.6%. (Figure S2A), with roughly equal contributions 
from each protease dataset. The unprecedented high number of identified 
proteins using a 0% FDR confirms that this rat proteomics data set forms 
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a very high quality catalogue of rat liver protein orthologs, which might 
also serve as a valuable resource to complement the human liver proteome 
project (He, 2005) and the chromosome-centric human proteome project 
(Paik et al., 2012). 

Identification of novel proteins and protein isoforms

Some 2000 peptides (Table S8A) generated the first experimental evidence 
for 792 in silico predicted GENSCAN proteins (Table S8B). For 786 (99%) 
of those, mRNA expression levels were sufficiently high to also find support 
in the RNA sequencing data. Fifty of them show best reciprocal hits with 
known mouse proteins, and another 32 with known human proteins (Ta-
ble S8C). Furthermore, we detect N-terminally acetylated peptides for 69 
of these 792 proteins, with, as expected, A, M, S and T as their N-terminal 
residues (Table S8D) (Dormeyer et al., 2007; Starheim et al., 2012). These 
N-terminal peptides further validate these putative genes by confirming 
their translational start sites. Since both the RNA-Seq and proteomics data 
were very deep and thoroughly analyzed, we hypothesize that most of the 
other predicted GENSCAN genes (44,201; 98.2%) are non-functional or 
expressed very lowly in liver.
Our proteomics data also provides support for 337 peptides exclusively 
matching 120 novel transcript splicing events (0% FDR) that were previ-
ously not annotated (Figure 1D, Table S9 and Table S10B). From all novel 
protein and splice isoform identifications, 119 and 48 respectively were 
unique for BN-Lx and 45 and 32 were specific to SHR. 

Detection of short expressed proteins (<100 amino acids)

The identification of novel genes and their corresponding proteins is biased 
by the size of the protein. Generally, short proteins (<100 amino acids) are 
easily missed in proteomics experiments because they are underrepresent-
ed in the genome annotation due to an arbitrary cut-off of 100 amino acids 
(Carninci et al., 2005; Dinger et al., 2008; Maeda et al., 2006). Although 
computational analysis (Frith et al., 2006) and ribosome profiling (Ingolia 
et al., 2011) indicate the existence of thousands of short-ORFs (sORFs) 
that encode short expressed proteins (SEPs) (Slavoff et al., 2013), relatively 
few are confirmed by proteomics (Kastenmayer et al., 2006; Oyama et al., 
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2007; Slavoff et al., 2013; Yang et al., 2011). SEPs have been implicated in 
plant and animal development (Galindo et al., 2007; Hashimoto et al., 2001; 
Oelkers et al., 2008), stressing the need for their accurate detection. With-
in ENSEMBL release 3.4.63, peptides derived from sORFs constitute only 
5.13% (1,683) of all entries. However, the relative contribution of sORFs to 
the in silico predicted GENSCANs is much higher (6,769, 14.13%). When 
we plot the distribution of the proteins detected in our experiments by 
size, the majority consists of 200-2000 amino acids, while short proteins 
(< 100 amino acids) constitute only 0.25% (Figure S3). We obtained ex-
perimental evidence for 124 annotated short proteins and confirmed 17 
of the many predicted novel SEPs in both rat liver samples. All SEPs were 
supported by sORFs in the RNA-Seq data (Table S8B). These results show 
that mass spectrometry combined with transcriptomics provides an effec-
tive way to detect SEPs, but our data also suggest that caution is required 
when concluding that putative sORFs are actually translated. The current 
sORF annotation may severely overestimate the number of SEPs.

Detection of non-synonymous protein variants

Next, we explored to what extent the addition of strain-specific variants 
affected protein detectability. 4.3% of uniquely assigned spectra did dis-
criminate between allele-specific protein isoforms (Tables S7 and S9). By 
applying a 0% FDR cut-off, we reassuringly did not identify any BN-Lx 
variants in the SHR samples, and vice versa. The fact that only a portion of 
non-synonymous variants was confirmed by peptide-based evidence can 
be explained by our experimental design in which only genes expressed in 
the liver could be detected. Clearly, the inclusion of allele-specific variants 
has a measurable impact on protein discovery and results in more bal-
anced peptide count per strain. The latter is most notable for the SHR rat 
because its genome is more diverged from the reference BN strain (used 
for construction of the original database). 

Peptide-based evidence for RNA-editing

To identify functional RNA-editing events, we mapped our peptide spec-
tra to the set of potential RNA-editing events. In total, 54 out of the 196 
non-synonymous editing events could be confirmed by unique pep-
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tide-based evidence. (Table S9 and S10). Since unique peptide evidence 
needs to overlap with the predicted editing site, many of the remaining 
142 edits are likely missed because of incomplete coverage or redundancy 
in peptide data. Whereas limitations in the MS technology obviously re-
sult in an under-representation of identified RNA edits, MS still provides 
the best means to confirm the presence of such post-transcriptional mod-
ifications in the expressed proteins. On the other hand, we cannot rule out 
a possibility that the relatively low percentage of confirmed events is a true 
representation of the actual level of post-transcriptional modifications 
that make it to mature proteins. This may be due to negative selection of 
modified mRNA molecules. The high level of RNA sequencing coverage 
and the strict calling settings used to define editing events make it unlike-
ly that an overestimation of editing events is introduced during the RNA 
sequencing procedure and analysis.
It is worth noting that our comparison of de novo assembled and the an-
notated transcriptome may not only reveal genetic differences, transcript 
isoforms and common edited sites. Sequence and annotation imperfec-
tions within the current assembly and gene build can also be detected 
since the proteogenomics approach used in this study accounts for dif-
ferences between observed and annotated transcriptome that originate 
from both biological and technical sources. Also, we emphasize that the 
de novo transcriptome assembly approach should be supplemented by reg-
ular transcriptome profiling if one aims to discover transcript variants that 
correspond to low abundance transcripts and low-frequency events. To 
this end we performed direct alignment of RNA-Seq data to the rat tran-
scriptome (known proteins and GENSCAN predictions) and predicted 
additional modifications of annotated transcripts (Table S5). 

Predicting the effects of germline variants on protein stability

To assess whether mutations affect protein stability we evaluated the ef-
fects of strain- and transcriptome-specific non-synonymous changes as 
predicted by SIFT (Ng and Henikoff, 2001) and Polyphen2 (Adzhubei et 
al., 2010) algorithms. We asked whether genes that harbor non-synon-
ymous variants that are predicted to affect protein function could more 
frequently be found among differentially expressed genes, relative to those 
where changes in coding capacity are considered to be benign. Neither of 
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the algorithms revealed any significant difference at transcriptome level 
(Table S11). However, overrepresentation of potentially damaging muta-
tions in differentially expressed proteins was clear from Polyphen2 results 
(chi-square P<0.002) where 51% of differentially expressed genes harbor 
deleterious mutations, while same is true for only 37% for genes where 
expression is not significantly altered between strains. A similar, but not 
significant trend observed for SIFT predictions (p=0.065). Our analysis 
shows that non-conservative and structural missense variants, may have 
limited influence on abundance of transcript, yet can show a pronounced 
effect on protein stability and, thus, expression level. 

Relation between transcriptome and proteome levels

Next, we studied quantitative aspects by investigating the abundance of 
mRNA and protein levels. Although being derived from two different 
strains of rats, we observed a very high correlation of liver mRNA be-
tween BN-Lx and SHR (r = 0.98). Similarly, the correlation coefficient for 
protein expression between BN-Lx and SHR is also remarkably high r = 
0.94 (Figure 2A). 
Next we sought to define a correlation or relationship between mRNA and 
protein expression levels in our data. Making a direct correlation between 
mRNA and protein levels is hampered by the fact that in peptide-based 
proteomics many proteins contain similar peptide sequences. It is there-
fore hard to assign any of the shared peptides unambiguously to a protein, 
the so-called protein-inference problem (Grobei et al., 2009; Nesvizhskii 
and Aebersold, 2005; Serang et al., 2012). Consequently, it is hard to in-
tegrate the quantitative measurements, which are necessarily restricted to 
peptides, to a protein measurement. Still from numerous studies it has 
been concluded that the global correlation between mRNA and protein is 
certainly not linear and often an r of 0.4-0.5 is reported (Ning et al., 2012; 
de Sousa Abreu et al., 2009; Vogel and Marcotte, 2012). Such findings are 
corroborated by results that show that indeed only part of the variation in 
the protein levels can be explained by mRNA levels (Schwanhäusser et al., 
2011). Here we use for quantification of protein levels a spectra-count based 
mass spectrometry method, and use data derived from using five different 
proteolytic enzymes, sufficient to exclude a proteolytic digest-specific bias 
(Peng et al., 2012). Although we did identify peptides that are not shared 
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between proteins (Table S12), we chose to take the total number of PSMs 
for every peptide matching a protein as a measurement of its abundance 
to increase the quantitative resolution per protein.  
Subsequently, we determined the proteome-transcriptome correlation for 
BN-Lx and SHR, to be, r = 0.43 and 0.44, respectively, which is thus weak, 
albeit in line with the previous studies in other systems (Figure 2). Since 
various sequence features of transcripts have been documented to impact 
protein abundance (Vogel et al., 2010), we proceeded to determine which 
part of the transcript may be the most informative for estimating protein 
levels. To do so, we selected all coding transcripts with annotated 5’-UTRs 
and 3’-UTRs, exhibiting positive expression values as well as non-zero 
protein abundance (n=1,576). We observe that transcript abundance that 
is calculated from the 3’-UTR sequences alone improves the observed 
mRNA protein correlation substantially, when compared to measures ob-
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Figure 2. Global correlation plots displaying the complexity of mRNA and protein abundance. 
(A) Correlations between BN-Lx and SHR (top panels) for both mRNA and protein levels are 
shown as calculated using log10 normalized spectral counts (Log10SAF) and normalized 
RNA seq counts (Log10RPKM). The bottom two panels show the correlations between mRNA 
and protein abundance for BN-Lx (r=0.43) and SHR (r=0.42) respectively. (B) Scatter plot 
depicting the correlation between experimentally determined gene specific conversion factors 
(r=0.88) as calculated for BN-Lx and SHR.
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tained from the 5’-UTR or the actual coding part of a transcript (Figure 
S5). This suggests that reads that correspond to the 3’-UTR part of the 
gene, thus reflecting both the expression level and degree of mRNA degra-
dation may be a better proxy to approximate protein abundance.
Although globally the mRNA and protein data do show a rather weak di-
rect correlation, our massive data allowed us to calculate an “mRNA to 
protein conversion factor” for each individual protein. These conversion 
factors span six orders of magnitude (Figure 2B). Interestingly, these fac-
tors correlate well between the two strains (r = 0.88). This conversion factor 
implies a convenient number with which possible biological parameters 
may be correlated. Also, it may serve as a more precise gene-specific proxy 
to determine the actual protein level that corresponds to the determined 
mRNA abundance. Evidently, we do not know yet whether these mRNA 
to protein conversion factors may be time and space dependent, and thus 
different in different organs or species. 

Genetic control of quantitative proteome characteristics

To determine the effects of genetic variation on quantitative transcriptome 
and proteome characteristics, we compared the difference of mRNA and 
protein expression between the two rat strains. Only quantifiable genes 
(with evidence of their expression at both the protein and transcript level) 
were retained, which made it possible to compare 6,743 values (Figure 3 
and Table S13). One hundred and thirteen of them showed differential 
expression when 4 BN-Lx transcriptomes and 4 SHR transcriptomes were 
compared (with expression change of 2 or above). The largest proportion 
of genes with differentially expressed transcripts (59) does not show com-
parable changes at proteomics level. These proteins potentially acquire sta-
ble expression through regulation of at the level of translation or through 
proteostasis. A small proportion of genes (13) showed discordant behav-
ior with opposite expression patterns for transcripts and proteins. Both 
groups do not show any over-representation in gene ontology or path-
ways. These data clearly show the high global genome and proteome simi-
larity between the two inbred rat strains. However, they also illustrate that 
inter-individual differences may be in the details, such as represented by 
changes in post-translational protein modifications and protein networks 
(Altelaar et al., 2013; Bensimon et al., 2012). Finally, 41 out of the 113 dif-
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ferential genes show strain-specific expression changes that are consistent 
between transcriptome and proteome (Figure 3; Table S13). The products 
of these 41 genes relate to catalytic activity (28 genes, GO-Term enrich-
ment p-value 1.4e-5) and metabolic pathways (13 genes, p=2.6e-4).

A germline promoter variant deregulates Cyp17a1 expression 
in spontanuously hypertensive rats

This set of 41 genes likely underlies some of the phenotypic differences 
known to exist between BN-Lx and SHR rats, like spontaneous hyperten-
sion (Okamoto and Aoki, 1963) and metabolic syndrome (Aitman et al., 
1997, 1999). We therefore next investigated which genes were previously 
reported to be associated with hypertension in human or rat. First, 3 out of 
the 41 genes that are differential at both the mRNA and protein level were 
found to be associated with hypertension in the rat. Those 3 genes, Hao2 
(Lee et al., 2003), Serpina3m and Cyp8b1 (Kinoshita et al., 2011), came out 
as top-hits while studying SHR (-related) strains or a panel of congenic 
rat strains to define candidates for hypertension. All 3 genes also overlap 
known blood pressure QTLs in the rat (RGD). A fourth gene, Cyp17a1, 
was identified by human genome-wide association studies as a top hit in 
relation to blood pressure and hypertension in European, Japanese and 
Chinese individuals (Li et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2011; Newton-Cheh et al., 
2009; Takeuchi et al., 2010) (Table S14). This gene also overlaps a blood 
pressure QTL in rat and shows the most extreme down-regulation in SHR 
compared to BN-Lx in our analysis (Figure 3). Like Cyp8b1, Cyp17a1 is a 
member of the cytochrome P450 (CYP450) superfamily (Danielson, 2002) 
of catalytic enzymes that mediate monooxygenase reactions and regulate 
drug metabolism. Interestingly, mutations in human CYP17A1 are known 
to lead to congenital adrenal hyperplasia due to 17 alpha-hydroxylase de-
ficiency, which results in hypogonadism, pseudohermaphroditism and se-
vere hypertension (Biglieri, 1997; Biglieri et al., 1966; Geller et al., 1997; 
Goldsmith et al., 1967). To determine the genetic basis of the Cyp17a1 
expression differences between BN-Lx and SHR, we sought for germline 
variants in the annotated exons and flanking regulatory sequences, but 
none were present. Exploration of eQTL data based on the BXH/HXB 
recombinant inbred panel (which is derived from the BN-Lx and SHR 
strains) (Heinig et al., 2010), however, revealed a cis-effect, indicating that 
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the measured expression difference is likely due to genetic variants in the 
gene itself or in neighboring regulatory elements. Upon closer inspection 
of the RNA sequencing data we found that the transcriptional start site 
(TSS) of the Cyp17a1 gene was incorrectly annotated and resides approxi-
mately 2kb upstream of the currently annotated most 5’ exon (Figure 4A). 
Interestingly, this promoter does harbor a germline variant in SHR that 
disrupts the core part of an evolutionary conserved forkhead-box DNA 
binding domain (Figure 4B, C) (Sandelin et al., 2004), specifically deregu-
lating transcription in SHR (Figure 4A). Since this expression trait is regu-

Figure 3. Gene-centric strain-to-strain comparison of significantly differentially expressed 
genes.Genes in BN-Lx and SHR with significantly deviating mRNA levels (blue dots; n=59) 
or mRNA and protein levels (red dots; n=54) are highlighted in this scatter plot. Gene names 
marked by an asterisk are given based on GENSCAN blast predictions derived from the clos-
est predicted homology to human and mouse genes. Genes belonging to the CYP450 super-
family of catalytic enzymes are in bold and genes associated with hypertension in human or 
rat literature (Hao2, Serpina3m, Cyp8b1 and Cyp17a1) are underscored. 
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lated in cis and this SNV is the only germline variant in the vicinity of the 
gene, our integrated genomics, transcriptomics and proteomics approach 
has most likely identified the source of expression variation. The overlap 
with the RGD blood pressure QTL, top GWAS loci in humans and known 
link to hypertension as a result of renal hyperplasia in patients carrying 
CYP17A1 mutations are good indications that this promoter mutation in 
the SHR Cyp17a1 gene contributes to the observed hypertensive pheno-
type of SHR rats.
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Conclusions
The synergistic use of genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic technolo-
gies, presented here, demonstrates that one can achieve significant gains 
in informative data obtainable by proteomics and, complementarily, one 
can also refine and confirm predicted DNA or RNA variants. We show that 
when ultra-deep MS-based proteomics data is matched to a custom, person-
alized database built from the genome and transcriptome of the actual 
sample being studied, thousands of individual-specific peptides can be 
detected that would otherwise escape identification. Using the liver pro-
teome analysis as an example, we show that, although proteomics has been 
making steady progress in the last 10 years (Table S15), integrating with 
NGS takes proteome analysis to a higher level. Ideally, and likely the fu-
ture approach, the protein database used for MS-based proteomics would 
be generated by genome and transcriptome sequencing from the tissue or 
cell line under study. Technological advances in both the proteomics and 
the sequencing community now provide the ability to discriminate genet-
ic and post-transcriptional polymorphisms at the proteome level, as well 
as to improve quantitation of gene expression because, as we and others 
have shown, transcriptome data alone is imprecise to predict protein level 
changes and study disease phenotypes. This implies that future efforts on 
both platforms benefit largely from the here as proof-of-concept presented 
combined approach. 
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Supplementary Materials and Methods

Identification of nonsynonymous genomic variants for BN-Lx 
and SHR

Single nucleotide variants and indels were obtained from previous genome 
sequencing efforts(Atanur et al., 2010; Simonis et al., 2012). Non-synon-
ymous (amino acid changing) mutations were obtained using the Variant 
Effect Predictor tool (V2.1)(McLaren et al., 2010) For each genomic var-
iant that can result in a polymorphic protein, strain-specific alleles were 
reconstructed and added to extended peptide reference database.

Transcriptome sequencing and assembly

Total RNA was isolated from snap-frozen and powdered liver tissue sam-
ples of 6-week old inbred BN-Lx/Cub and SHR/OlaIpcv males and females 
(2 per gender, per strain). Total RNA was purified prior to RNA sequenc-
ing library preparation using the RiboMinus™ Eukaryote Kit for RNA-Seq 
(Invitrogen). Libraries were prepared exactly according to manufacturer’s 
instructions (SOLiDTM V4 guide for library preparation, Life Technolo-
gies) using the SOLiDTM total RNA-seq kit. Eight libraries were sequenced 
simultaneously using multiplexed paired-end technology (50 + 35 bp) on 
a single slide of SOLiDTM V4 system. For de novo transcriptome assembly, 
we used CLCBio assembly cell version 4 (CLC Bio, Aarhus, Denmark) to 
assemble transcriptomes of rat liver samples. All de novo assembly and 
scaffolding procedures were done for each of the eight samples separate-
ly. In addition we constructed transcriptomes by merging datasets com-
ing from the same genetic background (BN-Lx or SHR). Transcriptomes 
were mapped against the reference genome assembly using BLAT soft-
ware(Kent, 2002).

Detection of RNA editing and splicing in RNA sequencing data

To define accurately where RNA editing took place, we selected only the 
best read-alignments, with the second best hit having an at least 10% low-
er BLAT score. Also, gapped alignments produced in the previous step 
were scored for base-level inconsistencies between the genome and tran-
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scriptome sequences. We required that each RNA editing candidate was 
flanked by at least 50 base pairs of uninterrupted sequence that match 
the genome in both the 5’ and 3’ direction. Transcriptome contigs that 
showed a discrepancy with the genome sequence (taking previously anno-
tated strain-specific genomic variants into account) were compared with 
their corresponding protein sequences using NCBI BLAST (blastx). For 
all predicted nonsynonymous RNA editing variants, an individual entry 
was created in the extended rat protein database. For each entry we in-
cluded which of the 8 rat liver samples showed this specific variant.
Similar to the detection of editing events, splice events were detected us-
ing alignments between the assembled transcriptome and genome, and 
compared to their corresponding proteins. Best, but structurally imperfect 
homologies between the annotated protein and translated transcript (due 
to insertions / deletions) comprised the source for alternative transcripts. 
Together with the genomic variants and RNA editing events, these alterna-
tive splice events were included into the extended protein search database.

GENSCAN gene predictions and support by RNA sequencing 
data

When best matches of transcriptome contigs corresponded to a GEN-
SCAN prediction rather than to an annotated gene, we included it as pos-
sible translated sequence. About 10% of all GENSCAN predictions were 
supported by RNA-Seq data (~3,000), but as a control for the detection 
limit of the RNA sequencing data, all 47,450 GENSCAN predictions were 
included in our protein search database.

Sequence database compilation

We downloaded the annotated ENSEMBL(Birney et al., 2004; Curwen et 
al., 2004; Hubbard, 2002) rat protein FASTA (build 3.4.63) derived from 
the genome assembly of the Brown Norway (BN) strain as our founda-
tion. Subsequently, to tailor-make an in-house rat protein database with 
enhanced comprehensiveness and precision, we modified and appended 
the original database with information derived from DNA re-sequencing 
and RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) of the BN-Lx and SHR strain used in this 
study.
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Quantification of transcriptome data

Relative expression for each gene was calculated from the alignment of 
RNA-Seq reads and genome annotation. RNA abundance for each gene 
was calculated as reads per kilobase per million sequences reads (RPKM) 
to normalize for transcript length. 

Liver tissue sample preparation for proteomics

Snap-frozen liver tissues were re-suspended in 8 M urea in 50 mM am-
monium bicarbonate (pH 8.0), supplemented with protease inhibitors 
(Complete protease inhibitor cocktail tablets, Roche Diagnostics). Lysates 
were then sonicated and cleared by centrifugation at 13,000×g. Protein 
lysates (300µg) were reduced with 1 mM dithiothreitol and alkylated with 
5.5 mM iodoacetamide. For tryptic digestion, proteins were digested with 
endoproteinase Lys-C (Wako Chemicals) and sequencing grade modified 
trypsin (Promega) after 4-fold dilution in water. Protease digestion was 
stopped by addition of trifluoroacetic acid and precipitates were removed 
after centrifugation. Peptides were desalted using reversed-phase Sep-Pak 
C18 cartridges (Waters). The same digestion conditions were applied for 
GluC, AspN and Chymotrypsin. 

Strong Cation Exchange Chromatography (SCX)

Desalted peptide samples were fractionated using strong cation exchange 
(SCX) system consisting of an Agilent 1100 HPLC system (Agilent Tech-
nologies) coupled to a Zorbax BioSCX-Series II column (0.8-mm inner di-
ameter × 50-mm length, 3.5 μm). Solvent A consisted of 0.05% formic acid 
in 20% acetonitrile while solvent B was 0.05% formic acid, 0.5 M NaCl in 
20% acetonitrile. The SCX salt gradient is as follows: 0-0.01 min (0-2% B); 
0.01-8.01 min (2-3% B); 8.01-14.01 min (3-8% B); 14.01-28 min (8-20% 
B); 28-38 min (20-40% B); 38-48 min (40-90% B); 48-54 min (90% B); 54-
60 min (0% B). A total of 50 SCX fractions (1 min each, i.e. 50-μl elution 
volume) were collected and dried in a vacuum centrifuge. 

MS Analysis 

The early fractions from SCX were analyzed with an Agilent 1290 Infinity 
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(Agilent Technologies, Waldbronn, DE) system coupled to a TripleTOF 
5600 system (AB Sciex, Concord, ON). The UPLC was equipped with a 
double frit trapping column (ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ, 3µm, Dr. Maisch 
GmbH, Ammerbuch, Germany: 2 cm x 100 mID, packed in-house) and 
an analytical column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C18, 1.8 μm, 40 cm x 50 μm, 
packed in-house) for online trapping, desalting, and analytical separations. 
The solvents used were: buffer A 0.1% formic acid in water and buffer B 
0.1% formic acid in 80% acetonitrile. Trapping and desalting were car-
ried out at 5 μL/min for 10 min with 100% buffer A. For elution, the flow 
rate was passively split to 100 nL/min and the analytical separation was 
established in 2h gradient by the following conditions: immediately after 
loading the percentage of buffer B was increased to 15% in 0.1min, then 
buffer B was increased up to 21% and 35% respectively in 47.4 min and 
47.5 min. Following the gradient was increased to 100% B for 2 min and 
maintained for 1 min. Initial chromatographic conditions were restored in 
1 min and maintained for 10 min. Data acquisition was performed with 
a TripleTOF5600 System fitted with a Nanospray III source (AB SCIEX, 
Concord, ON) and a coated tip as the emitter (New Objectives, Woburn, 
MA). Data was acquired using an ion spray voltage of 2.7 kV, curtain gas 
of 10 PSI, nebulizer gas of 10 PSI, and an interface heater temperature 
of 100°C. The mass spectrometer was operated in information-dependent 
acquisition mode (IDA) and MS spectra were acquired across the mass 
range of 350–1250 m/z in high-resolution mode (> 30,000) using 250 ms 
accumulation time per spectrum. The 20 most abundant precursors ions 
per cycle at a threshold of 50 counts per second and peptides carrying 
from 2 up to 5 positive charges were chosen for fragmentation from each 
MS spectrum with 50 ms minimum accumulation time for each precur-
sor. Dynamic exclusion was set 15 s, and then the precursor was refreshed 
off the exclusion list. Tandem mass spectra were recorded in high sensitiv-
ity mode (resolution > 15 000) with rolling collision energy on and with a 
collision energy spared of 15 V. 
The late SCX fractions were analyzed with Nano-UPLC-MS/MS on a Prox-
eon EASY-nLC 1000 (Thermo Scientific, Odense, Denmark) connected to 
an LTQ-Orbitrap Velos (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, DE). The in-
jected sample was first trapped with a double-fritted trapping column (Dr 
Maisch Reprosil C18, 3 μm, 2 cm x 100 μm) before being separated in an 
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analytical column (Agilent Zorbax SB-C18, 1.8 μm, 35 cm x 50 μm). Sol-
vent A consists of 0.1 M acetic acid while solvent B is 0.1 M acetic acid in 
80% acetonitrile. Measurement time for each sample took 120 min. Sam-
ples are first loaded at a maximum pressure of 980 bar with 100% solvent 
A. Subsequently, peptides are chromatographically separated by a 91min 
gradient consisting of 15% to 40% solvent B at an un-split flow of 100 nL/
min; then ramped to 100% B in 3 min and held in 100% B for another 2 
min. This is finally followed by a 13-min equilibration with 100% A. For 
MS analysis, 1.7 kV was applied to the Nanospray needle. The survey scan 
was from 350 to 1500 m/z at a resolution of 30000 and for the MS2 the 
resolution was set to 7500. The 10 most intense precursors were selected 
for subsequent fragmentation using a direct dependent acquisition. A de-
cision tree method previously described was used(Frese et al., 2011), only 
selecting the peptides with charge state higher than 3. Briefly, it chooses 
between ETD (with orbitrap or ion trap readout) and HCD as the frag-
mentation technique depending on the charge and m/z value of the pre-
cursor ion.

MS peak list generation

For Wiff files generated from TripleTOF 5600, tandem MS spectra were 
de-isotoped, charge- deconvoluted and peak lists converted to Mascot ge-
neric format (MGF) files using AB Sciex Data Converter (version 1.1). For 
data generated from the LTQ-Orbitrap Velos, Raw files were converted 
to MGF files using Proteome Discoverer (version 1.3). The non-fragment 
filter was used to simplify ETD spectra and the Top N filter (10 highest 
peaks admitted per 100 Da) for the HCD spectra. Three MGF files were 
generated (one for HCD, one for ETD IT and one for ETD FT). The files 
with an orbitrap readout were deisotoped and charge deconvoluted with 
the H-Score script, described elsewhere(Savitski et al., 2010).

Protein database searching

All MGF files were queried with Mascot search engine (version 2.3) via 
Proteome Discoverer version 1.3 (PD 1.3, Thermo Fisher) for submission. 
The spectra were searched against the in-house database named RAT_
COMBINED. Each of the five different enzymes used (Trypsin/P, LysC/P, 
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Chymotrypsin, GluC-DE and AspN_ambic) were selected per file and up 
to 9 missed cleavages were allowed. Cysteine carbamidomethylation was 
set as fixed modification, and oxidation of methionine and acetylation of 
the N-terminal as variable modifications. Peptide tolerance was initially 
set to 50 ppm and the MS/MS tolerance was set to 0.1 Da (for TOF read-
out), 0.02 Da (Orbitrap readout) and 0.5 Da (ion trap readout). 
All peptide-spectrum matches (PSMs) were evaluated with Percola-
tor(Käll, Canterbury, Weston, Noble, & MacCoss, 2007) for validation. We 
classified each PSM based on their q value. We set a high stringency filter 
of q = 0 (0% FDR).  The expected protein level FDR therefore is also 0%. 
Furthermore, only PSMs with a first rank in the search engine and a mini-
mum length of 6 amino acids were kept. Unmatched spectra were export-
ed for further analysis using PEAKS Studio (version 6.0). Peak lists were 
first filtered with a quality value of 0.65 as suggested by the manufacturer, 
followed by a tag database search. In this step, both peptide tolerance and 
MS/MS tolerance were set according to the Mascot search. To increase the 
options for matching the unassigned spectra, we additionally set deami-
dation of asparagine and glutamine, and pyro-glu from glutamic acid and 
glutamine as variable modifications, on top of the modifications used in 
the Proteome Discoverer search. The maximum allowed variable PTM per 
peptide was set to 3. Finally de novo interpreted PSMs were submitted to 
PEAKS DB database matching, this time allowing semi-enzymatic speci-
ficity and a maximum cleavages per peptide of 2. Again, the sequence da-
tabase used was the newly constructed RAT_COMBINED database. The 
FDR was estimated using a concatenated decoy database and data was fil-
tered according to an FDR threshold of 0.0%.

Quantitative comparison of proteome and transcriptome data

To combine quantitative data from all analysis methods, we developed a 
relational database schema (Supplementary Figure S5) to store all data 
necessary for analysis. The database schema was converted to Java (Java 
SE 7, Oracle California USA) entities, using the Java Persistence API (JPA 
version 2) implemented in EclipseLink version 2.3.2 (http://www.eclipse.
org/eclipselink), using the tools provided in Netbeans IDE 7.3 (http://
www.netbeans.org). The database used was MySQL version 5.5 (Oracle, 
California USA). 
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Briefly, the following steps were used to obtain spectral counts for our 
data:
• Import ensemble transcript to protein conversion table. Transcript 

identifiers were converted to Ensembl Protein identifiers using a list 
exported from Ensembl using the Biomart67 tool.

• Import RAT_COMBINED sequences, disambiguate protein sequences, 
create mapping table between non-redundant sequences and the origi-
nal identifiers, create table to map the redundant identifiers to standard 
identifiers.

• Import Unimod: Entity classes were generated from the unimod sche-
ma using JAXB-2 Maven Plugin (version 0.8.2), and the unimod (http://
www.19 Jul 2012) xml file was imported into the database.

• Import RNA-seq quantification, import PEAKS data, import Proteome 
Discoverer PTMs, group all PSM sequences into peptides, map all pep-
tide sequences to the protein sequences, count all PSMs for the non-re-
dundant protein entries in the database, count the PSMs only for the 
“unique” peptide sequences, calculate SAF values based on protein 
lengths.

RNA-seq quantifications are read from tabular text files containing mRNA 
abundance normalized to RPKM values. The proteomics data was read 
as PTMs from the PD .msf files using thermo_msf_reader (Colaert et al, 
2011) version 2.0.3, only high quality matches (set to 0% FDR in PD) and 
first ranking search engine hits were accepted. Peaks results, exported as 
tab delimited peptide files were read into the database and filtered by FDR 
cutoff threshold scores determined in the Peaks software. In the database, 
peptides were grouped based on sequence and matched to the known pro-
tein sequences from the RAT_COMBINED database. For every protein 
the spectral counts were calculated based on the number of PSMs present 
in the database per strain. A semi-quantitative measure for expression SAF 
(spectral abundance factor) was calculated by dividing the spectral counts 
by the amino acid length of the protein. RNA-seq quantification values 
were averaged across all individuals (male and female), after confirmation 
that the quantification values were highly correlated (not shown). Tabular 
data was exported from the database and imported in R for further anal-
yses.Significance analysis of different strains and the log2 ratios follow a 
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normal distribution with so-called “heavy” tails. If we assume most gene 
products do not change under different conditions, we propose that the 
genes present in these heavy tails are affected by an experimentally intro-
duced bias. For this reason, we fitted a standard normal distribution using 
robust measures for standard deviation using the median absolute devia-
tion (MAD), multiplying the outcome by 1.4826 to obtain the standard er-
ror and the median for the average. Q-q plots of the fitted values show that 
values follow a Gaussian distribution with heavy tails, indicating that the 
robust estimator can be used to infer the null distribution (Supplementary 
figure S4 B).  From this normal distribution, p-values were calculated for 
every protein and corrected for multiple testing (1% FDR, two-sided) us-
ing the Benjamini-Hochberg step-up procedure. 

Supplementary tables
The supplementary tables are not depicted here for lack of space, please 
refer to the original publication.

Supplementary figures

Figure S1. Distribution of annotated genes, RNA-seq identified transcripts and proteom-
ics-identified proteins according to rat chromosomes. Identified proteins are evenly distributed 
over the rat chromosomes, concordant to the distribution of genes and transcripts. The right 
part of the figure displays the physical location of the differential expression of the proteins 
on the chromosomes on a color scale from red (SHR highest) to white (BN-Lx highest). The 
end caps of the chromosomes are for graphical display only and do not represent physical 
dimensions of telomeres.
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Figure S2. Comprehensiveness of proteomics data. A. The distribution of sequence cover-
age of proteins at a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0%. About 18% of proteins harbor at least 
50% coverage. B. On average, each of the five proteases used contributed to at least 20% of 
peptide-spectral matches (PSMs) and non-redundant peptide sequences with trypsin being 
the best overall, about 25%. 
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Figure S3. The distribution of size for all GENSCAN predicted proteins validated with pro-
teomics. (A.) The distribution of sizes for all protein entries retrieved from ENSEMBL and 
GENSCAN databases shows that while GENSCAN predictions agree with ENSEMBL anno-
tation for proteins larger than 400 amino acids; for proteins comprising < 300 amino acids, 
GENSCAN predicts a lot more proteins than those that are validated by ENSEMBL. (B.) At an 
FDR of 0% and using at least one unique peptide as supporting evidence to verify predicted 
gene models, we find that proteins < 100 amino acids are indeed present at comparatively 
lower levels in rat liver tissues. (C.) When data from (A.) and (B.) are normalized and plotted 
together, it is clear that both ENSEMBL-annotated proteins and MS-verified gene models 
agree in size distribution.  
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Figure S4.(A.) Normalization performed on the  RPKM and SAF values by subtracting the 
median values of the measurements. Left panel: density plot of the distributions of RPKM 
and SAF values of both strains before normalization, Right panel: density plot of the same 
distributions after normalization. (B.) Q-Q plots of the distribution of the log2 ratios between 
SHR and BN-Lx measured as RPKM (left panel) and SAF (right panel). The plots show good 
concordance between the predicted distribution and the measured values in the central part, 
while the tails diverge from the expected line, indicative of the differentially expressed part of 
the measured distribution.
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Summary
In this thesis, I describe methods and applications of computer techniques 
and bioinformatics in the field of mass spectrometry based proteomics. 
Chapter 1 contains a basic introduction into the field of proteomics, how 
computers are an essential part of this research area, and some background 
on the biological questions addressed in this thesis.
There were several specific issues in the analysis of mass spectrometry 
based proteomics data that we attempted to address by developing our 
own software. We describe these issues in chapters 2 and 3. The first is-
sue was that the number of sequencing events in the mass spectrometer 
reached such size that the search engine output became cumbersome. We 
therefore developed a software suite called RockerBox, which we describe 
in detail in chapter 2. This software reduces the size of the “dat” file out-
put of Mascot, which is an intermediary file containing all the search re-
sults in an unformatted way. The size reduction consisted of filtering out 
low-quality matches. There are three ways of filtering: Using simple score 
thresholds, by calculating false discovery rate (FDR) values based on tar-
get and decoy database matches and introducing a score threshold for a 
FDR threshold, or by calculating the FDR with the Percolator algorithm. 
The filtered file retains the correct structure, making it possible to visualize 
the results in the Mascot output window, but also to use the file in other 
software that rely on this file format. Aside from filtering, extensive visu-
alization methods are present to assess the quality of each search result. 
A second issue was the lack of an easy-to-use statistical analysis package 
for quantitative data. We therefore developed a graphical desktop package 
called Statquant, described in chapter 3. It performs outlier detection and 
manual curation of peptide quantification with real-time adjustment of 
the significance values. It also provides methods to compensate for chem-
ical artifacts like the well-known arginine to proline conversion that can 
occur in SILAC labeling.
An important part of proteomics research is the optimization of the meth-
ods. In chapter 4, we therefore investigated the difference between two dif-
ferent fragmentation methods, electron transfer dissociation (ETD), and 
the conventional collision induced dissociation (CID). The major conclu-
sion is that ETD and CID are complementary fragmentation techniques 
that are optimal for different populations of peptides, based on charge, and 
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therefore length. Based on these findings we suggest the use of decision 
tree analysis of different peptides during the mass spectrometry. Chapter 
5 describes another optimization for the detection of peptides is combin-
ing the results of different peptidases on the same samples. As a proof of 
principle, we created a human phosphopeptide atlas, based on peptides 
acquired with five different proteolytic enzymes, followed by Ti4+ enrich-
ment. We show that the different enzymes yield different and orthogonal 
peptide species. This lead to the detection of 37,771 unique phosphopep-
tides, containing 18,430 high quality unique phosphosites. We published 
the results with an interactive web site that contains different views of the 
data that allows the retrieval of the spectra of interest.
The widespread functional occurrence of tyrosine phosphorylation may 
have been introduced in life in parallel with the origin of multicellularity. 
To investigate this, we focused on the kinome of one of the most primitive 
animals, Trichoplax adhaerens, as described in chapter 6. We could iden-
tify and quantify several kinases, among which several tyrosine kinases. 
Notably, we also found an increased number of tyrosine phosphorylation 
events compared to other species, supporting the theory that the evolution 
of multicellularity co-occurred with the origination of tyrosine kinases. 
This research would not have been possible without the sequencing of the 
Trichoplax genome, but it did require annotation of the kinases. Since in-
novations of DNA and RNA sequencing allows sequencing of not only 
individual organisms, but also single organs, we were able to compare and 
analyze the liver of two using proteogenomics analysis. The experiments 
are described in chapter 7, where we compare two different rat strains, the 
standard laboratory strain Bn-Lx and a related strain called spontaneously 
hypertensive rat (SHR). We were able to link a germ line mutation in the 
promoter region of Cyp17a1, to the reduction of expression at both RNA 
and protein level in the SHR background. An established link between 
Cyp17a1 and hypertension in human existed before, but here we show it 
appears to exist for rat as well. With these experiments, it is clear that the 
combination of proteomics and next generation sequencing techniques 
adds mutual benefit, in that the novel and organism-specific sequencing 
data is used for database searching. Conversely, the proteomics analysis 
can verify the expression of certain specific variants, while adding the pos-
sibility to analyze post-translational modifications.
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Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift worden computer en bioinformatica methoden 
beschreven, die ondersteunend zijn voor de bestudering van eiwitten 
met behulp van massaspectrometrie (proteomics). Hoofdstuk 1 bevat 
een introductie over proteomics, en hoe computers een essentieel deel 
vormen van dit onderzoeksgebied. Verder geef ik enige achtergrond over 
de biologische vragen die in dit proefschrift worden behandeld.
Massaspectrometrie gebaseerde proteomics kende een aantal technische 
problemen waarvoor wij een oplossing creëerden door zelf programmatuur 
te ontwikkelen. Deze problemen en onze oplossingen worden beschreven 
in hoofdstukken 2 en 3. Het eerste probleem dat, zeker in het verleden, 
veel problemen opleverde was dat het aantal sequentie-gebeurtenissen 
in de massaspectrometer voor een enkel monster zo groot werd, dat het 
lastig werd de resultaten van de analyse in een computer te bekijken of te 
bewerken. Om dat te adresseren ontwikkelden we programmatuur met 
de naam ‘RockerBox’, dat we beschrijven in hoofdstuk 2. Het programma 
reduceert de grootte van de analyseresultaten van de Mascot software, een 
zoek-algoritme dat eiwitsequenties toewijst aan massaspectra. Bestanden 
van het Mascot-bestandstype ‘.dat’ kunnen worden verkleind door het 
deel van de resultaten met een lage kwaliteit volledig uit het bestand te 
verwijderen. Er zijn hiervoor drie methoden van filteren aanwezig: het 
gebruik van eenvoudige criteria zoals score, een meer geavanceerde 
criterium gebaseerd op de schatting van het aantal vals positieven (False 
Discovery Rate, FDR), door de zoekresultaten van een database met echte 
eiwitsequenties (‘target’) te vergelijken met een die gehusselde sequenties 
bevat (‘decoy’). Een derde methode probeert deze FDR te berekenen met 
behulp van het ‘Percolator’ algoritme, dat gelijktijdig gebruik maakt van 
veel verschillende eigenschappen van de zoekresultaten. Het gefilterde 
.dat bestand behoudt de structuur, waardoor Mascot zelf, of andere 
analysesoftware de hoge kwaliteit data kan openen. Buiten filteren 
kan ‘RockerBox’ uitgebreide plots creëren voor de inschatting van de 
kwaliteit van de zoekresultaten. In hoofdstuk 3 wordt de ‘StatQuant’ 
programmatuur beschreven, een grafisch computerprogramma waarmee 
op eenvoudige wijze statistische analyse van kwantitatieve gegevens kan 
worden uitgevoerd. Visuele inspectie van de gekwantificeerde gegevens, 
en het manueel aanpassen is mogelijk, alsook het automatisch detecteren 
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en verwijderen van uitbijters, terwijl de p-waarden van de significantietest 
onmiddellijk wordt aangepast. Als een specialistisch voorbeeld kan het 
ook compenseren voor chemische artefacten zoals de bekende arginine 
naar proline conversie wanneer men SILAC-labels gebruikt.
Een belangrijk deel van proteomics is de optimalisering van methodes. 
In hoofdstuk 4 wordt daarom gekeken naar het verschil tussen twee 
verschillende fragmentatiemethoden, te weten elektronoverdracht 
dissociatie (electron transfer dissociation, ETD) en de meer conventionele 
botsing geïnduceerde dissociatie (collision induced dissociation, CID). Hier 
is de belangrijkste conclusie, dat ETD en CID complementaire technieken 
zijn, die optimaal werken op verschillende populaties van peptiden, in 
het bijzonder met verschillende lading, dus ook op lengte. Gebaseerd 
op dit onderzoek suggereren wij het gebruik van een beslis-schema voor 
het selecteren van de dissociatiemethode tijdens de massaspectrometrie. 
In hoofdstuk 5 beschrijven we een andere methode van optimalisatie, 
namelijk die van het gebruik van verschillende proteasen op hetzelfde 
monster. Als een proof of principle hebben we een fosfopeptide-atlas 
gebouwd, gebaseerd op peptiden van eiwitten geknipt met verschillende 
proteolytische enzymen. De fosfopeptiden werden verrijkt met behulp van 
een Ti4+-kolom. We rapporteren 377.771 unieke fosfopeptide, met in totaal 
18.430 unieke gefosforyleerde locaties op het eiwit. Om deze resultaten 
toegankelijk te maken, hebben we daarvoor een uitgebreide interactieve 
webpagina ontwikkeld, waarmee op verschillende manieren in de gegevens 
kan worden gezocht en gebladerd, en kan worden gedownload, tot op het 
niveau en het van het individuele fragmentatiespectrum.
Het brede voorkomen van functionele fosforylering van tyrosine zou 
gedurende de evolutie parallel kunnen zijn  ontstaan met meercelligheid. 
Om dit verder te onderzoeken hebben we een van de meest primitieve 
dieren onderzocht, te weten het plakdiertje Trichoplax adhaerens. Dit 
onderzoek is beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. We konden verschillende kinasen, 
waaronder tyrosine kinasen identificeren en kwantificeren. Interessant 
genoeg vonden we ook een verhoogde fractie van tryosine fosforylatie 
vergeleken bij andere diersoorten, wat de theorie van gelijktijdigheid van 
het ontstaan van tyrosine fosforylatie en meercelligheid onderschrijft. Dit 
onderzoek zou niet mogelijk zijn geweest zonder dat de DNA-sequentie 
van het Trichoplax genoom aanwezig was, het zelf annoteren van de 
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kinasen was echter nog wel nodig.
Innovaties op het gebied van het nucleotide sequentiebepaling, bekend 
als next gen[eration] sequencing, maken het steeds beter mogelijk DNA- 
en RNA-sequenties binnen steeds kortere tijd te verkrijgen. Daardoor 
wordt het ook steeds beter mogelijk om te focussen kleinere deelgebieden, 
zoals de verschillende organen van een enkel organisme. In hoofdstuk 
7 combineerden we deze techniek met proteomics om de lever van 
twee verschillende stammen van ratten te vergelijken: de standaard 
laboratoriumrat Bn-Lx en een afgeleide stam die spontane hypertensie 
vertoont, genaamd SHR (spontaneous hypertensive rat). We maten een 
verhoogde hoeveelheid van zowel het RNA als het eiwit van het Cyp17a1 
gen. Voor dit gen bestaat al wel een verband met hypertensie in de mens, 
maar was nog niet bekend bij ratten. Buiten de directe resultaten van deze 
experimenten, is het duidelijk dat het combineren van proteomics en next 
gen sequencing een voordeel bieden dat beide kanten op werkt. Nieuwe 
DNA en sequenties maken het mogelijk om in de massaspectrometrie 
zoekmachine meer, en individu-specifieke eiwitten te vinden. Van de andere 
kant maakt de proteomics analyse duidelijk welke eiwitten daadwerkelijk 
tot expressie komen, ook als het gaat over specifieke varianten. Daarnaast 
kan essentiële informatie worden gevonden over de post-translationele 
modificaties van de eiwitten. De combinatie van beide technieken is 
daarom zeer waardevol.
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Future Outlook

Software for analysis of proteomics data

In parallel with the rapid advancement of proteomics technologies there 
have been many improvements in the software for the analysis of mass 
spectrometry data. Developing good user-friendly software always takes 
time, it is always somewhat behind compared to developments in instru-
mentation. Therefore, we needed to develop in-house tools that would 
also provide ideas for future developments. The functionality in the Rock-
erBox program can now be found in many other software tools, notably 
Proteome Discoverer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or MaxQuant (Cox and 
Mann, 2008; Cox et al., 2011) and Perseus (Tyanova et al., 2016) with their 
built-in visualization of results, such as freely assignable plotting com-
mands. Luckily, one of the major bottlenecks in the analysis that were ad-
dresed by the RockerBox software: the lack of memory and processing 
power, are largely overcome with the growth of possibilities with modern 
day computers.

Improvements in proteomics mass spectrometry

The comparison between Electron Transfer Dissociation (ETD) and Col-
lision Induced Dissociation (CID) revealed that these techniques have 
different efficiencies for different physical properties of peptides, making 
them excellent complementary techniques for the analysis of complex 
samples. Since the publication of these findings, there have been many 
new strategies added to the toolkit for analyses of samples. A direct con-
sequence of the realization of the differences between ETD and CID is the 
decision tree method: Mass spectrometers selectively use ETD or CID for 
dissociation based on the properties of the selected peptide (Swaney et al., 
2008). A variant of CID method called HCD (Higher-energy Collisional 
Dissociation) is available especially for Orbitrap mass spectrometers, with 
no lower mass cutoff and slightly different fragmentation bias, again hav-
ing a complementary role next to CID and ETD. Interestingly, instrumen-
tation now allows for the simultaneous use of both ETD and CID or HCD 
fragmentation on the same precursor. The combination of ETD and HCD 
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leads to very high fragmentation coverage of peptides with a wide range 
of physicochemical properties (Frese et al., 2012, 2013; Mommen et al., 
2014). Even though current software is able to analyze this kind of frag-
mentation spectra, there is still room for improvement in terms of weight-
ing of fragments for scoring. Another important aspect of identification 
is the type of peptide that is presented to the mass spectrometer. Trypsin 
is the traditional choice for most mass spectrometry experiments, since it 
cleaves at the basic residues lysine (K) and arginine (R), so that a charge 
can be present both on the N-terminus and at the K or R amine group. 
Therefore, we also test different proteolytic enzymes that create peptides 
with different chemicophysical properties. An example of these enzymes 
is Lys-N that cleaves the proteins N-terminally, before a lysine (Gauci et 
al., 2009). Not only does this create longer peptides than trypsin (that 
cleaves on both lysine and arginine) but it also concentrates the charge 
on the N-terminal side of the peptide, yielding a single ion series that can 
be sequences following the subsequent fragment peaks, in a de-novo se-
quencing method (Gauci et al., 2009; Hennrich et al., 2009; Taouatas et 
al., 2008). But not only for ETD enzymes with a different specificity will 
produce orthogonal results, since sometimes a tryptic enzyme does not 
contain an optimal charge distribution for fragmentation, especially if the 
peptide contains a charged modification like phosphorylation. Combin-
ing different enzymes therefore will give a great increase of detection at the 
cost of analysis time. We have successfully used the well-known enzymes 
in our phosphoproteome atlas, but it would probably be advantageous to 
investigate additional novel proteases that would give peptides with even 
more distinctive properties (Tsiatsiani and Heck, 2015).

Combining multiple –omics techniques

In the multidisciplinary analysis of the rat liver, we found clear advantages 
and disadvantages of the combination of DNA sequencing, RNA sequenc-
ing and proteomics. Notably, there is a difference in sampling efficiency, 
since an amplification step, as provided by PCR for DNA, does not exist for 
proteins. Having DNA and RNA sequences of specific individual samples 
is a major advantage for proteomics, as the generally available common 
genome database does not cover all genetic variation for each individual 
species. Conversely, it is not always clear if RNA that contains a point mu-
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tation will actually be active as a protein. In our study, we found that the 
Cyp17a1 gene promoter mutation lead to decreased levels of CYP17A1 
protein in the spontaneous hypertensive rat. Intriguingly, the moment of 
measurement is before the onset of hypertension, so future research may 
elucidate whether the level of Cyp17a1 is useful as an early indicator for 
hypertension. Although not the focus in this study, proteomics is also the 
only technique that can elucidate post-translational modifications. This is 
information vital to understand function as PTMs play a crucial role in 
many biological processes.
There are still a lot of a challenges in combining RNA-sequencing and 
proteomics quantification because of the typically low correlation in quan-
tification between these data. Therefore, combining the expression levels 
to reinforce the quantification between both techniques does not lead to 
a more powerful analysis. Interestingly, the ratios between two conditions 
do correlate well between the protein and RNA measurements, meaning 
that if the level of a particular mRNA doubles, the level of the translated 
protein is likely to double as well. Therefore, optimistically, there may be 
a fixed and gene-specific conversion factor between mRNA and protein 
levels that by the calculation of ratios falls out of the equation. The fact that 
this prediction was made independently in several studies (Edfors et al., 
2016; Wilhelm et al., 2014) from different angles reinforces this idea. Ide-
ally, it would be possible to estimate the conversion factor from intrinsic 
properties of the RNA coding or non-coding sequences.

Phosphorylation in evolution

Investigating the Trichoplax kinome and phosphoproteome reinforced the 
ideas put forward earlier that the emergence of the tyrosine kinase system 
(Lim and Pawson, 2010) ran parallel with the formation of multicellular 
organisms and inter-cellular signaling. To further prove this hypothesis, 
it would be beneficial to investigate more animals at the base of the evo-
lutionary tree, such as colony-forming single cells to a state that involves 
differentiating cells. Unfortunately, there is no possibility to roll back time 
and observe what happened, but with more circumstantial evidence, we 
should be able to make a good guess, and understand part of how life as 
we know it now evolved.
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